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Prefac:e 

This survey is ess~ntiall.y confined to neutrino flux 

processes. Some problems of weak interactions involving neu

t rino physics are also dealt with. 

Ther e has been growi.Dg evidence of the importance of 

neutrino processes in nature.Bew and varied neutriDo effects 

are being discovered. 

There are good grounds to believe that the soluti on 

of many astrophysical problems depends on the advance of 

neutrino physics.It is not impossible that neutrino processes 

are of essential importance in cosmology and cosmogo~. 

Neutrino astrono~ is not perhaps a matter of a 

far-away future. 

ExperimeDtal results in high energy neutrino physics 

may prove decisive in constructing the future theory of elem

entary particles. This will require adequate data on the be

haviour of neutrino processes at very high energies. 

Some of these data can in principle be obtained on 

accelerators and in cosmic ray experiments.Finally,the acceler

ators of the decade to come--colliding beams and competing 

accelerat ors of enormous iDtensities affording very high 

experimental accuracies--will probably culminate the pro

grammes and accomplish the targets of neutrino physics 

holding our imagination today. 

'lhe Author 

Acknowledgements. The author is indebted to I. 11. Zbe

leznykh,G.'.r. Zatsepio,A.A.Komar, V .A.Kuzmin and .Ng11e.t1 Vam J./ieu... 
for stimulatiog remarks and R. Asanov for the preparation 

of the preprint. 
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Introducti on 

The diScovery of t he neutrino, a particle so striking 

in many resp ects, was neither spectacular nor dramatic . As a 

matter of fact,it cannot e~en be associated with any defin-

ite date. 
The neutrino was being discovered on and off f or 

nearly a quarter of a century. 

Contemporary reminiscences seem to show that the 

neutrino was first introduced as a hypothetical particl e by 

w. Pauli1 ) (19~1). 
The hypothesis originated from the consideration 

of conservation laws in the analysis of .J3 -decay effects 

of different complex nuclei
2

). 

It was with caution .and hesitation that the neutrino 

was admitted to the holy precincts of the elementary particles: 

t he:z:e were years of doubt as to whether it was a real particle 

or a quantitatively conceptualized disappearance of energy 

and angular momeDtua in different reactions. 

Finally,Reines and Cowan}) showed that the neutrino 
" 

can be absorbed and not ool.y emitted. Thus, once a "semi-particle 

(capable of only being "emitted") the neutrino became a full

fl edged member of the co:amru.oity of "elementary" particles. 

In other words, just like all "elementary" particles 

the neutrino is described by the four-dimensional vector of 

, _ 
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energy momentum and angular momenta.Possessing semi-integral 

spin momentum, the neutrino belongs to the class of fermion.s 

along with the electron,muon and baryon.t. 

The consensus of opinion tends to regard the rest 

mass of the neutrillo as vanishing. 

At an;y rate the experimental value of the neutrino 

eigen mass is given by the quantity Yn/112500JtYI?e where 

me is the electron mass. 

The theory of } -decay and the theory of weak in

teractions was in general pioneered by Fermi5) (19}4).The 

theory of weak interactions was constructed as a theory of 

interactions between electron-neutrino and proton-neutron 

fields on the pattern of electrodsnamics. 

The four-vector, a mathematical analogue af the 

vector field of electrodynamics,was constructed out of 

electron-neutrino functions while a new constant c&- ) in

dicated the smallness of the interaction of the new field 

with the nucleons. 

The theory underwent a long process of immanent de

velopment. Initiall.;y, a more thorough study of the inherent 

possibilities of the theory led to deviations from the 

electromagnetic pattern. 

There were attempts, for example, to bring into play 

only the vector field ( V ), but also the scalar ( S ), 

seudoscalar ( 'r ),pseudovector ( A ) or tensor ( 'T' ) 
out of electron-neutrino spinor 

'l'he deamon o:t physics rebelled against the imaginary 

electrod;yna.mic prototype and it was hoped 

accept the new alterna:tives • .Nature,however, 

!~-,roved to be lesa imagina:tive or perhaps harder to please. 

'l'he higher derivatives in weak interactions were 

abandoned (1937) on tbe insistence of experilllents. 

As for the other non-vector variants of the theory, 

seemed :tor a while that the nature had been coaxed b;y 

1110neorist s into accepting the tensor and ocalar variants 

interaction. 

Yet quite recentoly (1957) the theoX7 of j3 -decay 

•re,;urneCl to its electroeynamic prototype6 •? ). 

'.lbe comeback was so sweeping that it gave rise to 

suapici on that vector interactions were at work in nature 

in general and hence to the trend to "vectorize" physics8 ). 

higher field derivatives, on the one hand, and electron-neutrino I point. Thus there arises an essentiall,y new class af illterac-

fi elda in the non-vector form, on the other. rt appeared that tiona quite unlike aeythiz8 known ill el ectrod,ynamics or 

:ror all its affinity to electrodynamics the theory 

o:t weak interactions has so far preserved that peculiarity 

which it received at Fermi's hands: the postulating of the 

interaction of four fermion.s localized at aiJ;y one space-time 

meson field theoX7 (tbe problema of renormalization,the 

6 
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character of divergeDCes, the character of the cross secti 

energy dependences,etc.). 

Some pbysicist s, dissatisfied with this peculiaritJr 

are Wat"king for the unification of all types of interaeti 

(the idea of an intermediate vector meson). others expect 

that it is precisely this peculiari v that will help them 

to surmount the notorious fundamental difficulties of tb.e 

current field theacy by imparting a fundamental meaniDg to 

the four-fermion interaction. 

It is to be hoped that the dilemma will be solved 

within a few years and the theoreticians will thus have 

less ambiguous experimental indications of new possibili

ties for constructiDg the elementary particle theory. 

Beutrino experimezxts lo0111 prominently in the expected so

luti on of the problem. 

1. Peculiarity of Four-Fermion Interactions 

In accordance wi. th the well-known neutron j3 
processes, the interaction Lagrallgian describing the decSJ', 

can be written as the products of nucleon and lepton cur

rents6' 7) 

C. f·Jr ·e ;t = r.i §: trt_ ~ (1) 

8 

J~, :: 'f/, ~ ( 1~"/'s) ~ (2 ) 

J~e = 'le ~ ( t ~rs) fl'>~ (3) 

is the operator of the producti on of a particle or the 

miWUJ.IItiOil of an antiparticle, r is that of t he a nn1hi

. 
on of a particle or 'lhe production of the 

~ 

-I(V)::: ifi tf is a vector, 
~ ;t. 

antip article, 

jp):f'i~'l' is a pseudovector, 

G- = (1.40 ± o. 01) 10-49 erg c~, (4) 

G-- is a specific constam governiDg the weak inte.rac-

If we introduce the muon current 

')'-- -
I~ = ~ ~ (I+~) 'lv (5) 

Lagrangian in the same form (1) with the same interaction 

tit = .£ £. (/I<') t / e fZ o(_ ~ o< (/ o(, 
(6) 

9 



+ 
describe s well the muon decay (/ _., ~ + v +i:J 

time ,.-
The li:f'EV' of the muon is here meant: C.. theor = 

+ 

(2.26.:!: 0.04) 10-6 sec, ~ =(2 . 22! 0 . 02) 10-6 sec. 
exp 

). 

Hence the natural impulse to write the Lagrangian 

- G' /·'1 J~ r 
£ - ~ !/~; j..< (7) 

describing the weak muon-nucleon interaction and in ~enerA 

universalize the weak interaction of f our f ermions 

;e = ~ (;~) f-~~~~ 

'" ~ where } and JJ- are the currents of the form (2), ( 3 

(5),e"tc.~composed of Fermion functions. 

However,the attempt to universalize the interaction 

in the general fom (8) proves to be too ambitious.In this 

form it appears to include ma.rq possibilities which are not 

effected in reality {decays of the type./'-..., e- T e+ t e 

decays 1ll th a change of' the strange number more than by uni 

etc.). 

Hence the need, in a sense unpleasant, for devising 

different forms of f orbiddenness which are nat justified 

trinsically and quite often are sheer acts of violence with 

10 

respect to :f'ormalisn.The situation is made none the better 

bY scientific op inion h aving in recent years recognized and 

accepted tbe universal applicati on of some rules which can 

by no means be cl aimed to have originated as a result of 

exhaustive exp eriment al research . Sometimes these rules 
+ 

sound rather like invocations 

+ 
'.lbe rul.e j 6S / = 1: in the dec~U of particles t he strang~

ness cannot ch mg e by more than unity . 

'.lbe rul.e ..Ja= ,1,Y : t hi s rule regulates the variati on 

o:t the electrical charge and strange number. 

The rul.e llT::: l/2: this rule regulates the variation of 

isobaric spin in weak decays. 

I n o ther 110rds, a broad universal theor;r of weak inter

acti ons i s onl.y in the making now. 

Ret u rning to the ana}3sis of the peculiarities of 

f oul.'-fermion inte r acti ons, the dimension of the weak i nterae

ti on constant is worth noticing, viz., 

1/G' . 
r ~ e = ~ / 

= 7.lo-l7 em (9 ) 

The d ifficulties of the current theory of the elem

entary particles are often associ ated with the absence in 

the theo~ of the. fundamelltal length which would essenti ally 

11 



modify interactions at small distances. 

Inside the current the~ (electrod;ynamics,meson 

field theory) there are no intrinsic limitations of the 

applicability of the space-time description: the theor,y is 

~ IOOaning for aey parameters of the collision of elementar,y 

particles. 

In this respect four-fermion interactions exemplify 

a theory incorporating a new world constant of the dimension 

o:t length: the fundamental length e., regulating the in

terSJ:tion. 

The formalism of four-fermion interactions itself 

contains a restriction of its applicabili'ljJ.Name]J,for the 

collision parameters e ~ t, the theory in its current 

form · proves inacceptable and has to be essential]J modified. 

Weak four-fermion interactions are known to lead to 

the cross sections for effects with quadratic e.oerg depend

ence in the centre-of-mass system of the colliding particles 

():::::[,~ 
L. (lO) 

Viewed ill terms of the current the or;y, the cross sec

tion (10) is correct up to 1611 eV in the c.m.s. + .It is 

+ V< ~e unitarit;y condition is fulfilled only if £: {lftr) 'I 
. if ~"'-f:t.. L. ~h . c;;.a. J..e., 13" --ll.-

E 

12 

The conventional perturbation theory is known to be 

unitarY onlY accurately to higher approximations.In electro

dYnamics this circumstance leads to no difficulties since 

the cross sections themsel ves as a rule decrease or prac

t icallY do not ·cncrease with energy.In the four-fermion 

interacti on the cross sections r apidly inerease with energy 

and therefor e the conventional perturbati on theor;y,non-uni

tarian in e ach given order does not apply. 

Consequentl;y,at higher energies it is necessary to 

use the ~-matrix in the Cayley form 

where 

t= 1-fk 
It- };_k 

~ 

- - .L . 
R.=l<-2- '-KR 

01' 

S'= I-ii 
- oc> -

and k = Z. .K, 

The form of K., is give~ by Schwinger (Ph;ys.Rev. 74(1948)4~9). 

In t h i s form, for each }( the ~ -matrix is unitar,y. 

"' The co-wariant radiation damping theory was then 

elaborated b;y J . Pirenne (Ph;ys.Rev . 86 (1952 ) ' 95). 

Calculated by means of the uniilar;y ,S - matrix , t he 

croas sections of the four-fermion int erSJ:ti ons prove to 

be decreasing with energy at higher- than- cr itical energi ea 

( G- "~ > 1 ) • The problem ·reduces to the followi.Dg: are there 

lJ 



other circumstances which would decrease the cross sect 

of the four-fermion interactions at lower energies (when 

(i 1'2.. < 1) when the radiation damping effect is still in

essential, and what is the nature of these factors i:C they 

do not arise naturally in the framework of onl.y the 

theory of weak interactions? 

i.JI!Plied t hat perturbation theo:cy via which the cross section 

(lO) i s obtained does not bold for f ,: ) 1 0
11 

eV s i nce the 

cross sect i ons given by the higher approx imations of t he 

tbeor.Y begin to c ompare with, and f or high energies be larger 

tbsn, tbe cross secti ons described by the l ower approxima

tions of perturb ation theory. The critical energy value in 

----------------------------------------------------------1~1111 quest i on lies somewhere near the value 
Fe =:?.l ifl eV. 

14 

'RliS circumstance is connec \<ed with the fac t that the form

aliSIIl of the fou~fermion interaction theo.cy c ontains t h e 

fundameiJt al l ength dimension constant, and the dimensionless 

expansi.on parameter in the series obtained by perturbation 

theory is,roughly speaking,the ratio of the impact parameter 

to the given fundamental length (e.) 
(> 

The increase of effectiveness of weak interactions 

with the energy of col l iding p articles has been experiment

ally confirmed in various decay effects up to the energies 

order of tens of millions eV. 

The study of the effects of direct interactions of 

high energy neutrinos wi tb nucleons confirms the further in

crease of the corresponding cross sections with the neutrino 

energy.Tbe latest experimental data61 ) have been brought to 

energies r-./ 1 GeV. 

There are many important considerations wbich impel 

seek an answer to the question of how we ak interactions 

behave at still high er energies of the particles . 

15 



At very high energies the intensity of weak int 

tiona could i n principle compare with that of strong 

actiona,which woulti. result in a quite peculi ar s i tuation 

this :field. 

J.t extremely high (from the viewpoint of modern 

cepta) energies weak i nteractions could become c omparable 

with electromagnetic,and, for example, the c onv ersion of a 

photon BlJd electron into a muon BlJd two neutrinos c ould 
9) compete with the Compton eff ect. 

ltT the estimates of an extremely relativistic 
r-J the cross section of the effect j r e. ~.,!A +J/ + v 

of the fol'lillO) 

.t l. 

~ = e ~ £~ ( R11 2 !i. 
'f.)f' )/ ~ - q 7!); 

where f Y is the photon energy in the c. m. s. 

It is clear from eq. (12) that the cross section 

increases somewhat more rapidly than E": . 
OJ1 the other hand, the Compton ettect 

decreases approximately aa fe .2. • 

2. 

~ - .fi z/" .!!!!.. 
E<- ' tD:: ~ 

~cot 

~or energies E "- 250 GeV we have in the c. m. s. 

~>~ 
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'lay b ack at the dawn of physics of weak interactions 

c.Beise.nbetg drew attention in several ' papers
11

) to the 

special role of the leDgth parameter ( eo ) in the four

:termion interaction and to the possible peculiarity of 

ph.:fsics of weak interactions at very high energies. In par

ticular he pointed to the possibility of a peculiar situa

tion at very high energies in the multiple particle produc-

tion ef fects. 

J'ou.t-fermion interactions are known to lead to inter-

particle forces for which a strong dependence on the distance 

is characteristic. 

Thus the J3 -field (electron-neutrino field) gives 

the potential bet118en nucleons at rest (eg,, a proton and. 

neutron) in the form12) 

I v ,._ -;z-s- (14) 

At distances "-· lo-13cm these forces are very weak 

because of the smallness of the weak interaction constant 

in· the coefficient of eq. (14 ), but at shorter distances close 

to the weak interaction range ( ..... O.?.l0-16 em ) these forces 

could be enormous on the scale of the known forces. 

There have been proposals to regard bosons13),for 
site 

example,as compound particles,pions as systems of a nucleon 

and antinucleon and J( -mesons as systems of nucleons,anti

byperons and antinucleons14- 16). 

17 



~ formation of systems with such enormous mass 

defect s r equires very strong forces acting at Sllall inter 

parti cle d i stances . Four-fermion interactions meet these 

requir ements. It is p rec isel.y ! our-fermion weak interact i on s 

h ave been used in the concrete attempts to c onstruct the 

models of compo~~eparticles15,l7-19). 

The sue cess or failure of such 

on our knowledge of the behaviour of weak interact i ons at 

SlliB.ll d i stances, at distances close to the fundamental 

o:f we ak inter act ions. In the concrete calculations of 

p art i cl es i t was assumed that weak f our-fermion interactions 

cut off just at the distances ..... o. 7 . lo-16 em. Under this 

assumption i t i s p ossible to obt ain, in what is known as 

chain approx imation summi.ng a class of Feynman graphs, a 

be r of r esults showing that such suggest i ons are not 

able and deserve a further more rigorous analysis. 

Not only bosons , pions and K -mesons c oul d 

ciple prove c ompo~5~ep articl es, but such fermions l ike 

and electrons could also repr e sent systems made up of 

number of baryons and antibaryons20• 21 ) b ound by four-fermi 

inter act i ons increas:l.ng so powerfully at small d i staJJCes. 

It is well known, for exa.q>le, that the nuclear forces 

give t he largest mass defect in the system of four nucleons 

( oL - p artic l e ) . 

It i s not impossible that such systems,more conden 

in this se nse are muons, el ectr ons and even photons aDd 

18 

20, 21) 
neutrinos • 

Tent at ive est imates show t hat,obt ai ned with the ai d 
; 

of weak int eractions,the pions as syst ems of nucleons and 

antinucleons int er act , in turn, wi t h nucleons whose effective 

const ant is of the order of unity.In other words , str ong i n

t eract i ons (nuclear fields) c an, f r om this poin~ of vi ew,be 

interpreted as the result of "weak interact i ons" . 

This cu rious outcome deserves in itself moTe thorough 

studies by more elaborate met hods.However , this unquestionably 

attractive possi bi l i t y can b e r ealized only if the above en

err:~ dependence in the weak interact i on cr oss s ections per

sists nearly up to the critical value ....... 3.1011 eV in the c.m.s . 

In other words,the development and substantiation of 

this set of interesting problems also require data on the 

beh avi our of four-fermion interacti ons in the region of very 

high energies. 

One can well extend the list of fundamental problems 

the solut ion of \'lbich depends on the answer to this question: 

how far does the growth of weak interact i ons wi th energr go? 

'lhe elect r omagnetic part of t h e proper el ectron en

ergy,for exampl e,is known t o div erge logarithmically. It i s 

only for l ength far smaller than -che electron gravitat i on 

radius ( t~ .. / "-lo-58 em) tha:t the electromagnetic proper mass 

of the electron becomes equal to its experimental value . 

On t he other hand,weak f our-f ermion interactions, 

e. g. , int eracti ons invol ved i n t he t r ansit ion of an electron 

19 



into a muon and back e ->.J<+V+V -} e. ,yield the ezper-

imental value of the electron mass already at distances close 

~ to 

Thus,:four-:fermion interactions involving,in particular, 

neutrinos could be :fundamental in the theory of the elementary 

particles themselves. 

Finally, the entire range of these problema could be 

forlllllated in more general terlll8. 

The main :fundamental dUficult;y of modern :field t heory 

con :-- ists in that for several major quantities such as the 

proper particle mass or particle charges the theory leads 

to expressions given by divergent integrals in the region of 

high energies (or small lengths). 

One gets the impression that the appearance in the 

theory of an.y fundamental le~th at which the interactions 

would cut off might lead to the bona fide theory of elementary 

particles. One of the candidatures to the role 

length is the length of weak interactions. 

The competing length has so far been assumed to be 

the length connected with the proper energy of the nucleon: 

e 1; IV -14 - __ :::: 2.10 em. 
,;1 - 11"'e 

(lS) 

At first glance there seems to exist 

ent in favour of the nucleon length. The fact is that for 

smaller than e.,.., the above integrals to which strong interac

tions lead would give unreasonably large values for the masses 

20 

of baryons and their specific charges. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that the last 

argument i s meaningful only when the strong field quanta 

( 91- and J< -mesons) are treated as elementary,point ones. 

!!,however, the matter is viewed in terms of the complex struc

ture of these particles, the sizes of the systems representing 

91- and K -mesons could figure as lengths natural for the 

given cl ass of interactions and cutting off the corresponding 
+ 

divergent integrals Where necessary 

+ 
It should be emphasised that a universal length close in 

its value to the nucleon length would cut off all the diverg

ent integrals of weak and electromagnetic interactions at too 

large distances. What is meant here is that the corresponding 

contributions to, s93, the proper energy of particles would prove 

insignificant as compared with the experimental masses: this 

would mean that the electron and muon masses would have no 

field origin,for example. 

The above considerations also intensify the interest 

in high energy neutrino pbysics characteristic of pbysics 

tode;r in general. 

Unfortunately, the energies of the order 1if1 eV (in 

the c.m.s.) will not be accessible at least in the next few 

Years.Such energies could be obtained with colliding electron-

21 



electron and electron-positron beams with part icle energi es 

"'iol1 
eT in each beam. 

This possibility is unlikely to become a reality 

in the near future.Therefore i t is worthwhile for the time 

being to try to get answers to these questions in a less 

direct way. 

One of such indirect ways is connected with the 

consideration of the higher effects of the perturbation 

theory for weak interactions.In the calculation of these 

effects in intermediate s tate the modern mathematical form-

alism allows the possibility of any large momenta close to 

the critical ( l<e ~ .Ji ). 
' The magnitudes of many of these effects essentially 

depend on the maximu.m momeDta allowed in the intermediate 

state.Tbus,comparisan of the theoretical and experimental 

values for the effects of this kind can in principle yield 

valuable data on the allowable magnitudes of the limiting 

momentum. 

Several eff ects 23-25) have been analyzed from this 

point of view
22

).The anwsis leads to several new fundamental 

problems of the theory of weak interactions which also await 

their experimental verification. 

One of the effects of this kJ~d is the conversion 

of a muon into an alectron in muon-proton scattering. This 

process is described by a Feynman graph of the type 

22 

./<-
"-

p 

h 

)I 

Fig.l 

e 

p 

~e ratio of the probability of this effect to that 
r-

a! the lower approximation (_/- -rp ~ y, ~ V ) is given by 

the axpression24 ) 

6ff Cu-P_, e P) 

6r(rf; ~n¥) 
--

2 t' 
G k q,Rk 

IG .)f'~ 

(tl..) 

At present ratio (I 6) is limited, according to expsrim

ent al data, by the value26 ) 

5__ 
GJ: 

<:: 10-7 -- 2.4. • (I~) 

In the gross estimate ( 11:. ) the effects of the first 

and second orders begin to compare ( GJ: .- 6}_ ) approximately 

for momenta ~ 1000 M....,-:::::Kc. 

The experimental ratio of these cross sect i ons,consid

erably less than unity ( l'l ) indicates that the intermediate 

momenta in the effect y -..,p __, e-+ p cut off at the maximum 

momenta which are perhaps fractions of the critical ones . 

Unfortunately,the effect under discussion has not 

2J 



been detected experimentally and so :far only its upper limit 

is experimentally given. 

It is desirable to make ratio ( 1'1 ) more accurate 

in :further experiments. It should be borne in mind, however, 

that ratio ( lb ) depe.tds on the momentum ( k max) in fourth 

power and the experiment should be improved in accuracy at 

least by two orders in order to decrease the quantity 

only by a factor of 3. 

Obviously, in the :future theory there must arise c 

circumstances cutting oft the growth o:f four-fermion interac

tions at some max1m'm momenta,but the physics of the nearest 

future will have to determine within what limits the magni

tude of this J< max lies and what aechanism is responsible 

for the weakening of the interactions when this 

is approached. 

The anlil.ysis of experimental and theoretical data 

on the cross sections 6j and ~ would warrant the con-
elusion that l<. max < K.cri t 1:.t' it were certain that the 

process .Jt-+ p -"t pt-e- is not forbidden in general by some 

attendant circumstances. 

Such circumstances m~ arise in a theory assuming 

the existence of,say,two kinds of neutrinos,the .existence 

of an intermediate boson,and,speciallY for the given effect, 

the possible role of the formfactors of strong interactions. 

All aspects o:f these possibilities require wide e:xper-

24 

imental research in high energy neutrino physics.Of COQrse, 

weak interactions can in principle be investigated in ttp 
and J4 e collisions as well.But the participation o:f these 

particles in the pattern of other stronger interactions gives 

rise to a great variety of effects, and against the background 

of these it is difficult to isolate the rare event s due to 

weak interactions. 

The neutrino is a unique particle in this sense- -it 

interacts with other particles via weak interactions only. 

Tberefore ,the high penetrating power of the neutrino makes 

it posaible to absorb in large shielding layers the admixtures 

of all other kinds of radiation in the neutrino flux and elim

inate in toto the undesirable background of the effects due 

to other kinds of interactions. 

2. Dynamically Deformable Formfact•rs 

At p resent there are certain grounds to believe that 
+ 

the neutrino-nucleon interaction cuts off at the electro-

+ I 

Or rather the process 11-f.H ~ .N +-/ corresponding to 

the first non-vanishing approximation of perturbation t hear.y 

for the weak interaction. 

magnetic nucleon radius,i.e.,at a considerably larger distance 

than the critical weak i nteraction length.But this is still 
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a hypothesis to be checked experimentally. 

It can be visualized how strong interactions are 

at all cap able of smearing out the source of weak interac

tions.For the vector part of the Hamiltonian of weak interac

tions the same picture can be drawn more convincingly. 

Indeed,the electromagnetic fonnfactor of the nucleon 

(Hofstadter3°)) weakens correspondingly the interactions of 

electromagnetic fields with nucleons.The weak vector interac

tion can formally be treated as a kind of "weak electromagne

tism".Assuming that the equation of continuity for the corre

sponding currents is fulfilled we can conclude that the Hof

stadter formfactor,which gives the distribution of the elec

trical charge of the nucleon,is also a formfactor at least 

for the vector part of the weak interactions. 

The situation with the A -interaction (axial-vector 

interaction) is much more complicated.The above analogies do 

not hold here.True,in this case as well there are considera

tions according to which the behaviour of the matrix elements 
of the A -interaction becomes, in the limit of very high 

energies,identical,in a sense,with the \1 -interaction. 

However,it is unknown at what energies the differences be

tween the V -and A -interactions are actually (in this 

sense) erased. 

Finally, it is possible that what we have in reality 

is a more coJu1,Li.cated case.Perhaps, the vector interaction 

is indeed cut off by the Hofstadter formfactor,while the 
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axial-vector interaction still continues its increase over 

a cons i derable energy interval.This possibility has its 

at tractive aspects.But in this case the effects of the 

/-+P ~P -re - type must be suppressed by some other mech

anism. 

'l'he idea of the cut - off of we ak interactions by the 

formf actora of baryons produced as a result of strong inter

actions has gained wide recognition very easily27-29).Its 

popularity,however,does not corresp ond to its tenability. 

If the experimental data on the exist ence of the Hofstadter 

formfactor are used in the argument,it should be borne in 

mind that the experimental data refer to relatively small 

momentum transfers3°),viz., tt-2 ::_YO (mrre )ll.-,i.e .,the cor

responding lengths are no smaller than the nucleon length 

( e :: A :::::2.10-14 cm).It is not impossible that farther 
"" ..M..,e.. 

on t he electrical formf'actor turns to a constant,for example. 

At any rate the extrapolation of the experimental 

Hofstadter formfactor expression for arbitrarily small 

l engths is still unwarranted. 

It is worthwhile to emphasise the fact that the 

popular contention about the cutting-off role of strong in

ter actions in elastic nucleon-neutrino processes tends to 
+ 

a kind of universali~ without weighty theoretical and 

+ 
I.e.,to the spread onto inelastic processes,virtual 

~ ... ~f "-' states for which F; -- p Yn 
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experimental grounds . .U: th e t~ robl<:m ~s di scussed i n a purely 

theoretical aspect,taking int o accoun~ the role of strong 

interactions in electromagnetic pr ocesses and weak effects 

actually leads to the appearance in t he matrix elements of 

some factors dependant on the mome nta trans:ferred to the 
136 

nucleon ).If these factors could alwgys pl~ the role 

of formfactors suppressing large momentum transf ers, i n 

particular the large momenta of the virtual stat es, thi s 

would mean the absence of the notorious difficul"i:; ies wi th 

divergences in electromagnetic and weak fields.That woul d 

be an inference of fundame nt al importSllc e i f i t were just. 

Some vague grounds (or rather hopes ) f or such a 

possibility have been discussed in literature31). 

It is well known that the phenomenological ("rigid") 

formfactor cannot be introduced in modern theor,y without 

violating such fundamental properties as causality and 

unitarity. 

Actually,however, this is the question of formfactors 

which arise automatically in relativistically invariant and 

unitary theoz:r: by definition they must be free from the 

defects of the rigid phenomenological formfactor. 

In otb er words, these "natural" formfactors must, in 

contrast to the "rigid" ones, be deformable so that the 

finiteness of the propagation of the signal over the farm

factor region be conserved and thus the causal description 

of modern the OJY be conserved as well. 
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A s pecial term: "dynamically deformable formfactor" 

has been introduced31 ) to distinguish such a desirable 

natural fo rmfactor from its defective rigid counterpart. 

But s o far the dynamically defoll!lable fomfactor is merely 

a terminol ogical expression of hopes. 

No c ase of the dynami cally deformable formfactor 

has be en con structed phenome nologically.Such a "non-rigid" 

system o:? charges acts as cutting-off formfactor only for 

small momentum transfers, or rather m en elastic scattering 

cases are s pecially selected. It has become habitual to con

nect tle virualizable concepts of the. nucleon st ruc t ure with 

the formfact~s of nucleons arising in elastic electron

nucleon s cattering. In this case as wel l it is perhaps more 

c on-ect to stress merely the pecul i arity of the given kind 
+ 

of el astic process 

+ 
Suppression of elastic processes in large momentum 

transfers must to a certain extent be a manifestation of 

unitarity: inelastic process channels due to, in particular, 

st rong i nteractions and arising in increasing numbers with · 

the increase of the incident part icle energy must suppress 

the elastic scattering channel. I .t is not accidental that 

the t otal scat;tering cross section is co nnected with elastic 

f orward scattering of 'lfuic.h small momentum t ransf ers are 

ch aracteristic.For the total cross section,the "elastic fo rm-

f actor" thus seems inessential. 
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Rather , t he visualizable concepts of the or igin of 

the p articl e sizes because of the "sme aring-out" of nucl eons 

due to strong interactions are j ustified in the non-rela t iv-

i s t i c region when the formf act or i n the p -representation 
depends on the spatial part of the momentum vector. 

The electron cloud of the hydrogen atom f urni sh es 

a certain illustration of the dynamically def ormabl e form

f actor.In the non-relati vistic r egion fo r very slow el ectrons 

incident on the hydrogen atom, t he electron cloud of the atom, 

becomingsomewhat deformed,acts as an actually distributed 

ch arge. 

Furthermore, the electromagnetic proper energy of the 

bound electron can be calculated, taking into ace ount the 

possibilities for its transition to any discrete levels, 

and this energy will even prove finite.However,taking :Ulto 

account any p ossible defo rmati on of the electron cloud,viz., 

t aking into account the possibility of the transition to the 

continuous spect rum ( inelastic process) ,returns the problem 

to t h e diverg ent int egrals . 

The abs ence of the obser ved effect _)4- + p ~ p + e

would see m a strong argument :i,.n favour of the existence of 

the nucleon formfactor c apabl e of cutting of f the momenta 

of virtual states as wel l.At t his stage it i s perhaps not 

even very essential whet her the formfactor appears natural l y, 

as a result of strong interacti on s ,or a new, essentially dif

ferent t h oory will be r equired for the introduction of such 

formfactors. In the light of what has been said ab ove, this 

JO 

amounts to t he same. Or r ather we cannot in the frame of the 

conventi onal theor,y describ e c onsist ently such a situation 

even if it exists. 

Thus the problem is whether we should bel ieve t hat 

precisely ~ situat ion has already ar isen in the 

ent / - t p ~ p + e- or t he i nt erpretation of it 

be reg arded unambiguous. 

experim

cannot 

Unfortunat ely,it ~~st be admitt ed that the latter 

is the case.~o unambiguous inference on the existenc e of 

the formf' actor can be drawn only on the basis of the absence 
+ 

of the eff ect 

+ -
If the eff ect.)"- +10 -+ P + € .-

small probability on the basi s of which 

did exiat,but with 

the cor responding 

I( max could be c al culated, t his would essent ially narrow 

the arbitrariness of the i nterpre t ation.Especially i f Kmax 

coincided with the corresp onding quantity for the Hofstadter 

nucleon.Unf ortunately, t h e accuracy of the experi ment26 ) has 

t o be i ncre ased by 5 or 6 orders t o have the p ossibility of 

regi s t ering the l at te r ef f ect if it exists . 

'fue f act i s t h at it i s not only th e/-~P -? p + e
eff ect p roves t o be forbidden. For some reason or other a 

whol e s t ring of effect s i s not realized though each of them 

sh oul d have be en observed if the formulat ion of weak inter

acti ons in the form ce ) has any general meani ng. 
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Some of the forbidden reactions do not contain 

strongly interacting particles at all.Thus,the reactions 

--~.J~e·+r and /+~e++e--te.+ whichcanby 

no means be suppre ssed by the formfactors due to strong inter

actions are not observed. The i dea of looking for some common 

causes for the entire set of the known cases of forbiddenness 

might seem more natural. 

'llle conversion of a muon into electrons (_)' ~ 3 e 
can be forbidden in the first order of perturbation theor,y 

by assuming that there are no "neutral" currents in Lagrangian 

( g ).This hypothesis was put forward in refs. 6•7) as a cer

tain contention generalizing the experimeiXtal data on weak in

teractions without any thorough theoretical grounds. 

But even these violations over the theory of weak 

interactions prove insufficient.Effects of the type.)' ~ ";3e 

mey, bypassing the forbiddenness thus established, arise in 

the higher approximations of the perturbation theory22 ). 

In the lowest non-vanishing approximation the graph 

of the_,Jt~~e process is of 

e 
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Fig.2 

or 
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Fig.~ 

rough 
A gross estimate of the probability for the effect 

by the graph24) of fig.2 yields for the ratio of the effects 

of the second and first order an expression of the same t7Pe 

as ( lb ) 

W fi..c, -1 3e) 

~ (_,.u -+ evv) 

.2, y 
G Kmax 

IG5Y 

A more detailed estimate of the effect~2 ) leads to 

the relation 

2, y 
J (} K mq)' 

.2..J"6 Jj'~ 

-(D 

~ ~ ( k'n-u~~J 'I 
ttss;Y rn, J 

(li) 

The experimeiXtal value of this relation is known accurately 

to witbin33) 

( .... 5.10-7. (l'i) 
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Comparing eq. ( 18 ) aDd eq. ( I If ) we ought to tS!:e 

kmu ~ 90 GeV. (:to) 

From the same point of view the conceivable possi

bili~ for the dec~ of a muon into an electron and t-
q11antum given by the graphs of fig.4 

~ 

8 i ~ )4 

v 
Fig.4 

~ 

~ v 

e. 

seems al so interesting.The estimate of the contribution of 

these graphs to the probability for the / ~ e + 'i deca;y 

leads to the expression24 ) 

J!. 
o<. ~ /) 1(. ) .t .....- - .z. c.r ,tl)( 

4' ('l!iJ'~ f? ~ '( lffi" r {t1) 

where J... is the fine structure constant and _}4 is the 

muon mass.A more accurate estimat e of the same effect given 

b7 loffe25) (if his arguments about the a priori smallness 

of the con~ribution of some graphs are accepted) is expressed 

by the relation 

J4 

t 

~ . 

W'E"+r .2.- !J.. /" t., f{ 

R= =-er:rK 
We+Y+V .JJiS" ,_x 

[ 

.t.. ..t. e, K "'fiX 7 
rn t-j r 

Tlr'e l atest experimental data give34 ) 

R.. .( 4.3 X 10-8 • 

(2-~) 

{13) 

~is means that from eq.( .t2. ) and ( .t~ ) follows the upper 

limit for the cut-off interaction of the momentum 

Kmax ( 25 Gel • (~"') 

A common feature of all the effects ../'+ p ~ p + e .. J 

.J'f~3e. J f_, e.+-r J J,..+e-~-+ •• 23) etc. under 

consideration is that none of them has been observed. 

or course,more accurate experimental data ma;y well 

lead to the effect under study and hence to the establishment 

of the true value of Kmu in weak interactions. 

The list of unrealizable reactions may be extended. 

Thus a question arises why there are no decays of the form 

J(+ + - ... - --'~/-+ e + + 1T -
{~l) 

A., ~ n i:,J+ + e! (2'} 

+ :/+~- + J<-~ + -t7T- {lt) 

etc. 

Therefore the idea that a certain common rule of 

forbiddenness is operatiYe in all these ~ases is also natural. 

)5 
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The search for this forbiddenness has led to the idea of 

two kinds of neutrinos . 

}~ ~ ji-~? (Two ~es of Dirac Fields ) 

The n ~ p + e+ ).1 decay yields an electron --and neutrillo (antineutrino).The 11-:.Jl -r).) dec l\Y y ields 

a~- -meson and neutrino (antineutrino ). 

· Query: i s the neutrino associated with an elect ron 

identical with that associated with a muon,or are these 

neutral particles differant by nature? 

Though the latter contention does not t respass 

against the laws . of logic and there are no a priori grrunds 

for i dent ifying the particles produced in different processes 

our mind is unwilling to accept this possibility and merely 

yields to a Sheer necessity.If these particles prove to be 

different i n their manifestiations, the theorists will attach 

diff erent symbols to them and then will impart the correspond

ing meanings to these symbols. 

If the particles are actually different the decays 

of a neutron and pion should be written,for example,like 

thi s ,... 
n ~ p + e- + ~ (.t8) 

~--t ,- ~/ (l') 

)6 

It can readily be seen that in t he c ase of different 

muon and electron neutr inos all t he effects described by 

graphs 1,2, } and 4 are actually fo r bi dden. 
' 

·~e possible existence of t wo different kinds of 

neutrinos has been cons idered theoretically by several 

authors. 

The earliest papers date from l957-'5-}7).In a large 

gr oup of papers following t hese investigations of Schwinger'5) 

and Nishi jim~6 ) t he difference of neutrinos follows f rom 

certain post ul ated conservation laws.Under this asa.unption 

the left- handed and right-handed polarized neutrinos lead, 

by combi ning with a muon and electron,to several forms of 

desirable forbiddenness. 

In ref. 21 ),in accordance with the concept of the 

baryon s tructure of the non-baryon particles20•21 ) leptons 

proved to possess s~e numbers.The need of ascribing dif

ferent strange numbers to the muon and electron as a result 

of t he different systems of baryons representing these par

ticles led to the need of ascribing different strange numbers 

to the muon and electron neutrinos. 

Zeldovich-'8 ) introduces the doublet structure of 

the lepton groups ( e v ) and <.J' v) whence it is only one 

step t o two kinds of neutrinos. 

It should be emphasized that the forbiddenness of 

th: r:ct~ons }1-~ e-+e++tr) j-f-..:t e-+r J ~-+p ~f'" e.~ and 

,.!" +e~+e.fcan be obtained at a cheaper price, so to speak 
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by returning to the old idea put forward by Konopinsky and 

J4ahmoud39). According to this idea, the ..Jf- -meson is, in con

trast to the e- (electron), an antiparticle. In the familJ of 

muons (_jt-+J,- ),unlike the family of electrons ( e~ a~ ),the 

particle is~+ • It can readily be seen that all the reactions 

of the type (_)4+ ~ e.•+ e"-.r e+ , .J'-+p-+ p-+ e.- ,etc.) are 

forbidden by the conservation law of the number ~ r epresent

ing the dif~eren::e of the number of particles and that of 

an tip articles. 

The idea of treating__)4+ and e- as particles and 

../'- and e+ as antiparticles is in itself interesting. We 

have long ,been .used to the thought that the concept of the 

particle and antiparticle is not connected uniquely with the 

sign of the charge. Tbe proton ( p-+ ) has always been consid

ered a particle and the antiproton ( p- ) an antiparticle. 

'lbe most salient example of the absence of the unique connec

tion between t he concept of a particle and the sign of the 

electrical charge is furnished by the existence of £+ and £

particles. The argument can be sustained by the example of the 

cascade hyperon whose charge is negative. 

Besides,there are cases when the concept of a particle 

and antiparticle is not connected with ~ electrical charge -at all ( neutrinos, antineutrinos, 1<0
- and J(• -mesons). 

The Konopins~-Mahmoud hypothesis is also attractive 

because for the first time a certain attempt is made by it 

to find a real diff erence between the muon and electron which 

JB 

would show up in several observed effects.Tbe muon i s f or 

the first time considered not simply as a "heavy electron" , 

and this is perhaps the begiD.Iling of the path on which the 

enigme:tic inequality of the masses of these particl es will 

be exp l ained. 

In a subsequent formulation of the theor,y of weak 

interactions6•7),wide-spread at this writing,the Konopinsk;y

Yahmoud i~ea was abandoned since it contradicts, in ita direct 

form, the experimental value of the lfichel parameter.1he 

latter vanishes iu this theory7 ) instead of being close to 

?>/4. 

Rowever,a more elaborate analysis of the problem 

has shown that in the framework of the theory of two non

identical neutrinos it is posaible,while preserving the Kono

pinsky-Mahmoud hypothesis,to avoid the contradi~tion with 

the experimental value of the Michel parameter as well. 

The most elaborate exposition of the idea of two 

neutrinos differing in right- and left-handed polarization 

can be found in a paper by Kawakam140). 

Proceedi~ from the four-component 'f' -funct ion 

satisfying the Dirac equation, the wave functions of the "right

handed" and "left-handed" neutrino are given by the expressions 

~R = ~ f 1-rs-)f//y 

15- : r, f.t. r; rl( 
~ L. = ~ ( { + /';-) ~y ; 

39 

(3o) 
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with the aid o:f charge conjugation the fields ~l't and t~, 
transform into the anti- 't -neutrino ( i' e. 

Yf.t-
) and anti- lA 

neutrino ( 'f:c_ ) fields 
vL 

~v~ = C Pv; = f ( f r?S) f//; 
(11 } 

~c -r I c 
· vt. = C 7;,~.~ :: .2.,(1-~s-) ~v 

where 
t _.( 'r 
ec.= -~ c =.t:t. and ~c. - T 

I :::C~ 

Thus the Pl -neutrino and anti- ~ -neutrino are 

right-handed polarized particles and the o -neutrino and 

anti- rt -neutrino left-handed polarized neutrinos. 

The subsequent assumptions are: 

(a) lepton number conservation law in the form 

l.: n(rr)-n{4-)+n(e:J-n(e:J ~ ('33) 

""(V~)-n(v~~,c) + n(v~..)- n(v/) 
The quantity L conserves in all processes involving 

leptons; h {J..j is a number relating to the particle of the 

type cL 
In this forlD.llation of the lepton number conservation 

+ - _1 
l aw it is assumed that the partic.LeS are/) e ) VPa. v~ and 

t.. ) 
antiparticles~-} e_t I)},.;: J V1, oln other words,the 

formulation of the law incorporates the idea of Konopinsky 

and Mahmoud re~erred to above. 
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Furthermore to explain the largest number of the 

observed cases o:f forbiddenness another conservation law 

is introduced viz., 
.H: (b) conservation law of the neutrino charge 

!ll= n[p~ -n(~-)-[nfe-,J-'n!ef}j r 
(~'f) 

+ n(~)- n(v;) - [n f~)- n(v/!} 

Because of the conservation law for the lepton number .,)4 
..,. 

cannot transform _into e+ or _)f- into e- and visa versa. 

Thus the same forms of forbiddenness as in the Konop ~nsky

Mabmoud theory are preserved.The neutrino charge conservation 

law forbids the transitions _)'4+ to e-. '+ and tl , 
~- and e- cannot arise or vanish in pairs i.e.,proc-

esses of the type 

... .... .f-K- __..:.,)- + e- + rc+ 
{'3r) 

are forbidden. 

The adopted conservation laws (a) and (b) allow the 

processes 

'Z' ... _..:!++ve . 'Jlt~e++V. 
It ) I. 

1T---"> ;.r +~ · 1i-...,e-+)Je 
'./ 1\,. ) I. 

{!>6) 

./+~e+tJ)I\-t~ j ,- ~ e-+v: +~& (1'1) 

Vl\.-+p~t1+J•; V~+n~P+f-
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Processes of the typ e vP. -t p _, n + e+ are forbidden. 

Thus,the field )/ is always connected in this 
R.. 

theory wi tb _,)'t -field and Y, with electron field. 
J. 

The decay of muons in fo rm ( 39 ) leading to the 

product ion of two neutrinos (decay of./' "' ) or two anti

neutrinos (dec ay of/- ) is charac t erized accord ing to 

ref . 4 0 ) by t he c orrect value of t he Michel parameter. 

The theory pr oves in this sens e per fe ctly equivalent to the 

t heory of Sudarshan and Marshak6 ) and Feynman and Gell- Mann7) 

in whi ch t he decay of muons yields a neutrino and. a corresp

onding antineutrino: in b ot h the ories the polarization of these 

particles is the s ame.From a more general vi ewpoint it can be 

said that i n the case35, 36 ) ani in the case-'7) new "quantum 

numbers" are int r oduced f or lept ons,and the the wanted fo r -
+ 

bi dde nneg;can be obtained using t hese numbers 

+ 
Ascr ibing the numbers L = +1 

L = -1 

t o the p article~+, e-, Vlll., '{ 
1/ "- e+ ~.,. .v.¢ 

/ ") ) "'' t. 

.N' = +1 + e+ · ' c. 
II )" ) I YA., v, 

.K = -1 ,, )' -, e-, ).}~} vj, 
and assuming the conservation of numbers L and .J( in the 

reactlions all types of allowed and fo rbidden pr ocesses can 

re ~dily be written out. 

It is perhaps no accident that in the fo rmalism of 

modern theory there is r oom for the Konop i nsky- Mahmoud 
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nypothesi s and t he i dea of two neutrinos. 

The sec ond order e qu ati on for spinor f i eld is meant. 

As applied to electrons this equation was discussed many 

:a 
years ago ). 

Th; corresponding Lagra.Dgi an was written as 

£ :: _ j- 2.. ?¢ rfrJ ")¢ 
mf<j' ~Y ~? ~ 9¢ 

(3<f) 

Such a theory proves capabl e of descri bi ng the electron 

as a parti cl e of positive energy and negati ve electrical 

charge e- and the positron as a hole i n the occupi ed 

electron states of negati ve ener gies. 

The same theory,however,has also room for another par

t icle of positive charge and posi tive energy and for its 

antiparticl e ,a hole in the distribution of the levels 

occupied by p articles of p osi t ive charge and negative en

ergies . 

The electron can annihilate with the positron (hole), 

but not with t he other positively charged particl e • 

According to this equation, there would have to exi st 

a "second el ectron". I t s properties must , in a sense, be iJivers e 

to t he electr on : the p article is a field quantum, charged po

sitivel.y,while the antiparticle is charged negatively. 

Since there is no "second electron" in nature,it seems, 

it is attractiv e to regard the _}4+ -mes on as the second p ar-

4 ) 



ticle i n this theor,y .Thi s v i ew i s p ossible if the sec ond 

order equations are treated as equations fo r bare particles 

with equal masses ( me="} -::.m) 8.IId if it is asswned that 
removed 

the degeneracy with respect to the masses is 

interaction. 

The new possibility in the second order equation 

ari ses because the equation is equivalent in the case under 

study to the Dirac first order equation,except that t he forme-. 

is for eight-component functions.The t r ansformation of this 

equation can lead t o the two indep endent Dirac equations41 ) 

( (.·; -;-~) ~ ~=0 {'10 J 
" . ? j> c-t..(;. -

~~~ (t-f- m) tfll = 0 ('11) 

These equations can be united as 

A If/- -1 
( i ? + r m) if· 0; f/ • 1 '/ ~ ; ? ~;:.. ~ 

.§ 

('f'J..) 

where ,- is the eight-row matrix 
)" 

('13) 
r: =/~ o / .. ;z oj JC' o ~ , ~= "lA'~ · r= o -I 

The Lagrw.gian of this equation can be written as 

~ r - 'J<t- ~~ (/.1) -£ •.Jl- ff r; ~ - 'Jy~ !; Tj- m ~ fV (4111) 
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We c an readily obtain the curr ent conservation law 

~ - -~r 
c1 x v rp r rv If ""' o ; ft' ~ e ~ (4 F 1 

aDd charge density in the f orm 

J' :: -( fJI ~"' - (/Fir fig),· 'Y' -
v' y- "" -~rr;~ 

('16) 

The above La«ra.Dgian is also invariant with respect 

to the transformations 

<~- iot... fl/.-, e ;?' . 
J 

~-.r-+ ~~e-iol ('19') 

Thi s p roperty of the Lagrangian involves the second conserva

tion l aw 

d -
'Xv }t' ry fY = 0 :t/ = 'f ;; f' ('18} 

'llie second law allows the interpretation of the ex
t/ -

pression J 't ::. r r: t as the density of tl}e number of particles 

. "*' lh "'" l = ~ 't'£ + (/!! ~ (If~) 

Ai'ter the quantization according to the positive met:r·ics the 

conservation laws are re-written i n the form similar to 

eqs. ( '3 3 ) and ( 1lf ) • It can be said that there are "two 

Dirac equations": one for the electron {i p + m) lf'e. :::0 and 

the ot her for the muon (1. p- m )~ :::. 0 

We shall call the Fermi fields satisfying eq.~fields~I 

and the fields obeying eq.II fields II. 

These fields are conjugate in the sense of the Kono

pinski-Mahmoud hypothesis. 
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In this respect the dif f erence between the f i elds ~f 

and ~r can more clearly be illustrated as follows. 

The Lagrangian of the second order equation f or 

functions leads to this expression for the charge density 

p = ~ ..{__ (£ ') ¢- ~_?yYdl_ ft~'lzi"& ~¢) 
.£me / ~ 'l (! g Y .r ".!' ;t.y 

(so) 

Eqs.~ry and II differ in that1 ) eq.~for example,selects 

'fl. for which J is negative (electron solutions, 

-1:'(. ~ = m'ki ).Eq.•.n selects ~ for which P is positive 
'{?~ J 

( -'<--meson fields, - iY. ~ :::- rnlf'Ir ).Only in this in-
./ 'l. t'))('l 

terrelation of the fields of eqs.IGand ~I is it expedient to 

discern the fields 'f'I and 'fr. conjugate in this sense. 

Dirac derived his equation by expanding into factors 

the operator 2.. "" 

t: - m'- :::: Of-Hn} (i r- m) 
'f 

and taking only one factor as the operator of his equation. 

The s,rmmetries of the Dirac equation for the eight-

component o/ -function are analog ws in many respects to 

those of the Dirac equation for the four-component function 

if it is assumed in the latter case that 

Indeed,in the transformations 

)l.y -7 r., fa 

Pz ~ r;. ffz 
I 

I 

rf"~ tf(, 
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m =o. 

{f'l) 

(40) takes on the form of eq.(41) and vice versa. 
e~ 

In this sense the fwr-spinor (bi-bispinor) of eq.(42) 

is as much an integral whole as the bispinor of the Dirac aqua-

tion i n the case m :O. 

Either of eqs.(40) and (41) is invariant with respect 

to the Lorentz transformations,but one bispinor passes into 

the other in the transformations t -·d'S' 'f' • 
These new properties of symmetr,y arise because and 

only because the masses in eqs. (40) and (41) are put to be 

equal. 

Naturally, only such kinds of interactions can remove 

the degeneracy with respect to the masses of the bare particles 

which will be not invariant with respect to the transformations 

'f _., ¥ S' 'f' 

There are no general considerations on the basis of 

which we could discriminate one of eqs.(40) and (41) for 

electrically neutral Fermi fields. 

It is natural to assume that for the neutrino as well 

we can write two analogous equations 
"" e ( c.j + rn.,,) ~ =O (52) 

. 11 ) ,M.. ( c. p - m¥ . ~v =a (53) 

For the sake of generality rnt and m:; are not put equal 

to zero in this case. 

The conservation laws arising for the neutrino ~~){13) 

fields have in general the same meani~ as the el ectron-muon 
- " f iel ds . \f'v (tv = Jv., still characterize the density of 

-J( -J'J.. 
t he particles Cf e fl./e + lv 1 11~~ 

v r., Tv r ., 
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The fourth component of the vector + 71-;:: 'f').J r~ 'i'v has the 

meEUU.ng of the weak charge density 

+ 
Different neutrino charges for the electron and muon have 

been introduced by Zeldovich137) and ~38) . The purpose of 

introducing neutrino charges is to forbid effects like 

_)f -t e + y' etc. 

&-(~ * e f. e _ 11~ *' /'-~ ,4 J 
v v Ty y I {5'f) 

for neutrino fields 

-(;(rp/ ~- ~*' ~) (SS') 

for electron-muon field. 

If it is held that all leptons make up an isolated 

system of ferm.ions, that the general lepton Lagrangian is in

variant with respect to the transformations of the same form 

for all lepton functions 

t.p'"' ~ e ,:~ !Y" 
) 

lu * II/ i' -~ -r'"' -7r4 e 
{st.) 

then the generalized conservation law of the lepton number 

will b e written just in the form ( 3 ~ ) • 

~ 

Assuming that the ·transformations of the type 

- ,:"'r 
~e rfl!u ~ *" ~ f'"' * e + ') r 
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flf) 

alSO leave the general lepton Lagrangian unchanged we obtain 

the gereralized conservation law of weak charge ( (; ) pre

in the form ( "l'f ). 

If the neutrino masses mv=O then for the 

neutrino functions the role of the matrix r is played by 

the matrix r,. in diagonal representation41 ) and the ent i re 

s ituation with two types of neutrinos tall ies with that de

scribed above by the work of Kawakami. 

In terms of two types of fields the case m :::: m e. .. m" =0 
tl ..... ~ 

can also be presented in this wa:y. 

For the two-component functions t."' r 
and tv we 

J 
two e t ""' qua ions can write such 

{U) (/~/ -71- + iof 'P/ =o 
d ffl -

=o (Si) 

where t~ and 

ation properties 

.J..v ~- - i b'? f?: 
lr -are two fields with different transform-

II/ V -93 II/ V 
ri ~e '~'I 

Y Hj:J V 

Pi ~ e {P'ii 
(~>o) 

These fields differ in the same sense as the fields 

+r and tr described by the four-component functions. 

In the representation in which the equa~ions for neutrino{SI]{$~ 

functions are written the matrix rr is diagonal 

~~!~/ ('t) 

In deriving the conservation laws the matrix rs plays,for 

the neutrino field in the given case,the same role as the 

for the electron-muon field.From this point of 

View two types of neutrinos ( V and V ) constitute a 
& '_11 
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particular ease of two types of Dirac fields conjugate in 

the sense of t he Konop inski-Mahmoud hypothesis. 

In the problem rn)' :t me.it i s the i de~tity of all 

known interactions for the electron and muon t hat is em.p;m81i~c.• 

If the bare electr on and bare muon are descr ibed by 

t he s ame equation,then, given t he i dentity of all inte ractions 

of the muon and electron, it i s impossible to int erpret the 

differences in the masses of these p articles in t erms of fi eld 

t heor ,- . 

In t he abo-.e formalism we have a somewhat different 

situati on which requires further analysis. 

When writing the equations in the form {i p +m) 'f'e = 
and '(i. p -m }~=Oit is required that the additions t o 

in these equations due to the i nteract i on intr 
+ 

should be of the same sign e.g.' 

+ 
Yor details see preprint 41 ). 

I'Y1 e. :: ..,., - b.,., - rrJ_r =- m -dm (61} 
) 

With a bare part icle mass equal to,say,roughly half the real 

muon mass and bm close to this value,we could in principle 

explain t he difference in the muon and electron masses.This 

possibili ty is analyzed more elaborately in sect.9. 

Taus it seems more expediant to interpret the problem 

""..11 froa a wider point of view, as a problem connee ted 
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wit h the existence of two different types of Dirac fields. 

The existen ce of thes e t wo t ypes is not r estricted 

to the l epton cases.Probably, t here are similar baryon doublets 

( r:rt ) ) 
( - -, -::- " ) 

which can be correlated with the l epton doubl ets 

(/ ~, ~ ) ~ ( e - ) v e. ) 

Perhaps , the baryons j_ + 1- should be correl ated ( ? ) 
.I 

with the neutral c omponent s 

A<' - t o 

vr: 'J:= 
110+ 2. 0 
~ 

y!:: and \ 

But t he discussion of these points is beyond t he scope of 

the survey. 

• • • 

Search for the solution of the problem in other pos

sible directions i s also of interest. 

Though the hypothesis of the complex structure of 

leptons expressed graphically in ref. 20 ) has elements of over

simplification, it corresponds in spirit,I daresay,to the trends 

in the contemporary theory of elementary particles. 

There has been a growing conviction that in the reg i on 

of st ro:cg interactions the picture of any of the so-called 

elementary particles receives essential contributions from 
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all other elementary particles.The concept of the neutron, 

for example,is unthinkable without the pion field Which essen

tially determines the structure of the neutron and its major 

properties.The pion cloud determines the properties of the 

proton and neutron to such an extent that the pions enter 

"structurally" into the proton and neutron. The same apparently 

applies to the K-meson field and the connected field of 

hyperons, the field of W- and ) -mesons, etc. 

In other words,as particles are discovered,they are 

s tyled elementary, elassified and duly labelled, but then it 

appears that the relations among them are so close that each 

"elementar,r" particle begins to be conceived as a complex com-
+ 

position of all "elementary" parti~les 

+ 
There is an extremist point of view aeeordi.Dg to lilhich 

it is of no importance 1iba:t material has been used to build 

the elementary particles in strong interactions. The .result 

must be the same.In its very general form the validity of 

this idea is well-nigh self-evident. 

For example,the possibility of different models of 

baryons and K -mesons can illustrate this idea. 

l.In many propositions the 

regarded as a complex particle 

r-
J<O :: h + /lo 
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K -meson is known to be 

1 

2. ·l'he hyperon ie regarded as a complex particle42 ) 
r-

n + 1< 0 ~0:::: 1I 
3. The nucleon is supposed to be a complex particle43) 

n =/l 0 +K JI[ 

The f act is,however,that in its general farm the idea 

can be of no heuristic value. A certain analogy can be drawn 

w~th the p os sibility of using diff erent sy stems of coordinates 

f or describing physical phenomena.Such a possibility does exist. 

But it i s al so correct that the heliocentric system is more 

natural for the description of, say, the motion of Mercury than 

the geocentric system. 

For exaiiple, the Heisenberg pr·ogramme is known to be aimed 

at obtaining the "elementary" particles as complex effe.cts of 

a certain universal Fermi field dS a result of strong (non

linear) i nteractions.An attempt along the same lines to take 

the basis the four-fermion interaction of baryons treated 

excited states of nucleons has also been considered20). 

The production of new particlea in this interaction 

(of r; k - particles) is manifest as the origin of poles in the 

cor re sponding ,.f -matri~9). 

The programme of treating particles as the corr esponding 

poles is,in a sense,an at~empt to realize in the given 

concrete formalism the same idea of the non-elementariness 

of elementary particles . 
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+ 

Unfortunately,leptons do not yet fit this prog~amme. 
+ Strong interactions are needed for its realization • 

Evidently,the construction of elementary particles and 

leptons in particular,is only possible on the basis of strocg 

interactions.Weak interactions can,if they remain weak in all 

cases,yield only "weak" corrections to the parameters charac

terizing a particle (its mass,etc,) , 

In this sense it is worthwhile to hope to find for 

leptons as well the corresponding strong interaction in the 

"weak" f rur-fermion one which becomes strong for high energies 

or small collision parameters. 

Perhaps the new approach to the concept "elementary 

particles" which takes shape as the matter is viewed from 

various concrete vantage points is the most essential accom

plishment of physics in the last decades, 

From this point of view the idea of two types of 

neutrinos permits so far to assume,without contradicting ex

per imental data,the correctness of the theory of four-fermion 

interactions up to energies close to the critical ( ,._ 300 GeV). 

However,a serious (so far purely theoretical) danger 

to t he idea of the four-fermion interaction has arisen in 

recent years from the idea of the intermediate boson, 
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4. Intermediate Boson 

Man,y years ago Yukawa44) suggested regarding the weak 

interaction as a more complex process than the direct 4-fermion 

interaction.According to this idea,there is an intermediate 

boson (8$7 ~ ) which emits,for example,nucleons and then 

deCSJ"S into leptons 

n __, p+w- W
- ~ ~ e -...-v 

) 

The idea has been revived in connection with the 

latest stage in the theory of weak interactions.To a certain 

extent it universalizes all known int-eractions: fermions in

teract with bosons.The field theory is patterned on its his

torical prototype: electrodynamics .~e vector boson is thought 

to have some advantages in nature and there appears the natural 

trend to understand the hidden causes of the universality of 

vector field. 

New vi~tas thus open for theoretical speculations which 

can point to further ways in the fundamental research of the 

near future. 

The intermediate vector boson naturally explains the 

select nature of the vector variant of the four-fermion formalism 

of weak interactions,and the charged intermediate boson ctould 

naturally explain the fact that the "currents" in the weak in

teraction Lagrangian _have to be written as charged. 
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On the ot her hand, there are argWilents whi ch .make 

t he int roduction of the weak i nteractions of the intermediate 

vector meson by no means so attractive . Indeed,a too close 

analogy i n const ructing the t heor y of strong and weak inter

actions would seem t o give no possibilities t o under stand t he 

peculiarity of weak i nteractions.iby i s t he parity violated 

in weak in contrast to strong interactions if the structure 

of strong and weak interac tions of the vector bosons with 

the nucleons(of the w r w field) must , it would appear , 'J. 
differ only i n the nWilerical values of the inter act i on con-

stant? 

Moreover ,since the mat h emat ical fact that a vector 

can be bui lt of t wo spinors has become known the idea,attract

ive enough, that f ermions are the ba si c mat eri al in const ruct

ing elementary part i cles has been vigorously alive. 

But regardless of our t astes,the problem of the exist

ence of an intermediate boson in weak interactions is an ex

per imental problem of fundamental importance,and its solution 

will affect the development of t he theory of field and elem

entary parti cles. 

If,for ex ample,the intermediate boson mass proves 

essentiall y less than the critical mass of weak interactions 

( f'V 300 GeV) the latter will be of no vi t al importance in 

the t heory of elementary part i cles.In thi s case the r ole of 

.weak inter act i ons will r educe to y i el ding weak correct i ons 

t o t he parameter s of elementary particles (thei r masses, 
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effec t ive charges, etc.) . 

At pres ent there are several variant s of the i nter 

mediate- mes on-in-weak-interaction theor,y . 

Unf ortunately, in i ts present state,the theory , burdened 

as it i s with a nWilber of empirical rules of unproved,speaking 

strict ly,validity,does not allow t he unambiguous select i on of 

a weak interact i on scheme based on the i ntermediate meson. 

Tbus,in t he theory of we ak interactions f ormulated 

by Lee and Yang45) several requirements are taken into con-
+ 

sideration 

+ 
(a) Absence of weak interactions as the strange nWilber 

changes by 2 ($± 2). 

(b) The l.1 r 1 =1/2 rule holds for the strangeness non-con

serving decay particles ( I is the total isobaric spin of 

strong interaction particles). 

~o satisfY these requirements,the authors had to 

construct a rather intricate theoretical scheme incorporating 

four types of intermediate vector bosons.Two of them are 

elec t ricall y charged w-r w- and two are neutral. Thus, 
) 

four new particles are introduced: a whole set of particles 

analogous in a sense to the well-known set of I( -particles 

( K... K- . K o lfi o 
1 

. ) 
1 

) r\ ~ ). In isobaric spin these fields 

are duel : the ~-field behaves as isospinor when it is 
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connect ed with strangeness non-conserving current and 

possesses t ile properties of isoscalar and i s ovector when it 

i s connect ed wi th strangeness conserving curr~nt. Thi s isospin 

duality of the intermediate meson has earned t hese still hypo

thetical particles the name of schizons. 

In the intermediate meson t heory evolved by D'Espagnat116; 

it is possible to avoid the above form of schi zouy and int ro

duce two new sorts of particles represented as charged mesons. 

In this variant the weak decay 

....---.- ,---- --) Y1...-e.-+v 
1------' 

i .e.,a decay with change of strangeness by 2 units ( ~Jr=2), 

is allowed.This decay is forbidden in the Lee and Yang theory. 

Strictly speaking,experimental evidence is not yet sufficient 

to warrant the /AS{ =2 dec~ forbiddenness, though in litera

ture47) there are indirect indications in its favour.On the 

other hand, a more elaborate analysis of the problem 

(Glashaw 47')) weakens somewhat the arguments in favour of 

the forbiddenness of the reaction under discussion.In general 

it should be noted that at present it is unjustifiable to 

refer to any finished theory of the intermediate meson: there 

i s no sufficient substantiation as yet of many rules of the 

decay of strange particles,much as we are used to these rules. 

Thus, there has been a report48
) that the rule * :::: -+1.. is 

violated and a report49> that the decay z+ ~ n -r_)f -4-+Y 
which is forbidden in particular by the Lee and Yang theory 
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does exist.Incidentally,the Lee-Yang theory is essentially 

constructed in a way forbidding such effects by following 

tbe rule :f = + J. 
These criticisms ar e by no means intende~ to underrate 

tbe i mportance of the intermediate meson problem if even in 

i t s original sense,in the sense of Yukawa,in the sense of 

tbe possibility of denying the direct four-fermion interac-

tion . 

Without going into the details of the i nt ermediate 

boson t heories,it can be noted that the intermediate boson 

mass must be larger than the masses of the existing relative

l y long-lived bosons in order to avoid the unobservable de

cays such as 
K-~w-+¥ 

Unfortunately,even a possible experimental discovery 

of two kinds of neutrinos will not be an essential argument 

i n favour of the true four-fermion interaction.The two-neutrino 

hypothesis proves necessary for the theory of weak interactions 

based on the intermediate meson idea. 

As G.Feinberg5°) has noted,in such a theor,y there must 

be observed,with probabilities con~radicting experiment,the 

same effects / -~ e + ¥ aDd .)' _, 3e which give so much 

unpleasantness when discussing the true four-fermion inter-

actions. 

Here the situation is more tense since the coupling 
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constant of the intermediate vector boson with fermioL field 

is roughly the square root of the weak f cur-fermion intel.'

action constant.Large magnitude of the coupling constant 

aggravates the situation.The two-neutrino hypothesis is 

called into pl~ for obtaining the corr esponding cases of 

forbiddenness. 

Thus it appears from different angles that the exper

imental s;lution of the ~ - VQ.. problea is something that 

physics has to attain within a few years.This experiment has 

to be performed on accelerators in some form or other. Under 

the condition ~ '/: Ve. a reaction like ~ .... n ~ p + e.
must be forb14dan,.and in the ~ beam (for example,in accel

erators 5I ~ + ~ ) only DDlons must be observed. 

Interesting concrete suggestions on the ~-ve.. 
problem experimentation can be found in papers of B.Ponte

corvo52, 5}). In particular, attention is drawn to a possible 

use of monoenergy neutrino radiation.Indeed,monoenergy 

neutrincsoriginate 1n stoppages in a substance of 'it+, K+ am 
/--mesons. 

r,+:J+ +lf 
K + _,) + -t vl 

/--rA ~J}t+ ... 

yields 

yields 

yields 

Ev = 29.8 MeV 

E = 235.7 MeV ,.. 
E'y = 100 MeV. 

checking the ·identity of Vc:o~ aDd '} As an ex~le of _ 

it is suggested that the cross sections of the reaction 

' J tt 1'-. IL-v/ + L. ~ e--+ J.l 
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should b e measured. 

The ~rgy of the emitted electrons induced by the 

incident monoenergetic ~ is known.The delayed positrons 

!rom the decay of r-2 have to be registered in the process. 

'l!be exp eriment is proposed to be made with electron methods 

of detecting particles as well as with the aid of a large 

bubbl e ch amber. 

The idea of usi ng monoenergetic neutrinos is attract

i~e because the experiment allows the neutrino-induced events 

to be interpreted kinematically. 
protons 

With beam ~•eaei•iee of accelerated ~~ee capable 

of producing pion beams (i.e., c ~ 1 GeV) the count,in the 
p 

author' s estimate52 ),makes the proposed experiment feasible 

in principle on the strol@:-current accelerators in the nearest 

future . With approximately the same count another experiment 

proposed b;y Pontecorvo is feasible. In the latter e:xperiment 

use is made not of neutrinos, as in the former, but of anti-
+ neutrinos from the deca;y of the stopped .)' -mesons 

+ ..., CJ _.. e•..,y~ +V,.. ) , Ev. _. 35 Mev. 
- ./ ...... ·'J" 

I:f ~ and Ye. are identical the reaction -v +P -+ e+ + n 
,r 

is possible. ,... 

If Vr 1 Ye, there i s no such reaction.The num-

ber iJ is estimated to be roughly 1012 s ec,i.e.,assumed 
r 

equal to the number of pions produced in the present-day 
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synchrocyclotrons.If a Reines-Cowen type scintillation count 

( 1 to 2 m ) is used the number of events (if Ve. ::: ~) 
estimated to be roughly 1 per hour. 

Relatively low energies are characteristic of the 

neutrino exper:iments under discussion52,53). In principl~eu

trino beams of considerably higher energies are better to 

be used since the neutrino-nucleon interaction cross sections 

increase quadratically with energy,at least in the region 

fv ( 1 GeV.But on the other hand,aynchrocyclotrons with 

~p~?OO MeV can yield larger intensities,the reason which 

has prompted Pontec orvo to seak the solution of the problem 

in the low-energy neutrino region. 

5. Possibilities for Neutrino Exp eriments on 

High-Energy Accelerators 

The history of neutrino accelerator experiments is 

quite instructive in the sense that it exemplifies the 

astounding possibilities of modern experiment outstripping 

our imagination. 

Neutrino experiments on accelerators have been con

templated for quite a time at many institutions of many 
+ 

countries. 'rhe relevant discussions (1956) are mentioned by 

+ 
Cowen in Los Alamos. 
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Reines129) and about the same time these possibilities were 

discus sed in Dubna (by Valuyev and the author).But the cross 

sections 10-38 cm2 seemed to be so remote a prospect that 

no one would propose the experiment in good earnest. 

In 1958 P.G.Fakirov54) presented his degree B.S. theses 

at Moscow Universit.J "Concerning the Possibility of Investi

gating the Interaction of a High-Energy Beutrino With Sub-
+ 

stance on Accelerators" 

+ 
Evidently at this time the neutrino n:periments on high

energy accelerators were discussed by CERN theoreticians, 

as is reported by Yamaguchi, a C~ pre print, 61-2. 

Given in this paper were the calculations of neutrino 

accelerator beams, the optimum distances of the detecting 

devices from the target yielding a pion beam,the machine and 

cosmic radiation backgrounds,adequate shielding as well as 

estimates of the necessary neutrino target mass ( - l m3 of 

lead).Despite somewhat overestimated values of neutrino fluxes 
+ 

(almost by an order since there were no re~liable data on the 

+ 
These estimates of Fakirov were specified by Polubarinov51 ). 

intensi ties of pion beams correspoDding to the Dubna acceler

ator conditions aDd possible pion beams were estimated theoreti-
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+ cally) and despite an optimistic conclusion of the author 

.. 
"In other words, the discussion of an actual physical exper

iment with high-energy neutrinos on accelerators becomes ex

pedient.Preliminary estimates show that given an adequate 

shielding against installation neutrons and cosmic radiation 

the background can be lower than the effect in question" 54 ). 

the experiment did not seem to us a matter of a very near 

future. 

+ 

+ 
Pinally,at the Kiev Conference for High Eneriea 

The report "On High. Energy Neutrino Physics" tabled b;r 

a group o~ Dubna's theoreticians (Asanov, Valuyev,llarkov and 

Polubarinov) was cancelled by the authors as "somewhat untimelY• 

later the materials of this report were published as a preprint 

(D-577 ,Dubna, 1960) and reported by the author at the next, 

Rocbester Conference for High Energies (1960).~be summaries 

of these papers united. by the underlying basic ideas of high

energy neutrino physics had been published somewhat earlier2). 

The content of this survey is in its essential part a detailed 

elaboration of that short notice22 ). 

B.Pontecorvo52) declared before an authoritative audience that 

tha neutrino accelerator eXperiments were possible in principle. 
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Characteristically,even Pontecorvo whose boldness and 

al legi ance to the neutrino is beyond cavil, believed that 

neutrino experiment would be realistic when the intensities 

of accelerators had increased by three orders or so. 

Pontecorvo concluded his paper "Electron and .r4.lon 

Neutrino" with these 110rds: 

"To sum up, the experiment to see whether V'e. and 1)/ 
are i dentical must, difficult as it may seem, be seriously 

contemplated in the designing of new accel erators".Medium 

energy accelerators ( Ep~ 1 GeV) were meant. 

In 1960 M.Shwartz published a paper55) in which this 

experimentator gave,with what might have seemed a theorist's 

appealing detachment, the fantastic parameters of a fantastic 

neu~rino experiment on a h~gb-energy accelerator.Many physi

cists just shrugged as they read the item. The thing is that 

despite the matter-of-fact and concrete tone of Shwarts's 

proposal,it sounded a~hing but optimistic,especiallY in 

its concluding part: "These estimates place the experiment 

outside the capability of the exiating machines by one or 

t wo orders of magnitude". 

Incidentally,neither the CERN machine in the state 

of commisioning nor the Brookhaven accelerator about to go 

into operation figured in the item as accelerators suitable 

for the experiment.The item pointed to the possibilities of 

future accelerators with high intensities up to 1ol5 protons. 

Thi s innocent excursion in the field of accelerators seemed 
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to have neutralized the general effect of the item,somehow. 

d.li~.a;t.i.~. The same issue, however, carried an item by Lee and 

Yang28 ) who insisted on the funuamental import ance of the 

neutrino experiment. The item was a spur for further efforts 

of theorists and experimenters in high-energy neutrino physi 

In the autumn of the same year a detailed project of neutrino 

experiment s on the C~N accelerator could be heard at the 

Rochester Conterence for High Energy Physics. 

Bernardini56 ) described the unique installation with 

the verve of a true Florentine. 

At Columbia University the .Brookhaven neutrino p,.n, ....... 

was canvassed. 

In his characteristic flegmatic manner,which carri ed 

special conviction, Lederman described the experiment. 

Means of observation adequate to the problem seemed 

to have been found in the spark chambers. 

Now the experiment has been carried through its ini

tial stage under conditions worse than those contemplated by 

Shwartz's estimates.It has been made with a proton beam in

tensity by an order less than those minimum intensities with 

which the discussion of the experiment began.In other words, 

it has been made without awaiting strong current accelerat 

and even without magnetic focussings.It has been made with 

high-energy neutrinos--in the teeth of logic as might seem. 

The first elaborate calculations of the neutrino ex

periment on accelerators (Fakirov54 ),Polubarinov51 )) were 

adjusted to the Dubna accelerator parameters. Unfortunately ' 
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the intensity of this machine ruled out the treatment of 

the experiment as real.To increase the count of the events 

under study recourse had to be made to a focussing magnetic 

field installation51 ). 

The decay of a pion ( j( :J + v' ) yields neutrinos 

of the energy ( t. = e -= 1 ) 

Cv 
.2. !l.. 

fl7 - rn.u-l/ /. 
(63) 

= 
.z( r[4- 1- C<H&) 

where m am. 
11 nn~ are the rest masses of the pion and~ 

me son, £'iT and E. . are the energy and momentum of the 
17 

pion, f) is the angle between the original direction of 

the pion and the direction of movement of the neutrino. 

The maximum values of the neutrino energy ( £~ax) frcm 

the decay of the pion of the given ( £,. ) energy are 

listed in table 1. 

Table 1 

1 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

£~111' 
~ 

0.4~ 0.86 1.28 1.71 2.14 2.57 3.00 3.42 3.86 4.28 

The probability of the decay of a pion of momentum 
•-4 
~ per time unit with the emission of 

I ~ ~ ~ 
momentum between ~ 8.Ild D -+ d P. is 

lv lv v 

a neutrino of 
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.t. ~~ 
cit. /.__. ..., ) .t I _, ~)ol/ - m_,. 'f'y Jf .t ~ 7 {' ~) c.;(~ P., '"'v (fi, J?, /V- ~ (:/. )/ ~ ._ .t.) ifll,-P.}~~ _j 

r~ ( mlf m)": Ev 

where fff and r, are the 4-momenta of the pion and neutrino, 

P:=- m~, py-'-=o ,and t; {E~r) is t h e lifetime of the 

pion of energy eli" 
The effects 

Y+n ~ e +f 
(U") 

- -}I +p ~ e +n 
.[6(,) 

- UfJ 
v -re _,n+p 

were calculated by I.Polubarinov51 ) proceeding from the Lag-

rang ian 

~(x) = ~ [Prx)J;,(I•i$)n!xf/{erxJt;, (1+15-)J/fx!} ~h. c. ('a) 

with the value 

~ = 1.41 x 10-49 erg. cr?. 

The cross sect ions in this investigation were calcu

lat ed without taking into account a possible nucleon form-
• factor since it had been found earlier that the role of the 

+ 
The cross sect ions with nucleon formfact ars bad been cal

culated and the possible role of the formfactor in the region 

of very high energies estimated still earlier by Zheleznykh57). 
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form:factor in t he region E..,~ 1 GeV is not decisive and for 
e~remelY hilrh 

eberg--res the formfactor is unknown.Furthez:more, since 

the effect of the formfactors under discussion on the weak 

interaction cross sections is an experimental problem as yet, 

i t is undesirable to invest in the expressions for the cross 

sections ~ hypothetical elements on the formfactors.At any 

r ate it is desira~le to have the estimates of the effects in 

their pure form for comparison with the future experimental 

data. 

The total cross 

(l. , ;./f c " 
6: = ~ 't'M_.,,.p "1.51; £, E v }o 

sections are obtained in the form 

1_ ~r,; o~-m:) + fi?7,P~-m/)'L 
A{~ ~~~ ~ 

X. ( 1-
L .t. 

m,~';Y )(1- .2,. ~ 

tnp +m:) 

M~~ r;" 
6";-+p-#i"t-nc /1,~~~~ ~[;"jJo 

Mt- / · (") 

/ L L .t. t.)l. 
1_.t.rmnrm;') + (m,-m,; .... 

MI. ,A-fY ..t 

. ~ft- " ... .t ... m, """'t .,.m~ .,.m;-
J..M~, 

.t,. LL .r. .t.J-" /.e. ~) .a. .t _ fm,-mj).,.(m,-m;-/-.!rm, ,.nt-)(~ ... n,,z _ 
.t My -

e. .t. ~ ~)L / .t A._ J ~ ~ I .t. ( m, +m~..; )(~-my- rt mp +my-;(~ -m;-/ 

.:tu" + 

(. .t. &.) "'; a. ... "j rn, - m; t rnp -m;) 
;t.t~' 

+ 

{lo) 
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r; ~ 
~ ...... _ 
0- -- ~:Z.J.'f 
Y#"e~n~p IL~n 

U~c lf 

l'e Ev}Jo 
1- .tf'h!~m;) 

,A{.t +-

x/{- t. t. .t t. 
m,+m1~mv +me 2. t. .t. .t:) ,/..t. t._)(.l. L 

( m,-mj)(me -m v;--Lfm,~m;-ltnt~mi) 
.2.,4{1, 

.i..uY 

t. 2. .t. .z. L L t.)'f .t .t: t. (m,~ml)(me-mY:)-r(me("ITiv r mn-mf) 
+-

riM~ 

f- (m,-mg) (me-my . . . . . 
2. L t. L 2.) ].t.. 

M' 
(:11 J 

These cross sections are written in an arbitrary system of 

units and arbitrary system of coordinates; j. is the rela

tive velocity of the coll iding particles div i ded by that of 

light; the masses h1 and energ ies £ are marked by sub-

scripts ; M is the mass of the system expressed 

t h rough the energies and momenta of coll iding particles 

l ( v 
mul a 

-or v ) and 2 ( p n e. ) acc ording t o the for
J ' 

111...= (E, + E!l.)L 

cY 
(12) 

~ ..., ~ 

(P;. ~ P~,) 

c.t 
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In the system of coordinates where particle 2 is at rest, 

whil e the neutrino and antineutrino have a moment um ~ 

t. .e. I N == rnz.- + !lm2.-P, 1 c , m1 =O 

For the proc esses 

v ~e __., V + e. 
r-' ,.._ 

)...1 -+- e _., v + e 

(~3) 

if they exist and are gov erned by the univers al Fermi inter-

. we have act~on L Sf y 

r; Me 
G;n.,.,,.e= I{Jjj;Y t'eE~jJD 

.t. l. .t. .t. .t 
I i,(m,. +nJeJ (m.y -me) 

- M2. t Mlf X 

2.. .t me+ 1?7 v) .2-
x. ( 1- M .t . . . . (9¥) 

t. ¥s- z,. z,.} l. l Jt. 
(l- M c . ~fmv+ me fmv-me; 

6:. - = 'f t:' {" 1- t u ..{ v•t~v .. e lt$'1; c;.ecv.fJ" Ml-- • · 

x.{t- + 
t. .e 

lfme my-

M'~ 

(me fmy)fme - my L +- (me - n?;) 
2. t.) .t. .t. J!.. .l- .t.j 

N 6 HI' . . . . . ('15") 

For energies 2';,} 1 GeV in t he laboratory system 
:;.-" 

L 

6:. - 6! -JI' P7 <.. ( ., ~?-te~,- --y m,o P;- ~ o. tt~ x to __ em .,6) 
.3.7il; c l77p c 

There are s imple approximate relations b etween the 

Cl'Oss sect i ons 
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~rn-+et-? ::::::: 36';-.,.?-+ "foe 

6":-:--- ~ - m~ 6'- --
l'+e -+ n+p - ITJp ~~~p-+ n,..e 

' E>;U-+ V+~ ~ J ;e bv+f>"'"+e 
'? 

me - ~ --. bv.-.e~ v+e ~ o- -
v~p~'1ffi!. 

In Polubarinov's estimates i t is put 

is clear from ;i:.ig, (113). eq. (68). 

(~r) 

(11) 

{'fq) 

{JC} 

J ~.{ :: IG-vl 88 

use 

In the estimates of Yamaguchi58),Cabibbo and Gatto2?) 

is made of more latest data, according to which lG-
1
J ':1: f<rvl 

" viz. ).. =-~ = 1.25. 
G 

UnliklPolubarinov's estimates these calculations are 

complicated by the introduction of formfactors and the cross 
+ 

sections are given in the laboratory system 

+ 
It should be emphasized that the cross sections for the 

processes under consideration are given in Polubarinov's wort 

for rnv ;I 0. ~e cr 0138 sections for two-component neutrinos 

( Yn 11 :0) are twice as large (T.D.Lee and C.N.Yang,Phys.Rn. 

1(5 (195?) 16?1) than the cross sections for m,~o in a 

flux of unpolarized neutrinos. 
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These estimates are quite instructive and the hypo

t heses relating to the role of formfactors in weak interac

t ions will doubtless become the object of experimental re-

search. 

Cabibbo and Gatto27 ) universalize the formfactors 

of nucleons of the Stanford type obtained from electron-

nucle on scatteri ng experiments 

I 
{"' (K:; = 

(1+- K l.).t,. 
az. 

) 
~ a, = 37.5 tn:L 

'1i 
(81} 

This expression is extrapolated to arbitrarily large K 

Practlically,with selected formfactors,the cross sections 
,_ ..... 

for the effects V+t"l ~ e- + p and V + p _, e- + n (unlike 

eqs. ( 7'1- - 1 B ) ) become comparable and turn to a constant 

,... 0.75.10-~8 cm2 already in the region E v "'-" lO.It is c rn,. 
precisely up to these values ~ that the calculations 

m 
of the cross sections under stu~ are given in ref. 27 ).The 

results are presented in the form of curves 5 and 6. 

More elaborate calculations performed by Yamaguchi5
8

) 

are fitted to the parameters of the CERN machine where the 

average heutrino energy lies close to l GeV.In this study 

concrete calculations are brought up to fv = 2 GeV.The 

analytical ex~ression for the differential cross sections, 

taking into account the formfactors in the laboratory system 

the form5 8 ) 

F'l}b 

IS .i. . . i( .6 ·.t 10 -~ .if 6 .riO ~I>( 

7) 



t. ( e)<.. r/o ( v +n ~p+e- ) = C...,- Ev~ CtJs "i: 
d!l ( v +p _, n~o e+/ .1.~ L [ .R. ~Y ( . e)J3 -" 

lo~- - sc..n-
m f., 

~ 

x{j F, (~'J/ ~!;;.. {t-j r:; f'j'J';I<fi !f'}j(&.n f);.:~~ tf 

+I ?/'f. (1'9//t+.l(&.n f-)~ L~: (i<l/7 f))!:. 

z .uu (f r.; r,.~ '!'-.~;_ r1'!)}. F.. r1() -t 

X !i.. Ev - £...) (tqn f)~ J 
"' .tm.t _/ 

{i1) 

vdlere m is the nucleon mass. 

The calculations are made for ). :1.25 and .,)4 =.3-71 (the 

difference of the ftnomalous magnetic moments of the proton 

and neutron). 

All the formfactors are arbitraryly put identical 

f P, =~=F, = 
(I + .;,_ ').t. 

'-1m2 

fl..= (_t Ev sU, ~) .z 
· If .t Ev (.rw, e)t. 

a,. n? !t 
where IJ. is the four-dimensional momentum transferred to 

the nucleon.The tables of differential cross sections in 

the lab. (II) and (III) have been taken from a paper of 

Yamaguchi58). 
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Table n 

Di.f:Cerential cross section in the lab. system 

(d~/d0 )/(GV2 M2 /2~2 ) for v + n ~ p + e-

E ; neutrino energy in lab. system 
v e ; lab. angl e between v and e 

~ e 

0 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

20 

22 

24 
26 

28 

30 

32 

34 

36 

38 

40 

42 

44 
46 

48 

I 0.25 0.50 

0.16016 0.6406 

0.16016 0.6403 

0.16018 0.6392 

0 .1 6020 

0, 16023 

0. 16026 

0.16028 

0. 16031 

0 .1 6032 

0 . 16031 

0.16027 

0 . 16021 

0.16011 

0 .15997 

0.6374 

0.6348 

0.6314 

0,6272 

0. 6221 

0.6162 

0.6094 

0.6016 

0.5930 

0.5835 

0.5731 

0.15978 : 0.5620 

0. 15954 : 0.5501 

0.15924 0.5375 

0 .15887 0.5244 

0. 15844 ' 0.5107 

0.15794 ' 0.4966 

0.15736 

0.15672 

0.15600 

0.15520 

0.15434 

0.4823 

0.4677 

0.4529 

0.4381 

0.4233 

0.75 1.00 

1.441 2.563 

1.439 2.554 

1.432 2.528 

1.419 2.485 

1.402 2.425 

1.380 2.351 

1.353 ' 2.263 

1.322 ! 2.164 

1.286 ! 2.055 

1.247 1.939 

1. 204 : 1. 819 

1. 159 : 1.696 

1 .111 1. 574 

1.061 1.453 

1.011 1.337 

0.9596 : 1.225 

o. 9086 . 1 .120 

0.8581 : 1.0212 

0.8086 : 0.9293 

0.7604! 0.8446 

0. 7139: 0. 7668 

0. 6693 : 0.6958 

0.6268: 0.6312 

0.5863[ 0.5727 

0.5481 ' 0.5199 

7'> 

1.50 

5.766 

5.717 

5.573 

5.343 

5.039 

4.678 

4.279 

3.861 

3.442 
3.036 

2.654 

2.304 

1.989 

1. 710 

1.466 

1.255 

1.074 

0.9192 

0.7875 

0.6759 

0.5813 

0.5012 

0.4334 

0.3758 

0.3270 

2.00 

10.250 

10.089 

9.626 

8.910 

8.017 

7.030 

6.027 

5.070 

4.202 • 

3.444 
2,800 

2.266 

1.829 

1.476 

1.192 

o. 9661 

0.7856 

0.6417 

0.5267 

0.4346 

0.3606 

0.3008 

0.2524 

0.2130 

0.1808 

(cont.) 



Table II (cont.) 
Table III (cont.) 

Ev M 
e 0,25 0.50 0.75 ,1.50 2,00 

Ev/M 

~n~l 0. 25 0. 50 o. 75 1.00 1.50 2.00 

in de 
52 0.06942 0.0995 0.0878 0.0725 0.0486 0.0313 

50 0.15340 ; 0.4087 0.5122 0.4722 . 0.2855 0.1 543 

52 0.15239 0.3942 0.4784 ' 0.4292 : 0.2501 ! 0.1323 

54 0.15131 0.3799 O,L·-468 • 0.3906 ; 0.2198 • 0.1141 

56 0.15017 0.3659 0.4174 ! 0.3559 \ 0.1939 ; 0. 0989 

58 0. 14897 0. 3522 0. 3899 • 0.3246 . 0.1716 0.0862 

54 0.06545 e .o883 0. 0753 0.0617 0. 0413 0.0264 

56 0. 06161 0.0781 0.0648 0. 0528 0.0353 0. 0225 

58 0.05793 o. 0691 0.0557 0. 0454 0. 0304 . 0.0192 

60 0.05440 0.0610 0.0481 0.0392 0. 0263 0.0166 

62 0.05103 0.0538 0.0416 0. 0341 0,0230 0.0144 

60 0.14771 0.3388 0.3644 : 0.2966.: 0.1524 . 0.0754 

62 0.14639 0. 3259 o. 3407 ; 0.2714 : 0.1359 ' o.o663 

64 0.14503 0.3133 Q.3187 : 0.2488 ' 0.1215 ; 0.0586 

64 0.04782 0.0474 0.0361 0.0298 0. 0201 0.0125 

66 0.04476 0.0417 0.0314 0. 0261 0.0177 0.01096 

68 0.04186 0.0367 0.0274 0.0231 0.01 57 0.00966 

66 0.14363 (' .301 2 0. 2984 ' 0.2284 j 0.1090 0.0519 
: \ 70 0.03912 0.0323 0.0240 0.0205 0.0140 0.00855 

68 0 .1 4218 . 0.2895 0. 2795 0.2100 0.0981 0.0463 72 0.03652 0.0284 0.0211 ! 0.0183 0. 0125 0.00761 

70 0.14071 0.2782 0.2621 0. 1935 : 0. 0886 0.0414 ' 74 0.03407 0. 0250 0.0186 • 0.0164 0.0112 0,00680 

72 0.13920 0.2674 0.2460 0.1786 0.0802 : 0.0371 

74 0.13766 0. 2571 0, 2311 0. 1652 ; 0.0729 \ 0.0335 

76 0.13611 0.2472 0. 2173 ; 0.1530 ' 0.0664 : 0.0303 

78 0 .13454 . 0.2377 0 • .!046 0.1420 0.0607 0.0275 

80 0.13296 . 0. 2287 0.1928 0. 1320 0. 0556 : 0.0250 

76 0.03177 0.0219 0.0165 0. 0148 0.01014. 0.00610 

78 0.02960 0.0193 0.0147 ! 0.0134 0.00914 0, 00550 

80 0.02756 0. 0170 O.J132 0,0'122 0.00837 0. 00497 

82 0.02565 0.0149 0. 0119 ; 0. 0112 0. 00764 0. 00451 

84 0 .02387 0. 0131 0.0108 0. 01025 0.00700 : 0.00411 

82 0.13137 ; 0.2200 G ,1819 0.1230 o:o511 0.0228 86 0 .02219 0. 0116 0.00978 0. 00945 0. 00644 0.00376 

84 0.12979 • 0. 211 8 0 .. '1718 0 o 111L8 ; 0 o 04 71 0.0209 88 0.02063 0.0102 0.00893 0.00876 0.00594 0.00345 

86 0.12820 0.2040 (,, 1625 0.1073 0.0435 0.0192 90 0.01918 0.0090 0. 00820 0. 0081/L 0,00550 0,00318 

88 0.12661 0.1965 0. ·1539 . 0.1 005 ; 0.0403 0.0177 

90 0.12504 0. 1895 0. 14j9 0.0943 0.0374 0.0164 

76 
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Table III 

Differ ential cross ··section in the lab, system 

• (&Y/dn)/(GV2 M2 /2" 2
) for v + p ~ n + e+ 

0.25 0 . 50 o, 75 1.1~0 1.50 2.00 

0 I 0. 16016 . 0.640~ 1.44:1 2. 563 5.766 • 10.250 

2 0.15994 ' 0.6385 1.4.33 2,54.0 5.669 9-978 

4. 0.15928 ; 0. 6321 1.4.08 2.4.72 5. 392 9.216 

6 0.15820 • 0. 6216 1.367 2. 365 4..968 8.106 

8 0.15670 ' 0. 6073 1. ) 13 2. 224. 4. -4-4-3 6.827 

10 0.154.79 o. 5894. 1.24.7 2 .058 3 .868 5.54.3 

12 0.15250 . 0.5685 1 .171 1. 876 3 .289 4. . 369 

14. 0.14.985 ' 0.54.4.9 1.089 1.686 2. 74.1 3.368 

16 0.14.686 0 . 5191 1.0032 1. 4.96 2.24.7 2.556 

18 0.14.356 • 0.4.917 0.9156 1.312 1 .817 1,920 

20 0.13998 0.4-630 0.8286 1.1385 1 -4.55 1 . 4.35 

22 0.13615 0.4.337 0.74.4.0 0 . 9793 1 .1572 1. 0716 

24. 0.13210 • 0. 4.04-1 0.6633 0.8359 0 . 9161 • 0.801; 

26 0 . 12787 0. 374.7 0.5875 0 . 7088 0.7238 0. 6025 

28 0.1234.9 . 0. 34.57 0 .5172 0.5979 ; 0.5717 0 .4.556 

30 0 . 11899 0. 3176 0.4.530 0 . 5023 0.4.523 o. 34-71 

32 0.114-4.0 0.2905 0.3949 0,4.207 0.3588 0,2667 

34- 0.10975 0,264-7 0.34.29 0 . 3516 0. :?858 ' 0.2067 

36 0.10507 0. 24.03 0.2967 0.2935 0 . 2288 ' 0.1617 

38 0.1004-0 0.2173 0.2560 0.24-4.9 0 . 184-2 • 0.1277 

4-0 0.09574- 1).1959 0. 2204- 0.201+5 0.14.92 0 . 1017 

4-2 o. 09113 0 .1761 0.1 894. 0 .1709 0 . 1216 0.0818 

4-4. 0 . 08659 . 0.1579 0.1625 0. 14.31 0.0998 . 0.0664 

4-6 0 . 08213 0 . 14.12 0.1393 0.1201 0.0825 ' 0 .054.3 

4-8 0.07778 0.1259 0.11~4. 0.1011 0. 0687 ' 0. 0448 I 
50 0 . 07354- 0.1 121 0 .~ 024- 0.0854- 0.0576 : 0.0373 1 

'(cont.) 
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These tables ~how that t he angular di stributions 

- + -ill t he effects 'V'+ p~ e + h and V+n _, p +e. are essen-

tiall.Y different . The total cross s ect i on for )/+rt _, p+e
is larger t han the cross section for v + p ....lJ e + + n due t o 

a slower decrease vs. the angle ( V e ).These cross s ections 

become comparable at higher energies E y , with t aking i nto 

account the f ormfactors of nucleons which suppress t he ef f ects 

!or l arge angles (large momentum transfers).Fig.7 ill ustrates 

the angular dependence of the effect for t he case ftl/m =1 

under three differe~t assumptions concerni~ the formfactor s . 

Curve I corresponds to the assumption o! a point f orm

fac tor of the axial interaction F:V= £"' F ... ::. 1 .Curve II 
1 a. , ,. 

shows t he effect of the formfactor chosen for the axial inter-

act ion as well.Curve III takes into account the role of a 

possible intermediate boson of mass n'!W' :840 MeV. Formally, 

its role is equivalent to a certain change in the formfactorT 

'lbis ease possesses no well-pronounced peculiarity on t he 

basis of which we could judge about the presence of an inter

mediate meson with a certain degree of confidence. 

!he later data on proton formfactors3°) showed that 

while the magnetic formfactor falls off to ~ero more rapidly 

i n the r egion of high momentum transfers, the charge formfactor 
+ 

emerges on to a plateau with a value close to ,..., 0.42. 

+ 
Strictly speaking, we can as yet only state as a certain 

Blow-down in the decrease of the corresponding experimental 
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valuee , thougb the appearance later on of a plateau in the 

region of l arge momentum t r ansfers is not ruled out. 

N.Cabibbo59) recal culated t he cross sections for the ef 1.ects 

under study <v -tf~ n + e.-t ; y-+rt _,p te- ),taking into 

account the existence of such a core in the proton,extrapolat

ing the results of measurements in the region of high energies. 

Table IV lists the results of these calculations. 

Table IV 

I J._ fi I ~ ------ ·-
~ ~ o.:'·l<YB ~.lcY8 G:"·lcY8 bfr-1~8 

·0.43 0.60 0.15 0.60 0.15 
' 0.62 0. 75 0.22 0.75 0.22 
' 

:0.89 0.925 0.29 0.865 ! o.:;1 

tl..28 0.845 o.:;a 1.024 0.44 
I I 

~-~ 
0.8:;2 0.46 1.31 0.60 

.66 0.81 0.53 1 . 68 0.81 
I 
' 

~8:; 0. 79 

I 

0.56 I 2.48 0.97 

r-5~ 0. 76 0.59 3.69 1.72 

J 
'---· 

Already in the first estimates made by Fakirov of the 

effectiveness of pion beams ori ginating on accelerators in 

the production of a neutrino flux, it appeared that the geom-

:t._ Whf..rl the formfactor (56) and J the :ror.ractor const~ 
for a high •alue of ~~. 
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etrical factors (angular distribution of pions) made it worth

while to locate the detecting neutrino target in direct prox

imity of the pion source. The neutrino-scattering "geometrical 

factor" proves to be stronger than the decrease of the number 

of neutrinos because only part of the pion beam has time to 

decay at close distances from the pion source.Tbis is why re

course had to be made to the possibilities of the magnetic 

focussing of the pion beam. 

It was supposed that a beam of monochromatic pions 

could be created with the aid of magnetic lenses. -The number of events V + p ~ 11 -+ e- was calculated 

for the cases of (a) linear monochromatic pion beam and (b) 

wide pion beam. 

In the latter case such a beaDI was described by the 

phase density of decaying pions given by the formula 

P rx KJ = .Jft I 

-t 7) 
fPr ... t'> 

7 C'/- -+ ) -~ O(K-P;;;e ~f%Z"(£_.J in v;_ 

0 outside \J;, 
where :J is the primary flux per surface unit, V is a 

1r 
Cyllindrical region of a radius e with the axis parallel 

4 
to {;. (fig.8) and the detector being represented by a 

~ 
disc Jt thick and of a radius a_ , the axes of the disc 

and the flux coinciding. 

BJ 



H we put Q. = g :0.5 m, I= '1T<l-'-=l08 pions/see, 

volume %isc=0.52 ~ and 
+ 

f_y----4• ~ GeV , the detector 

+ 
In the collision of a 10 GeV proton and a nucleon 

0. 05 pions are produced, by an estimate60),in the energy 

interval of ?J.7 to 5.1 GeV ( E ::4.2 GeV) so that the above , 
flux of pions of these energies originates fran a flux 

~2.1oll protons/sec when 0.1 of it has been absorbed in 

the target, with the production of pions. 

J:, =1.2 x 1024 protons/cm31 the number of events {)~p ~n+e.+ 
p 

per d~ is given by 

n :0.075 events/d~ 

if the detector is situated at a distance of 50 m from the 

pion source and the latter at a dista.nce of 25 m from the 

pion absorbing shielding. 

Bearing in mind the idealized character of magnetic 

focussing,the values obtained did not look too encouraging 

and did not evoke any desire to recommend strongly enough 

this experiment for the experimenters' concrete discussion. 

Besides,it had become known by that time (spring 1959) that 

for the experimental solution of the ~-Ve.. -neutrino prob

lem Pontecorvo proposed an experiment with a low-energy neu

trinos ( "''55 MeV) on medium energy machines (under 700 J.leV) 
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which can ensure more easily a high intensity of the pion 

beam. The advantages of Pontecorvo's suggestions were evident. 

fut actually the thing was done the hard way: the ex

periment was made on a high energy aecelerator61 ).The proton 

beam intensit;y was at a level of 2.4 x 1011 protons in pulse 

with ?JOOO pulses an hour which roughly corresponds to 2.1cfl 

t o 4 . 1ol1 protons/sec. 

It is noteworth7 that the minimum proton beam intens

ity f rom which the estimates of Sbwartz started was assumed 

equal to 5.1ol2 protons/sec.This is by an order larger than 

the intensity involYed in the experiment. 

'lhe results are interpreted so that what we have are 

precisely reactions of the type 

Y-4-h __, f+_IA-

-Y+p _, n +~+ 

i .e., reactiona with the production of a muon1 snd not an 

electron from a neutrino produced from the decay of pions. 
· V+h _, p~ e-

'lhe absence of electron events( - i>• ) warrants 
y+p ~ n+-

the conclusion that the hypothesis J?.. JiVe. is confirmed 

by the experiment in question. 

The main accomplishment of this experiment was that 

the cross section "-"'lo-'58 cm2 was measured for the first 

time on an accelerator. 

The sensational result testifying in favour of the 

hypothesis of two ldnds of neutrinos goes to the credit of 
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n.,.i,ure as much as of the experiments.Though this author is 

i~ sympathy with the two-neutrino bypothesis,the final 
+ 

verdict would be premature : statistics in the experiment 

+ 
For example, Yam~chi58 ) pointed out that the induced 

pseudoscalar interaction (M.L.Goldberger and S.~.Treiman, 

Phys.Rev.III (1958) ~54) which is characterized by an effect-. 

ive pseudoscalar constant proportional to the charged lepton 

mass leads to an appreciable contribution to the cross sec

tions, with the production of precisely a muoc from a neutrino. 

The contribution of this interaction which is usually 

discounted comes up to58 ) """'0.17.10-~8 cm2 for E'v,.,.G :1 
I r• p 

and then decreases with neutrino energy (to 0.05.10-~8cm2 f or 

~f =}).True,according to these estimates,the induced 

pseudoscalar interaction cannot explain the pre-eminent 

appearance of muons in the Brookhaven experiments. 

For the time being it is still possible by exercising 

a certain effort (hypothetically increasing the pseudoscalar 

interaction constant) to pull the estimates towards the pre

eminent production in the reaction under study of muons in 

the theor.y with one type of neutrinos as well (L.I.Lapidus 

"On the Interpretation of High Energy Neutrino Experiments", 

pr eprint,Dubna,1962). 

Recently there has appeared an iteml.39) w!lich. gives 
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arguments somewhat strengthening the interpretation of the 

.Brookhaven experiments in favour · of the existence of two 

types of neutrinos.The item gives the lower limit of the 

expected number ,of electron events which ~ould arise only 

from t he vector part of the interaction if only one type 

of neutrinos existed.Under the conditions of the Brookhawen 

experiment ke ) 12, which is considerably larger than the 

observed number given the most liberal selection of cases. 

Of course,surprises are not ruled out. 

The increase of statistics and the transition to 

higher neutrino energies for which the induced pseudoscalar 

interaction effect becomes smaller can in particular claritY 

the situation under discussion. 

In this connection Pontecorvo's suggestion: neutrino 

experiment in the low neutrino energy region,i.e.,experiment 

in a muon neutrino beam with an energy below the muon pro

duction threshold,has not yet lost its validity either. 

are too poor and any surprises in its interpretation are 

Possible.Besides,weak interactions seem to be especially 

luck;y in peculiar situations: once the presence of deriva

tives in the four-fermion interactions was thought to have 

been Confirmed experimentally,and stowed on our bookshelves 

is a boolt62) expounding the theory of ,J3 -decay from the 

aQgle of the Ublenbeck-Konopinsky ideas.Later experiment 
18 

known to have confirmed the f w.r-fermion interaction 
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theory in i ts original Fermi form. 

There was a time when experiment was bel i eved to 

have confi rmed the ~, 'r -vari ant of t he theory 

and scientific opinion long clung to the S' , T concept ot 

weak interactions. 

The consensus of opini on readily embraced the rule 

f! r -= ~1 
~Q, 

which, as one may read in the fundament al papers of the t ime, 

"is extensively confirmed by experiment", while now experiment 

questions the rule itself. 

God grant that this time the interpretation of t he 

Brookhaven experiment may prove sufficiently unambiguous. 

Further neutrino experiments are to solve,first and 

f oremost,the problem of the existence of the intermediate 

meson.Trends in the further development of the elementary 

particle theory depend on the question: are ther e direct 

four-fermion interactions? 

Unfortunately , the experimental possibili ties for the 

solution of this problem also depend on where (energeticall1 

lies the mass value of this as yet hypothetical i ntermediate 

meson ( W ). 
H m'fll' lies near the nucleon mass value another 

stage i n the neut r ino experiment on t he Brookhaven acceler

at or will be enough to settle the mat ter . 
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The immediate target of this experiment is the in

into the nature of the already observable events which 

consistent with the intermediate meson b;rpothesi s,accord

i Dg t o t he authors. 

In this s ense t he authors have already altered sci

ent i f ic opinion by r eporting five cases which can be interp

r eted as events pointing to the decay of the intermediate 

meson. 

Two of these admit the interpretation W +~ +-1- j..) , 

one can be treated as the decay w ..... _, rr+ + v-+fr + 'another 

allows i ts treatment as the electron decay of the intermedi ate 

meson ( w+ -'t e++).) ) and the fifth is possibly w--~-~Yrtrd. 

According to the estimates of ref. 63),the experiment 

Bbould have revealed 20 cases of the type v + p ~ W •.._,--t-P 
if mw=o. 6 m pa and two cases if m~ = m, . 

If all the five cases are actually W -meson cases, 

it is most probable that m" <. mw (. m .. . 
Unfortunately, the interpretation of W cases of 

t he above type is by no means unambiguous. The role of other 

processes under the conditions of the experiment, and in par

t icul ar the spark chamber conditions whi ch could simulate 

t ha appearance of a W"" -mes on,has not been clear so far. 

Here we have,for example,processes l i ke 

~ +1 ~ ~ '+ e-~· +Ye_ 

v ... p _.. ~+ ... /1' - ... P 
y..., p ~)4++,-o+VI 

.,. - ... v + Vl ~ )4 +1r + <I 

...... - . v +n 4)4 +~ + P 
.. + -r +JC .. 1' 
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etc . 
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Recently eff ects of the type 

Y+p-,e+rr++F; \l.f.n ~ e- ... rr•+., 

V+h Jf e--trro+p j p +p~ e+-ts;-0
-;- n 

~+t)~e++'ir":f-P j v +p 7 e++1i-+ p 

(~~) 

have been evaluated proceeding from the peripheral model64). 

Here account is taken of only some graphs in the vector 

variant of weak interactions like e(f) 

1) 
fi 

• : ,... 

Fig.9 

The graphs of the type 

e. 

1r 

.H 

Fig.lO 
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were neglected. 

The results of numerical calculations are given in 

fig.ll 

0 •J9 
~~(1o em1) 

'l•p-.e+p~fl 0 

, 
1_...-r Tc. (IJ.ev) 

0 I }J l -t--;j-

Fig.ll 

All cross sections of the processes under study ( ~3 ) 
are close to each other. 

In their calculations the authors introduced for the 
vertex 

corresponding s~ap4 poi~t the electromagnetic fo rmfactor of 

a pion acc ording to ref. 65). 

Of course,the use of the speculative electromagnetic 

Pion formfactor in the concrete form65) and its extrapolation 

to arbitrarily large momenta are no less risky than,for example, 

the use in the asymptotic region of the Hofstadter formfac t or 

for the reaction )/ + p --"'> n +__)'t .Still,some idea of the 

Order of magnitude of the cross sections,not too far removed 
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f rom the truth,can be gai ned along these lines as well. 

A large number of channels of a reaction of type 

and several graphs lef t out of consideration,in particular 

the graphs 

/ 
7t 

'~"~ 

a) 

t 
K 

./ 
\.t::": K 

(:;, IL ~) 

should be taken into account in the discussion of the level 

of background of the events due to different inelastic proc

esses66).Despite the grossness of the estiaates of the in

elastic effects,it is probable that several events of this 

type could have been observed under the conditions of the 

Brookhaven neutrino experiment. Under the SSile conditions 
- 0 ~AA the cross section of the V +f _,A -+./ process ma;r 

1'_0 
come up to "-" lo-.39cm2 140).Furthermore, it is shown by the 

estimates of the multiple production of pions in neutrino

nucleon collisions64) (reactions of the type V-+ .)/ _, lr-t e+..v'-t 

even among the observed cases of neutrino-nucleon interact 

it is impossible to rule out single cases of pair pion pro

duction eff ects ( -t .}- -+ II "'t. fi 
of fig.l.3 these cross sections account for a fraction of one 

percent of the main cross section observed. 
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The ~::stimate given by Nguyen van Hieu66 ) for the pole 

graphs of the multiple pion-nucleon pr oduction accompanying 

tbe appearance of a rrr- and K-meson (fig.l2a and fig . 

l2b) proves to be of the same order as in ref. 64 ) . 

For the mult iple production of pions on a nucleon 

from a neut r i no of energy £., =1 GeV and f I,..) =5 GeV the 

cross sections (fig .l2a ) are 2.lo40cm2 and ,3 . lo-39 cm2 r e

spectively. 

For t he multiple production of pions together wi th 

a {(-meson (fig.l2b) the cros s sect ions are estimated as 

1040cm2 for £ti :2 GeV and 5 . 104 0cm2 for ffl =5 GeV. 

The conspicuously high energy-dependence of the cross 

sections for inelasti c processes in the asymptotic region 
a. 64 roughness ( o ,_ E ) ) is most likely due to the uounua of 

t he estimates. 

It is possible that for high neutrino energies the 

inelastic process cross sections are actually larger than 

the cross section V-+ .)1' ~ .)/ +_/ . 

Ur ~'10 •; 
(10 Cln 

0 . 

0 

:Fig.l3 

-Curve I represents the cross sections Y-rp and V-+ 1'1 • 

Curve 2 corresponds to the cross sections V -t-p and I)+ I'! . 
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Perhaps more statistics and a better resolving power 

of means of observation will be able to furnish an unambiguous 

interpretation of 

as well. 

vvf events in the Brookhaven experiment 

It should be noted that the observation of the pro

duction of w+ w-pairs from photons67) under the conditions 
) 

of the Boston electron accelerat or may prove more effective 

in the solut ion of the problem if miV does not exceed~ h'lro · 
Here the selection of W cases by fast _}J. and e_ 

particles flying backward is all the more ef fective the higher 

the mass of the intermediate boson.Of course,in the observa

tion of the electromagnetic production of W -mesons disin-

tegratiDg aver the channels )4 +v aDd e +I,..) there will occur 

essential difficulties in the form of a strong background of 

e"", e-- ~ / + J ,- pairs. But it is not clear to what 

extent these difficulties are unsurmountable if the W -meson 

decay products are observed in the back halfsphere,in the back

ward direction. These problems require mo~·e thorough studies 

and estimates. 

Unfortunately, the experiment in which a v./ -mes oo 

is produced by a neutrino ( V + ~ ~ ~ 1 
+ )" ~ \IV"' ) is 

not free either from the background making the identification 

difficult.These difficulties mount for larger masses of the 

contemplated W -meson. 

Another major problem of neutrino exper:i.ments on large 

accelerators is concerned with the possible fo rmf actors sup

pressing the growth of the weak interaction cross sections 

with energy. 
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The Brookhaven experimental data do not as yet answer 

tbiS question. 

Neutr inos with f "--1 GeV play the main role in a 
v + 

neutrino flux from 15 GeV protons .Yet with these energies 

+ 
A neutrino flux from 15 GeV protons was used in the 

61 Brookhaven experiment ). 

the expP-cted effect of the formfactor on the total crosa see
+ 

tion is still not very significant.The selection of cases 

V+ n _,P+.J' 
more indicative. 

with large ( V / ) angles would be 

For example, according to table III for Ev = 1 GeV 

a:od 50° the cross section of the process 1B 0 .47xlcY8cm2, and 

f or the same angle, but for [y =2 GeV tbe cross section de

creases by a factor of 3: O.l5.lo-38cm2• 

As follows fran the curves of fig.7 this nearly two 

third decrease of the cross sections occurs mainly due to the 

fol'lltac t or accepted. 

Unfortunately,the number of neutrinos originatlDg in 

a flux of protons of the given energy decreases rapidly with 

energy . 

As is clear fran the curves of fig.l4, 

... 
Measurement of the absolute value of the cross section for 0:~ given value of neutrino energy will not clari:ty the situ

~ on essentially i;t F~- 1 GeV.To be able to judge reliably 
it out the role of a possible formfactor in the region E.,'> 1 GeV 
~t~s nece ssar,y to track the variation of the cross section 

energy f . It is desirable to have rel ativel,y accurate v 
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data at least for two values of eneJ:Eies E~ ;for U811tple, 
E = 1 GeT aDil fv = ~ or 5 GeT. True knowledge of the 

cro'ls section in the resion E., > 10 GeY where it becomes 
a c CllStant for lll8ll.7 foratactora under discussion would be 
quite essential for the problea under consideration. 

~11'0. e 
i 
~Q 

~10 q; 

·~ 
~ : 
1111 
~soo 
~ 

' t 

Fig.l4 

the energy neutrino spectrum expected under the Brookhaven 

experimental conditions from a 15 GeV proton flux actually 

decreases rapidly with the neutrino energy. 

The number of neutrinos with Ev=2 GeV decreases by 

more than a factor 10 as compared with the number of neutrinos 

with E~ :l GeV if the neutrinos from the decay of pions 

is meant. In the region E~ =2 GeT a somewhat larger contri

bution to the neutrino intensity comes from the kaons. 

Judging by the curves of fig.l4 it might be supposed 

that in the future high-energy accelerators high-energy neu~r~uu• 

will be supplied mainly by kaons.T.bis conclusion is perhaps 

somewhat hasty since the experimental data on the production 

particles by high-energy protons (cosmic r~s) are ver,y poor 

as yet and rather. point to the fact that the energy of the 

primaries is spent in its es sential part on the production in 

a separate event of pions .Perhaps the existence of a large 

number of resonanc e states rapidly disintegrating into pions 
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strongly suppresses the kaon chaonel.The estimates of t he 

neutrino intens i ty in t he pi on channel for different prot on 

beam energies exceeding the l imiting energies of the acceler

at ors now in operation68 ) are given in fig . l5. 

These estimates are based on the relative magnitude 

of t he corresponding phase volumes . Here 'T" is t he proton 

energy , K is the neutrino energy (GeY ) and V is t he 

number of neutrinos per proton col l ision.The estimates are 

given fo r three differe~t dist ances f rom the target . 

The curves of fig.l5 are interesting in the sense that 

neutrino energies equal to 3,10 and 20 GeY in 70,250 and 1000 

GeV accelerators correspond to the neutron beam intensity with 

E =l GeV in a 15 GeV proton accelerator • .... 
In other \110rds, the cross section of a neutrino-nucleon~ 

interaction where it approaches the asymptotic value for the 

formfactors .of ref. 27) can only be measured on 250 to 1000 

accelerators. 

If physics is out of luck and the intermediate boson 

mass pr oves to be of the order of dozens of GeV,the neutrino 

experiments for detecting intermediate mesons on ultra high 

energy accelerators will be increasingly difficult because of 

the origin of new channels simulating W -events. On the .. ~ 

hand, the electromagnetic method of the production of W ) W 

pairs becomes in this case all the more convenient the hig~r 

W -meson mass. In other words, the role of the simulating 

( _,:,- )( e~, e-) effects diminishes i'l this case when the 
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products of W -meson decay ( _.,}1 
1 

e. ) are observed in the 

di rection inverse with respect to the incident 

beam. 
cr -quantum 

6. Possibilities for lieutrino Experilaents 

in Cosmic Rays 

Of considerable interest are the neutrino exper :lments 

fo r neutr ino energies from ,....1ol0 to 1ol2 eV. 

soon. 

tensity 

does the 

Accelerators will not offer such opportunities too 

Estimates (fig.l5) show that with the proton beam in

~ 10
11 

protou/sec,only in 250 GeY proton accelerators 

neutrkltbeam intensity with E'y =10 GeV rrughly 

correspond to the neutrinQbeam intensity with f., ,....1 GeY 

under the conditions of the Brookhaven experiment.A 1000 GeV 

proton accelerator increases the neutr1Dobeam energy to no 

more than 20 Oe V. 

To obtain the intensity under discussion for a neutrino 

beam with an energy of 4-5.lol0 eY from a 1000 GeV proton ac

celerator it is necessary to raioe the proton beam intensity 

by two orders or so (up to 1ol-' protou/sec).These estimates 

show t hat when designing the future proton accel erators of the 

highest energies attainable it is worthwhile to put in much 

time and effort to reach a proton beam intensity of 1013 proton/ 
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sec.The accelerator exper~ent with neutrinos 

and intens ity under discussion will hardly be feasib le e 

than in a decade. 

It shoul d also be emphasized that the diff i culties 

of the neutrino experiment become more f ormidable as we move 

into the region of high neutrino energies ( E ,._ 10 GeV)• v • 
high ener gy pions decay more slowly and the larger distances 

to the neutrino detectors lead to higher neutrino beam int 

ity losses per detector surface unit.The energy spectrum ot 

the pion beam is intensity-defi c ient in the reg ion of very 

high energies. 

An important advant age of the 

ent for studying weak interactions is the purity of the neut~ 

beam behind a shielding absorbing sll other kinds of rad iati~ 
-11 J5= Howeve r,2.10 eV~esons can pass a layer of water 

1 km thick.In other words,for ~uch an energy the muon back

ground will present formidable difficulties . 

If the intermediate meson mass proves to be much 

than the nucleon mass (say, t'r\v =10 trlf> or 100 mp ) the 

neutrino method of detect ing the intermediate meson will be 

complicated by many factors.Besides , the cross section for 

the production of the i ntermediate mes on from the neutrino 

decreases rathe r rapidly as the vvr - meson mass increases. 

A hi~h energy neutrino flux originating from the 

decays of 11 and K - mesons Generated in the atmosphe re by 

100 

--~ c radiation protons reaches the surface of the earth. 
c:o""""" 

The energy spectrum of this neutrino flux can be de-

termined by the cor responding experimental muon sp ectrum under 

tbe assumption that all muons observed in the cosmic r ays 

originate i n the pion decay.An error due to that part of the 

muon flux which originates from the K -meson decays is 

neglected in these estimates .The assumption under est imates 

somewhat the high-energy part of the neutrino spectrum. 

In the ']J ~~ +V decay in the eigen system of c oor

dinates the neutrino carries away roughly 30 percent of the 

proper pion ene;x:gy. In the 

increases up to 90 percev~; . 

/( -meson decay this prop ortion 

Anyway,we do not overestimate high-energy neutrino 

fluxes by regarding pions as the sole source of muons. 

The energy spectrum of the flux has practically its 

own upper limit;very rapid pions originating in the terrestrial 

atmospnere have no tl.Ille to dec oy b(:c av.r;e c i' the relat ivistic 
time 

i ncrease of life~As they reach the dense terrestrial strata 
and 

they lose their energy as a result of strong/electromagnetic 

interactions . This natural l imit lies somewhere near "" 1o12ev 

(the free path being ,_ 30 km ) . 

The unique possibilities 1 or a neutrino experiment 

in cosmic rays stem fr om the fact that the small cross section 

for the neutrino- substa.Dce interaction allows the experiment 

to be made deep underground, separating the muon-producing 
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(and perhaps e l ectron- pr oducing) react ions from the neutrinos 

comi ng f rom the l ower half - sphere , i . e .,passing through t he 

earth . 

Suc h cond i t ions may i n yrincipl e exclude t he cosmic 

ray background c ompletel y . 

In cosmi c rays all known particles except neutrinos 

are ab sorbed by dosens of miles of substance and thus c omple

tely screened by the planet provided the depth of the det ect 

ing i nst allation is sui'ficiently l arge to negl ect a rather 

i mp robable high-energy muon s cat tering backward, which can in 

princ i ple simulate the ef i ect under s t udy. 

Another and perhaps t he most e~sential peculiarity 
manifestation ./ t 

of the eri:~:!:ft of the concrete effec t V -+ .N ..J;~ .)/ ~ under 

the condit i ons of cosmic experiment is t hat t he det ect i ng in

s t allation collects the effect from a v ast mas s of substance 

under neat h. 
I 

The muons lose,indeed , t heir kinetic energy only in 

the i onisation of t he subst ance. Muons wit h the primary energy 

of 1011 eV pass the layers of substance equiv al ent in absorb

i ng capacity t o roughly 50 atm or half a kilome t er of wate r. 

It i s f rom a t arget r ep resented by such layers under the 

det ec t ing instal l ation that t he ef fect under discussion must 

accumulate. 

Though the energy neutrino spect rum rapidly decr eases 

with ener gy,the ab ove muon accumulation effect leads (under 
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t~e as sumpt ion of t he linear increase of the cross s ection 

vS• energy ) to t he c ount of ev ents being sensitive to t he upper 

limi t of the energy neut rino spectrum. I t is precis ely this pe

culiarity of ob servation of the pr oduction of muons f rom neu

trino-~ubstance interactions that makes it very convenient f or 

e~ecking t he assumption of the linear increase of t he cross 

section wi t h energy . 

A third es sent ial peculiarity of t .he cosmi.c experiment 

is the possibility of using, under good screening conditions, 

a subt erranian installati on with large areas of detecting ¢ e

vises,viz.,of t he order of hundreds of square metres. 

It i s shown by elaborate estimates t hat these peculi

ariti es of the cosmic experiment make it pos s ible in pri nciple, 

though difficult of realization. 

'lhe difficulty is rather on a psychol ogical plane. The 

f act is that the physici sts deal ing with accelerators are well 

used t o the industrial tenor of modern experi ment at ion ,w.bil e 

cosmic ray experiment i s only in the first s tage of its i ndus

t rialization.The cosmic ray experimenter ' s psychol ogy is still 

constrained in more respects than one by the outdated scale o~ 

experiment .Cosmic rays may yet contri bute heavi ly to t he 

physic s of elementary part icles if t he experiment in t his f ield 

has been revolutionized on t he scale of modern acc el er ator 

techniques. 

In s cme of the f irst papers concerned with thi s prob-
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l em
2
9,57,69) the neutrino sp ectrum was determined by the ex

periment al ~uon spectrum70).The analytical form of the neut 

sp ectrum was approx imated by the f ollowing exp res sions 

I ( Ev) cl E V .:: 3·S x/O_J dEy 
£ .l.J' v 

=- b' .Jr I -z ,I E. () Y' -EvJ·.t 

where the energy is i n GeY. 

(1 GeV ( E'v 

(i't) 

(30 GeV 

The path ( Fl.. ) of a muon in the ground ( I :10, 

A :20 and density .J =2) can be taken to be 

I{ = 2.3 X ~ • 102 em. (16" ) 

~he count of muons in the installation is proportional 

to the muon path in the grrund. or, on the basis of eq. ( B'f ) , 

to its energy. 

Unlike the muon,the electron is absorbed rapidly by 

the grrund due to its low penetrating capacity.This means 

that the c cunt of the ~ -+-.AI'~ e + #" effect depends, 
Q 

unlike that of the 

degree of E 
/4 

~· +- ...V ~ .H ~ effect, on an extra 

Observation of the V -t .,(/ ·~ .N + .)# eff ect p roves r 
more exp edient than )/e. -t-K ~ ..;V + e. even if ~ ::;. ~ 

If ~ ::: Ye. t he possibility of registering high-energy 
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electron s will prove still poorer since high-energy neutrinos 

f ))GeV) originate from the dec ays of pions (kaons ) i. e ., 

"' t beY must b e in the main muon neutrinos. 

In the framework of the available exnerimental facts 

and t h eoretical concepts t he following r eactions for neutrinos 

aod ant ineutrinos produced from pion de cays can be supposed: 

a. Yr +n -} p+/ 
b. ~ +p -) Y} +J+ 

,_ (f6) 
c. y +h ~ £-+y-+ 

r 
d. 

,..._.; 4 z.o +_j + y +P 
i 

e. ~ +f -~ Ao+J+ 

+ .r-

The notations ~ and ~ have a relative me a ninc; 

her e: it is inesse ntial as yet which is a par t icle a n i which 

is an antiparticle "in point of fact". 

These reactions can be accompanied by t he product ion of one 

p ion or many pions. Thus 

where n 
'ii 

~+11 ---) p-r/ 
is an i nt eger. 
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Besides,kaons may be produced if' the corresponding 

selection rules with respect to the strange number are ful-

filled. 

etc. 

,..._ 

lJ.-+ 1'1 ~ 

Y. + n ~ 
i 

,.-,- /+ Ko - • + 
'---" (U) 

F +)« - -t- K 0 

We can estimate the possibilities · of the cosmic 

experiment for checking the energy dependence of efi'ects 1 

( il> ) in the energy region £.,)) 1 GeV. 

The cross section of reaction (a) when £; >> 1 GeV 

can be taken in the fonn 

G; ·~ 1.5 X 10-38 £._,.. 

For reaction (g) ~ is less by a factor of 3 

E)~ <;:::. 0.5 X 10-38 f V • (<fo) 

For the other reactions (c )/.. d ) and ( e.. ) the cross 

section also equal to ( fO) is take>n.lliis assumption may 

prove to be wrong and the cross sect ions for these reactions 

may turn out to be smaller, but this circumstance will not 

ch ange essentially the final result.It should be borne in 

mind that a large number of other channels of a reaction 1 

( ~~ ),( II) etc. is neglected in this case,and these com-
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pensate,presumably, this error ("1/2 efi'ect") if it reall,7 

eJCists. 

The muon energy spectrum in neutrino-induced reactions 

is homogeneous and in the reactions with antineutrinos ,., 'la.. 
or rat her 

;"z 
Jvf~- -;;:;-)&~~ (flj 

The paths of the muons produced in t hese effects can 

be respectively taken 

2 

/. 1 r Ee-ht) t. 12 f = i.. 3 { :t. Ey -cth2. r .t. EY. . fO em (lf1J 

Rz.:: i. .J(t E;- Ett,z + 

#' 

E-ent) .t 
(/ E:!. . IO C"'J 

y 

CnJ 

Here E t h r. is the threshold energy , and only muons 

with energies E ) E hr are registered.Because of a possible 
')- t . 

backgrwnd from the scattered cosmic ray muons E thr. cannot 

be taken small. The lower allowable value of f" thr. can be 

obtained from the backeround estimates for different depths 

of underground experimental installations.Further calculations 

a:r e given for two values of E thr. equal to 0 .5 and 5 GeV 

respectively. 
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The number of events--the flux of muons ( JV~ ) 
throur;h a surface tS' in a solid angle 1/ (120° cone) is 

~ =1f~R,+'I0-RJ lr:_v) e!Ev/' ;y-:.z'e ·..r {llllJ 

where 6';, and 6"".;- are given by eqs. ( B' ) a:rxi ( 4JO ), F( 1 

and t'{ ,__ by eqs. ( cu .. ) and ( Cf 3 ), f (E.,) by the neu 

spectrum ac cor ding to eq. ( ~'I ) and ..f is the ground dens

ity as sumed to be equal to 2 when counting the events.Tbe fac-
,.... 

tor 1/4 in eq. ( q'{ ) arises because the number of VI' and ').-

in the spectrum ( E'~ ) is assumed equal.The number of neu 

and protons in the grru.nd is also roughly equal. 

If the muon registration energy threshold is assumed 

to be 0. 5 GeV one meson per three days will pass through an 

area of 1000 m2 (under the above assumptions).If the threshold 

is 5 GeV (i.e.,lO times as large)the count decreases 

than 1 meson per 5 days .These estimates show that the 

under study (i.e.,the count of events) proves actually sensi

tbe to t he upper limit of the neutrino spectrum ( S'f ) and 

is sultable in principle for detecting the growth of weak i n

teract ion cross sections in the region of Fj.) ""lif1 eV if 

growth actually exists. 

Several arguments are known to exist i n favour 

f act that cross sections ( If ) mus~ cut oft at some 

Obviously,these cross sections cannot increase i nfinitely 
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energy.For energies f ) 300 GeV in the c.m.s. the cross 
r 

sections begin to contradict the unitarity property.But the 

question remab:ls: at what energies f Jl < 300 GeV t he energy 

dependence ce. cross sections begins changing essentially? 

The ext rapolation of the experimental data with r espect 

t o the Hofstadter formfactor,its use as the formfactar for 

weak int eractions as wellleads,accord ing to ref.27 ),to a 

constant (neutrino energy-~ndependent) cros s section 

(l o-38 cm2 approx.). 

with such a formfactor,large momentum transfers to 

t be nucleon will be suppressed and muons in the c. m.s. will 

be pr oduced in a cone directed forward (in the direction of 
,..._ 

the incident V or V ) and narrowing with the growth of 

energy. 

In this case the muon energy in the laboratory system 

is close to the neutrino and antineutrino energies and their 

path can be estimated as 

/2.1 =R2- ==~·.3..t(Ev--Eth.2.) 102-c, 
c,s) 

By a fQrmula similar to eq. ( 9'f ) we find that in 

t he case of such an essential change of the i nteractions on 

t he nucleon length one event (production of a muon) can be 

det ected by the installation (with the aame paramet ers as 

above) f or 30 days.!n other words,with a continuous growth 
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of the cross section with energy,the muon flux through t he 

detector surface is approximately 10 times as large. 

Strictly speaking,in the cosmic neutrino experiment 

under discussion it is not the "elastic" process effect 

I v, ... JI _, J/ ... .r 
that is measured but actually the measurement is made of the 

total cross sect ion 

~ 
I 

-t-.tl ~.K-r/ + everything that may 

It is not impossible that the large number of the 

channels of new reactions originating with the growth of 

neutrino energy make so es oontial a contribution to the total 

cross section that this effect may on the whole increase lin

erarly with energy up to close-to-critical values even takiDg 

into account all natural dynamically deformable formfact ors 

in each of these channels. 

Intermediate Boson ' 

If weak i nteractions actually occur via the hypotheti

cal intermediate boson W' of mass rnw > m K.. decaying in 

particular by the scheme 

• ..,. .J(r-) . w- ~/-+y ~~" J 
..... 

w-....,e:!-+y(y) 

probably the most suit able effect for detecting the W - me s 
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would be the production of the W -meson fran 'the neutrino 
+ 

in the Coulomb field28 ) 

+ 
See also B •. Pontecorvo and R.Rylidin, The High-Energy Con:f

eronce in Kiev ,1959. 

v~ l--+ w ~~-(eJ+ z '-~;,,+ ~(ej+ v~ ~; oe., e~(eJ+Y'+~ 1 

(<f') 

V+ r. -j-W-.,.;<-teJ+:C 1_.~ +)i"(ef} + V1-l ~ i!J2. 1 [~(elj +Y'~.e 1 

where ~ designates the nucleus of charge ~ 

The part of the ef fect due to the 2 A. -dependence 

of the cross section is given by the expression 

5"., _r_ Jt.z.. 
6!1 r.i (1.11-)J. G!,.,..(en ~f)3 

(1'1) 
when l. 

E )) ~ ~2~.¥. 
Y .2.'J..o 

For the intermediate boson the value of it s mass equal to 

the kaon mass is accepted bere. In other words,the lowest 

allowed value of the hypothetical intermediate boson mass 

is taken for the estimates. 

It can be considered that eq.( '~ ) estimates the 

effect from the spectrum of a neutrino with 
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Putting 'J: =10 we can write cross section ( '11 ) ,with para

meters accepted,in the f orm 

-3& ~ 

~:::tO x(t.t{E~) (~ ') 

The f lux of muons f rom the ground layers under the 

installation produced by t he neut rino spectrum sec tion with 

fiJ ~ 10 GeV can be given by the formula 

Joo 2, 

~-=35; IY;I:p.t.JJ<IOsji(EJf{S,-:t{;,(I: )f, ~~-:;Ey ('<t) 
10 

If S =leY m2 and the detected muon energy f:,.) 1 GeV 

( f thr =1 GeV) the number of counts proves, according 

equal to 2 per day. J 
The peculiarity of the V +..N' ~ )4 + ¥' effect 

should b e emphasized once again with respect to the cosmic 

ray experimwt. 

If the same effect from the same neutrino spectrum 

had been collected from a target 1 m thick and of the same 

area t he number of counts would prove~ the case of an i nt 
+ 

mediate boson by a factor of 30 

+ 
I n the case of th e direct )/+.)/ -tt~ .t-..N' 

action less b;;,: a factor of 15 to 20 . 
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inte r-

In other words,the accumulation of muons in the cushion 

UlJ.de.t' the installation yields in this case a roughly 30-t ime 
I 

iJlcrt ase of the effect. Naturally, for )1-r .N --) .K +e. electrons 

~th their small path the count of event s essentially decreases. 

Estimates show that if there is an intermediate meson 

qf a mass less than the nucleon or linear growth of the cross 

sectio!ll3 v.;l with energy the count of the number of events 

(muons) can be the same.Still, these two effects can be dis

tinguishable.Qualitatively,these effects differ in that in the 
. d I 

first case one muon is produced in the v_,."' -t J/ +)" reaction 

and in the second case a pair of muons is produced ( y + ~ ~ 

-tW~-~2~y-.v' .. ~). 
Thus,the registration of muon pairs in the experiment 

under discussion may point to the course of the process through 

the inte mediate W -meson. The dep endence of the number of 

events on the energy threshold of the registered muons also 

differs from eff ect to effect. The investigation of this depend

ezce may also be a method for differentiating the effects. 

The study of the ! -dependence of the effects is 

likewise a way,in principle,of differentiating them. 

Cross section ( ~1 ) decreases rather r ap idly as the 

mass m...., of the intermediate meson increases. 

In the estimates of the neutrino fluxes in the cosmic 

experiment the neutrinos which originat eel in the terrestrial 

atmosphere from muon decays were not taken into account. 
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The most detailed calculations of the neutrino f luxes 

i n the terrestrial atmosphere are given by Zatsep in and Kuz

min71). The ap.thors have shown that comparable neutrino fluxes 

are produced as a result of Ji ~ r +~ and )' "'"' e + v + v 
decays.The est imate of the muon energy losses prior t o the 

muon decay changes lit~le the intensity of the neutrino flux 
,-

from the/ __, e. -t.; -t V decay.The neutrino fluxes in t he 

atmosphere are distributed anisotropicall.y.The extent of ani-
+ 

s ot r opy 

+ 
9 = 0: vertical fall. 

f'v(E,~~v(E,o) 
increase with the neutrino energy growth up to 1012 eV , tend~ 
to approximately 10 for the 'II ~)'f +~ decay. 

r-
For the ~ 4 e +V + J:1 dece;y neutr:!nos the ani 

comes up to ,._ :;oo for these energies. 

In other words, a higher energy muon may decay on a 

longer muon path in the atmosphere (slanting fall). 
ro-

This also means that electron y+~e+-+ife. +~) neu-

trinos of high energies should be expected "running from the 

horizon" . 

Fig.l6 represents the neutrino energy spectra in ver-
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t ical and horizont al f luxes72 ). 

_, 
10 

-· 10 

P1tol~~t:dc_,.,.a"4~.,.., . ' ... -.t_l _, - 1 
P~~.Y,-·cr.ccm..,..W.sw 

to 10 to'' ~ev 

Differenti al neutrino energy spectra for 1r ~.)'<'+J-) --decay (curve 1 ), /"' -t _e. +V + J..) dece;y (curve 2) and the 

summary one (curve 3) for the a~les (} :0 and 8 = ~2. 

Fig.l6 

The calculations of ref.71 ) increase,as agai nst the 

est i mate s of ref.
6
9),the vert ical neut rino flux of ene r g ies 

~~ 1 GeV approximat ely 5 times.Probably,the lar gest error 

in the est imate of the ne utrino flux or ig inat ing i n the t er

r estr i al atmosphere comes fran neglecting the role of ka ons, 

but this error decreases the i nt ensity of th e high-ener ::;y part 

ot t he neutrino spe ctrum.As for h igh-energy neut r inos 
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( f
11 

~-- 1 GeV) coming from the depth of the universe,the cosmic 

neutrinos proper,the isotropic part of this possible radiation 

is probably considerably weaker in intensity than the neutrino 

spectrum originating in the atmosphere.Probably,there are 

grounds to believe that the cosmic rays are produced in the 

shells of new and supernew stars73). 

According to radioastronomic data,there are many rel-

ativistic electrons in the expand~ shells of these stars. 

In the Crab Nebula the electron energy in the envelope is es

timated to be lo5° to lo53 GeV ( Ee ~ 0. 25 GeV), the electron 

spectrum decreasing as ~ - ~1·5" • If the electrons are 

produced as a result of nuclear collisions,there are three 

neutrinos of approximately the same energy for each electron. 

According to the estimates by maximum data (and assuming that 

the electrons have been accumulating for 900 years, /t't ::5.10
21 

and E ma:Clo' GeV it can be found that the high-energy neu

trino flux from the Crab to the Earth may have the spectrum 
-~- ~ 

3 · ID ~~~...( c,; . 
-g- The presence of high-energy photons beyond the atmo

sphere might be an argument in favour of the existence of at 

least other such fluxes of bona fide cosmic neutrinos. 

A peculiarity of the neutrino experiment in cosmic 

rays is the possibility of using giant "targets".Thus,in 
141 

installation now designed 109 g of water)is used as the 

Since the muon detector receives a considerable part of muons 

from the deep layers under the detecting installation,the 
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scbeme represented in fig.l7 

3 

1\ \ ' ' ' \ \ ' ' ' ' \ Y''ll\\\11\\l\1 .. 
2 

i. 
" , , , ' ' ' , , ' Y' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' " Q.... 

Fig.l7 

seems more expedient. 

Here 1,2 and 3 are the mosaic layers of scintillation 

counters. These layers are situated suf±'iciently far from one 

another and with their aid the trajectory of a muon passing 

through the installation is determined and the relative delay 

times are measured,w.hich makes it possible to isolate mesons 

going from the lower hemisphere.Located between the scintilla

tors is an absorber whose total thickness determines the muon 

reg istration energy(£~~nr.}. 

One of the main difficulties of the neutrino experiment 

in cosmic rays is the mu:on cosmic radiation background. The ex

Periment requires large areas and volumes of undergrcund 

structures.Salt mines or vacancies in this mineral are pro

babq the most convenient sites for this purpose.Reinea has 

begun his experiment in a salt mine and it is there where its 
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devel opment is contemplated . 

Unfortunately,there are no suitable deep l y ing 

ties t hat we know of.Therefore it is desirable to have the 

e stimates of the muon background at depths of the order of 

imndreds of meters. 

The est i mates of the muon background for the under

ground neutrino e~ eriment have been made by Zast avenko and 

Chilok74 ).At a depth 4.104 gr the muon flux is 4.5 X ro-5 
particles through 1 cm2 per sec.,i.e.,108 p articles through 

1 00 m2 per month.Taken as such this number is by 7 to 8 or

ders of magnitude larger than the expected number of muons 

from the neutrino.It is assumed that the installation (fig.l7) 

selects muons going ''upwards".Therefore an es·cimate should 

only be made of the backgrrund produced by those muons which 

can, sc attering in the grrund,change their directions so that 

they can yield a :;purious count in an installation like that 

of fig.l7. 

The eff ects of single as well as multiple scattering 

of muons leading to a change in the primary direction of a 

muon for a lare;e angle a are considered in ref.74 ). 

The angular and energy distribution of high-energy 

muons coming "from above" is assumed in the form 

.Yo 
-L 5"" 

f 

I -t- r= C81&, 
£r,-

fli = /fJOG#N'. 
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(too J 

~ er. == C6-fe 
C48£ :0.125 

il ~6 '> 0.125 

if C,.J6 : 0. 125 

~ = 0.0~3 ca-2sec-1str-1 (GeV)1 ·5. 

Cf(x ,K I (;' ) 
-- .-:-gi vi ng the number of muons ill t he "back" cone n n<) < (. at 

a depth . X wi th ener gy K. pass ing t h r ough 1 cm2 i n 

1 sec i s expres s ed in the form 

./ -1.~K 'f (X I I<) t;) 'X; '1 ,. .N C) " (I() 't') (lot) 

where K is a certain function the value> of which for 

K :0.7,1,2,~ GeV for t- from -0.4 to -0.9 are given 

in t able V. 

The value X in eq. ( 10 I ) is given i n GeV; X are 

the i onisation losses of the muon on the ver t ical length of 

the path t o a given point of the grrund. 

Rad iat ion losses are es sential f or mesons of energies 

) 1 000 GeV. 

The ef f ect proves in the main t o be determi.ned. by 

si~le scattering, with a certain cor rect ion due to mult i ple 

scatte ring. 

A 4 I .... . ,.._ ./ -a.s-t a depth 4.10 gr cm,l..e.,for )t : 80 and '(llol"o)l = 
: 7, 2 .10-6 cm-2 sec-1 ,for f(, (threshold energy:)= 1 GeV and 
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7:" =-0.? we have '-f =3.10-14 muons per sec. through 1 

or 3 .10-2 muons per month through 100m2• 

Table V 

Function K< IC) t:"') 

-
4/3 1 l/2 l /3 

-0.4 e. 29 lo-7 3.65 l0-7 2.94 10-8 4.61 lo-9 

-0.5 2.52 10-7 9.4? 10-8 4.28 10-9 3.20 1o-10 

-0.6 ?.13 10-8 2.21 10-8 4.96 lo-10 1.16 10-11 

-0.? 1.?8 1o-8 4.24 10-9 3.52 10-ll 1.71 lo-13 

- 0.8 3.49 10-9 5·39 l0-10 
9.5 lol3 5.65 lo-16 

-0.9 2.90 lo-10 1.16 10-ll 3.23 10-16 

Resonance Antineutrino Scat~ering 

'!he intermediate meson hypothesis leads to a pee 

resonance effect?5) capable of increasing the 

cross sections by many ordem of magnitude. 

The cross section of inelastic antineutrino-electr 

scattering ..... -v + e- ~ Y + "' .... e r / 
estimated according to the conventional theoz-y 

fermion weak interaction can be 'ill.'itten as 
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6--:-x. 0 

- '1 ~-

( .§:: ) 10 ~,_ 
me. 

{f 0'-) 

Ey is the energy of an antineutrino incident on an 

electron in the laboratory qystem. 

The treatment of the same process . via the intermediate 

meson - r-

\1 +e- --'t w- . ...., v,. ;-

for certain antineutrino energies changes drastically the es

timate of the cross section. The cross sect ion increases by 

5 to 8 orders depending on the value of the intermediate mesao 

mass. Indeed, the cross section in this case takes on a typical 

resonance character 

Eo'>-
b== ~ f -£)l.+r'-E., o 

(103) 

where E 
0 

is the resonance value of the incident neutrino 

energy 

£~ 
~ m.,., --- tm~ 

r- designates the resonance width 

r::::. m!(.~ 
rrle.. ~w' 

- time 
Lw is the life/ of the inte nnediate meson, 
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t'I')W"its supposed 



mass, 

Lw;;; (~)~/Db m:i (~c'"f1 ~'- (10'1) 

and the averaged cross section near the resonance is estimated 

in the form 

1 
£;+11 

_!_ ~{F)JG ~ 'li .(!i(})(·§') 0:: 
1A 't A r 11 

E -IJ 
0 

(Jo~J 

It depends on the square of the coupling constant between the 

\V -meson field and lepton field which is asswned identical 

in the case of electrons and muons (the hypothesis of univer

sality of weak interact:i.ans). 

Assuming tr1 W ; W) ~ where tr) .c. is the kaon 

mass for resonance erergy we obtain the value 2.3 x 1011 eV 

and width r :1.5 X lcP eV.The corresponding values of the 

quantities :tor n'lw-:m,< m_v is the nucleon mass) are 

Eo =9.lol1 eV and r=2.106 eV. 

The natural width of the resonance is very small but 

the resonance widens substantially because of the distribu

tion of the target electron velocities.For the electrons with 

velocities equal to jJ e. in the direction of the incident 

antineutrino beam the resonance energy value shif'ts to 

E'ot = {1+ j3) .. ', E ~ 
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Thus the exp erimental value of the resonance width 

. 5 est i mated approximately by t he expression 
]. -

where 

stance. 

z. 

1__ Eo 
I 3} 

i s the average atomic charge of the target sub-

ln the region of resonance energies t J1 e cross section, 

bY Gl ashaw's es t imates,increases by eight orders of magnitude 
-4-0 2 -32 2 f 1·om 10 em to 10 em • 

Assuming an antineutrino flux of energy 9.1011 ev 

reaching the barth's surface (antineutrinos from pion decays) 

as 10-11 cm-2 sec-2 Gev-l and E.v = 2.3 x 1ol1ev as 

10-9cm-2sec- 1Gev-l the author points out that from one m2 

~ an underground area (shielding against background) the ex

perimenter can register two mesons ( l'rl.v -:»1.::) or 0.1 mesons 

( mw :. m,.; ) a day. 

J,C,Barton76) reports about the results of meson flux 

measur ements which were made at a depth equivalent to 5500 m 

o:r water for 21 days off a geomentric area equal to o. 08 m2• 
~ ~ •ne high-energy muon flux proved to be less than 0.5 m per 

d~. The author concludes that the mass of the in~ermediate 

meson if the latter exists ·is larger than the mass of the 

kaon. 

It should be noted of course that statistics in this 

J.2J 



e>..-periment are still very poor and it is premature as yet 

to pass any final judgements even on the intermediate meson 

mass equal to the ka.on mass. 

Moreover, estima tea are given of the expected qu.a.olil..l 

ties based on the assumption of the identity of the muon 

and electron neutrino. 

otherwi.ae (i.e.,if V,. p Ve ) the estimates of 

the neutrino fluxes involved in the ~ + e- ~}'- ... ~ re

action lead, in the ene.rgy region of the resonance under c 

sideration (loll to l<f2eV), to quantities by three orders 

or so less since in this case only ve.. -neutrinos (or r 

antineutrinos) produced in the atmosphere from muon decays 

( f- _,e- ... ~ + ~ ) are involved in the r e

action. 

In other words,if ~ -:1- J)E>-. 

(production of an intermediate meson) 

the expected effect 

in the case m -"'-
falls to o. 002 mesons a da;r off one m2 of target area and 

in the case mw ... m,r to 0.0001. mesons.Even if it is 

assumed that the neutrino flux estimates given by Glashaw 

are underrated by approximate~ by an order of magnitude71 

all the same Barton's experiments do not yet furnish £row:.. 

for the conclusion that Jon,.,) tn K 

The further search for the resonance effect 
"- ...... -\{ + e- ~ Yr + r reaction is highly desirable.At 

tions with large target areas (10 00 m2 ) about 2 events a 
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(lfhen m W' = I'Y) K. ) and 0.1 events a day (when m--v -: fflK) 

esJl be e:1tlected.lf it is borne in mind that Glashaw•s f l ux 

neutrino estimates are underrated by an order of mag-r. itude 
+ the impor~ance of this experiment becomes self-evident • 

-... 
More thorough estimates of the effect in general are 

necess ary for comparison with the experiment and even for 

planning such an exp eriment.In his interesting item Glashaw?5) 

gives in fact qualitatiYe estimates. 

The p eculiarity of this effect consists in that half 

of all muons which will originate from the intellllediate boson 

decay will have energies )10 GeV.The need of neutrinos of 

energies ) 1ol
1

ev for the realization of the resonance U-

f ect q: +e- ~,r- -+ v)< makes this experiment intended by 

nature itself specially for cosmic rays+.For another decade 

+ 

~e data of rat. 86 ) improve the result of ref.76 ) 

approximately by an order. 

----------------------------·-------------------------
or so this experiaent will reaain unfeasible on accelerators. 
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Per haps,it is worthwhile to ment i on another pos s i bi lity 

f or t he inter mediate boson when the latt er can be characterized 

by a baryon number. 

For example, 

v + n ~ B ~ e- t-f 

Though the baryon boson has repeatedly been discussed in l i ter

ature IYS) it remains a stepchild of scientifi c opinion. At any 

r ate,of the lepton intermediate boson discussed above and the 

baryon boson the former is a definite favourite. 

A very difficult experiment is undertaken for the search 

of the lepton i ntermediate boson.Though to confirm or refute 

the existence of the baryon boson is a problem easier by five 

orders or so,no special experiment seems to have been made on 

any existing accelerator.The ways of scientifi c opinion are 

unscrutinable.In this survey the intermediate baryon boson 

is in fact mentioned only in passing. 

The production of an intermediate baryon boson under 

the resonance conditions has been considered by T.Kinoshita /V6). 

Asauning the boson mass m~ : 2300YY}e we can obtain 

t he cross section f or the process 

in t he resonance 

U t n _, 13 - -i' Y - +? 
"'-- 7 .10-~ cm2 • The resonance energy 

E = m/32..._ m;; = 265 mv. 
a .2. m 

'1 
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r; 'm8 =120 eV ) 

m"z-v 
1/ = 0. ?9~ 

Taking into account the motion of neutr~n~ in a real 

target we can come to the conclusion that the resonance con

~tions will be realized in a neutrino beam at 210 to 330 MeV. 

Thus the effective cross section is estimated 

-v 2.lo-32cm2. 

This relatively simple experiment did not attract the 

exp erimenters' attention. 

The decay of the baryon intermediate boson under dis

cussion might yield slow muons,muons with energie s of several 

tens of MeV.The argument that such affects have not been ob

served i n Brookhaven type neutrino experiments is not always 

conc lusive . The experiment must be specialized to detect such 

slow muons. 

True,there are arguments which may,in the analysis 

of Brookhaven type experiments,bear serious evidence against 

the Daryon intermediate boson. 

The fact is that far from the resonance as well,at 
colliding 

~gh energies ?f a nucleon-b±t•i~ neutrino,there may be 

~erous easily detectable inelastic processes,i.e.,the pro

duct ion of an intermediate baryon boson with the emissi on 

of a pion, (Y -quantum or, say, antinucleon i s meant. 

If the specific cons t ant characterizing the interaction 

ot a nucleon with a bar,y on,boson,and neutrino equals the 

square root of the weak int er act i on constant the enumerated 

1 " 7 c., 



cross sections for the effects will contain the weak conRtA- • 

in first power, and not squared, as is characteristic of the 

cross sections for the effects of the true frur-fermion in-

teractions. 

Therefore,the cross sections for the inelastic pro

duction of an intermediate baryon boson (with the emission 

of a pion, r -quantum) may be by fiYe or three orders re-

spectiYe~ larger than the effect detected in the Brookhaven 

experiment . 

• • • 
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Re'turning to the interaedi.ate meson iclea it should be 

poted that in principle there ~ exist a situation which is 

s omething of nature's practical joke at the theorist's expence. 

lhat i s meant is the possibility of the e::rlsteD.Ce of a bound 

8tate between,say,a ~on and neutrino, a nucleon and neutrino 
+ 

1n the form of a abort-living vector meson,for exa.ple. 

+ 

The reference ia to the bound states between two spinor 

particles one of which mq possess a very small or even sero 

rest mass. 

The four-fel."'llion interaction in the chain appro::rlaation 

i s graphically represented by a graph of the form 

/10 _/'" /0 B 

y• vo )/ 

and is in general capable of leading to w.ch pseudoscalar aJ;Jd 

nctor states /9 ). The mass of such a boson may be considerable 

if the interaction of bare particles with large initial masses 

is involved 

}· >> ~t~r· 

It should be noted that in iobe chain approxi.laation the mass of 

SUch a vector boson proves considerably larger than that of the 

P&eudoscalar boson 19). 
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In other words,just as the effective interaction at 

nucleons with f and 4.J fields erist s i n stro:og interac

t i ons along with the interaction of nucleons with pion field, 

so,too,there might exist effective interacti ons with such a 

result as the "intermediate" meson in weak interactions aloDg 

with the t rue f our-fermion i nter action. 

Naturally, t he intermed iate-boson-minded theorists 

will take the path ot creating a t heory excluding the p oss~o~"'1 

ity of direct f our-fermion interact icns . 

Many experimenters,well prepared 

with theorists,will f ind some further convincing evidence in 

favour of such a concept. 

It will take years of further theoretical and exper i 

mental research to disentangle the weak interaction situation 

under foreseeable conditions. 

Perhaps,the experiments in the region of neutrino en

ergies of considerably larger masses of the ''intermediat e" 

mesons under d i scussion may furnish conclusive arguments f or 

or against the existence of the true four-fermion interaction. 

Nature has shown. herself to be fond of untrivial c om

binations of what might seem at first glance to be mutually 

inconsistent concepts. 

1)0 

7. Neutrino-Lepton Interactions 

For lepton-lepton interactions of the type v•e ~~ +vP 
tl:le expressions for the cross section in t he c.m. s. has the 

58111e f orm ( 1 0 ) • 

If ther e are certain consider ati ons connected with 

tl:le "structure" of the nucleon concerning the restriction 

of t be energy growth of the four-f ermion lepton- baryon inte r

act i on cross sections, such considerations do not hold for 

lepton- l ep ton interactions .So far there are no experimental 

i.Ddi cati ons of the existence of 8.JJY el.ectromagnetic formfactor 

for the electron.A point electron is still used for interpre

t!~ t he results of the Hofstadter type experiments. 

Whereas neutrino-electron interactions are not cut 

off by arJY unknown. causes at distances of the order of nucleon 

lengths, a peculiar fom.factor smeari~ out the electrical 

charg e9 ) or iginates at smaller distances because of the weak 

( v e. )( y r ) interaction. 

A charged muon field appears around the electron and 

this field distributes the electron electric charge density 

just as th e pion field of the nucleon smears out its electro

magnetic charge. 

Four-fermion interactions give f or the potential of 

SUch a :field an expression of the t;ype77) 

v ~ (~f~: - l't ~~ ) S' i (! e ""'~
}(, (, 
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where 

}i 
X-:= t and mr is the muon mass. The muon 

determine~only a rapid decrease of the field a~ rel&-

tively large distances where the field is weak as it is on 

account of the smallness of the critical length eo .The 

charged field and the corresponding electrical charge denai~ 

is distributed in the main over the region t ,.._ to . I:t 
strong interactions do not suppress weak electron-baryon in

teractions the electron must acquire a formfactor connected 

with the antiproton-neutron field and charged baryon field 

in general. 

A characteristic of fou1'-fermion interactions is the 

region of the extension of these essentially different r.hA~ 

clouds being the same, viz. e 
() 

An inessential difference between them is on~ the 

rate of decrease in that region where the charge denait3 is 

of vanishing value.This difference reduces to the difference 

of the quantum masses of the charged field forming the cloud 

around the electron, in the manifestation in eq. ( fOb) of t he 
-x.t. . 

exponential factor e containing the mass of them. ' 
4 I 

particle ( ~'- =~,c.)/ t, ) .Since what is meant in this case 

are the virtual processes of the graphs of the '\;ype of prop

erly energetical graphs there are no grounds as yet to 

that the contributions of these graphs to the lepton-baryon 

interaction are naturally suppressed by strong interactions 

already in the frame work of the existing formalism. 

1J2 

Abstracting ourselves from this opt imistic view of 

tbe difficulties of the modern field theory, we can sum up 

tbe above considerations as follows. 

In the region 't.""'lO-~ the electron can be expected 

to acquire a special formfactor of the nucleon (Hofstadter) 

typ e with a highly complex structure of the charge cloud. 

If these cpncepts are correct the physical image of 

8 particle like an electron receives essential contributions 

from all other charged particles of all masses. 

It is ea.sy to understand the tense interest of the 

expectation of the results of the current experiment ( 

Pa- ra()/~ ) in which the electrodynamics in the scatteri:og 

of colliding electron beams is checked up to the lengths 

3. lo-15cm.If the electrodynamics is essentially violated 

in this region of lengths (i.e. ,3.10-15cm) that is some fact QUI 

smearing out considerably the electrical charge of the elec

tron originate already in this region,then weak-lepton inter

actions cannot play an essential role in the structure of the 

elementary particles in general either. 

If on the other hand the electron formfactor proves 

actually essential only in the region of the critical lengths 

of weak interactions,this result will at the same time mean 

that weak or at least weak-lepton lepton interactions actu

ally increase with energy at any rate up to the close•to

Cl'itical energies am that weak interactions may be strODg 

and t ake part in the formation of the structures of elementary 
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par t i cles. 

·fhus, a purely electrodynamic experiment (electron

electron scattering) in the high-energy region may have a 

decisive influence on the development of the theor,y of weak 

interactions. 

The latter is not meant to underrate the fundanentaJ. 

importance of direct neutrino-lepton interaction experiments 
high 

at ~ energies. 

Unfortunately,observation of neutrino-lepton interac

tions at high energies is still outside the capacity of the 

currently operating accelerators. 

Indeed,cross section (10 ) in the laboratory system 

is of the form 

r ~'\..-" me-f-v Oo~) 

Consequently,for the neutrino energy in question the 

cross section of the ( \1 e. ) interaction is less than the 

responding neutrino-nucleon cross sections approximately Qy 

a factor 1o' ( ""~/me.. ). 
If the detection of the neutrino-nucleon cross sect 

hovers on the margin of the experimental capacity of the 

powerful accelerators of today,the cross sections smaller b.J 

three orders of magnitude require accelerators with proton 

intensities increased by the same three orders at least. 

In detecting neutrino-electron interactions there 

also specific difficulties.These interactions must be 

1)4 

against the background of neutrino- nucleon effects with cross 

sections three orders larger than the electron-neutrino cross 

sect ions. 

Only one kind of weak lepton-lepton interactions viz. ,_. 
I~ e + v +t:~ i s known at present. 

The e-xistence of ( e Y ) ( e.~ ) interact ions involves 

a bypothesis which deserves special discussion.Tbe lepton

l epton interaction in its known form leads to only one type 

of effects: the production of a muon from a neutrino 

v + e- _,)4-+V 

~is effect does not depend on whether electron and muon 

neutrinos are identical,w.hether the intermediate boson hypo

thesis is accepted or rejected. 

However, muons will originate in t.ae target a thousand 

times more often from the reaction of the ( V n ) ( p ,)" ) 
type.Besides,and this is the main thing,the threshold of the 

reaction 

;+e.-~~--+._) 

lies outside the energy capacity of the present day accelera

tors 

E
thr 
~ ~11 GeV (toi) 

The working neutrino fluxes of such energies can per

haps be obtained68 ) on proton accelerators of 250 GeV energy • 
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with vlol-4 protons/sec of proton beam intensity. 

The latter remarks re-emphasize t he importance of 

cosmic experiments in search of a possible resonance reactions. 

However,there are examples of lepton-lepton effects decreasing 

strongly the threshold energy of the react i on under specific 

conditions.Yor example,a neutrino can,while scattering on the 

nuclear Coulomb field,produee pairs of e- /+ particles 

V ,.. "'' ' - + I -+-z: ~~+e. +.f +V 
(ioq) 

The graph illustratiDg process ( 10' ) is given in 

~ig.l8 
1.' 

e --
V' ' 

y' 
Yig.l8 

Participation in ·reaction ( tO') of a heavy nucleus 

the recoil momentum decreases the energy tbreshold of the 
+ 

astion as c~ared with (Ill) practicaJ.~ up to 

+ 1J.rr. ( ) E~ :::- m,•m ... .f Cm,·~m.) tn_r+m& 
2.. H-._ 

1)6 

th. 
~'¥' -- m)' + m~,..... 100 MeV. (110) 

At a point Coulomb centre the cross section of the 

corresponding effect would contain i n a formula of type 

( 10~) the mass of the heavy nucleus instead of that of 

the electron. 

The specific role of the nucleus essentially changing 

the character of the effect drew attention to thi s effect57) . 

Uni'ortunately,the estimation of the real sizes of the 

nucleus strongly cuts the cross secti9n78).But the advantage 

of process ( ID, ) as compared with the production of a muon 

on a free electro~ i.e.,a sharp reduction of the energy thre

shold,remaina essential.Bearing in mind the above remarks 

this circumstance is quite important,making as it does possi

ble in principle the observation of the effect on the strong 

curr ent accelerators of the nearest future.Furthermore,a 

characteristic ol this effect--production of specific }i+e-

pairs-makes poseible in principle to is alate the effect 

against the background of single muons produced in the ( V .II 
( j1 K ) interactions. 

Not the effect ( I Oj ) but the kindred efi'ect 

V+-i 

V+~ 

.__, ~ I~ e +-+ e- +).) ; ('} 
(111) 

--} 2: I +jl++;r + Y' ('-) 
-------·--------------------------------------------+ 

'lhe appearance of }I e. -pairs in effect (109 ) can easily be 
~sinterpreted as resulting from the intermediate boson dec~. 

erefore, s ingle cases ofJAt1J4f-pairs cannot be consi<lered as 
Proof of the existence of tne intermediate boson. 
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is calculated in ref. 78 ) . 

This effect implies the realization in nature of in

teractio~ of the (e. v ) ( e..V ) type the existence of which 

has not so far been evidenced by experimental data. 
78 

However, among graphs (1) estimated in ref. ) there 

is a graph of the form of fig.l8 for the case when the 

momentum is t ransferred by the electron produced. 

Assuming that for energies > 1 GeV the cross sec

tions of the production of---~,.-. e• e.- pairs do not differ 
I . '/ ) I 

strongly from the production of )'.,., e- pairs (which must' of 

course,be specified by a detailed calculation),for lead the 

cross section of effect ( ro, ) .may take a value close to 

l0-41cm2 to 10-4'cm2• 

Though this effect is too small as compared with the 

( v .)/ ) ( r ./) effect it should be borne in mind that at 

neutrino energies lower than 11 GeV there is no V + e ~_.~ 
effect at all. 

hi.h Some information on n eutrino-lepton interactions at 

·~energies can be obtained,just as on neutrino-nucleon 

interactions,from a further analysis of the effects of 

approximation.B.Pontecorvo2') drew attention to an intere 

effect: in a system of a muon and electron (muonium) a muo~ 

may,unless the process is forbidden,turn to an antimuonium 

1)8 

/f'~' 

\) 

!' 
..-.... 
\) 

e- e. 

Fig.l9 

With the momenta of virtual states ( Y and. v ) 
cut dng off a:t the critical value ,._ 1000 lf.eV the probability 

for this process with respect to the probability of the )'+ -
meson decay is given by the quantity24 ) 

w (r+e-~J-e: .. J --- lo_h_ 
..... ; 

w (i-t_, e.+vv J 
(112.) 

In principle this experiment is p ossible though there 

are some specific diff iculties involved in the movement of 

the muonium in substance. 

Any experimental limits for r atio ( 1/1 ) c annot be 

indicated at present since there have been no relevant exp e r 

imental at t.empts. If we really have ~ :¢ ~ the transit ion 

ji'e""' ~_)l-e+ is strictly forbidden. 

In the light of the above the proce s~es of hi5her 

orders (with respect to the weak constant ) unforbidden by the 

Possible existence of two kinds of neutrinos would be of 
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The weak i nteract i on vector c onstant dete r mined 

f rom ol4 and the constant det ermined from the)" ~ e v;: ciec~ 
ar e known t o diff er somewhat 79 ), 

~hi s di ff erence (~~ ) has not been explained by a 

rather thorough analysis of poss ible corrections either79) , 

As Ya.A.Smorodinski 80 ) has noted, taking into account 

t he hi gher approximations with respect to weak inte ractions 

could i nfluence the difference of effective constants if the 

strong interactions are actually able to supp ress the corre

s~ onding contributions to t he effects from the high momenta 

of the interacting particles in the intermediate states. 

It is then indeed would there arise a difference i n 
.,._ 

t he role of higher. approx imations in the h __, f +fl..--t ~ aDd 
,......, 

/" -_., e- .......... + v processes.,-

In the h ~ p + e.-+ V process the role of the 

h i gher approximations with respect to the weak constant woULm. 

be,say, negligible and taking into account 

]'eynman graphs (fig. 20) in the ~- -'t e -+.;; + v process 

would explain the observed djfferences in the values of the 

constants. 

Unfortunately ,the diff e r ence i n the constants is 50 

slllal1 that ev en assuming that it is entirely due to t he role 

of strong interactions as it appears from ref. 24 ),the con

clusion is that the intermediate momenta in the n ~ p+ e.-+;:7 

effect must cut off at values far removed from K crit= 

:::;oo GeV. 

It should. be emphasized once again that with respect 

to the four-fermion interactions ( 11 p ) ( e .... ) there 

~e no experimental grounds either to assume that the momenta 

of the int ermediate states ( P,. ~ ~ tn L ) must be cut off 

at the values K max .( ( K crit=300 Gev. 

This proposition is essentially connected with assum-

ption Yr 1 Ve.. 
For the time being it leaves room for speculations 

about the existence of true four-fermion interactions up to 

the momenta of colliding fermions close to Kcrit=300 GeV 

in t he c.m.s. at least in the virtual states. 

8 . Weak Interactions of the ':Iype rJ. ~ ) CJ..f> )~ CU.) (J_J.... ) 

All known weak four-fermion interactions change es

e. - I I Bentially t he nature of the primaries. 

..... ~ 

)...-v Fi g .20 
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......... r-
At present not a single case of weak interaction 

knovm can r educe to a mere scattering or colliding particles 

lfithout any essential change of them. 

Unless forbidden by conservation laws, all known cases 
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of weak i nter actions are interpreted as the dee~ of the 

largest mass particle involved in the interaction. 

Perhaps this property is a characteristic of weak 

interactions.Perhaps there are deeper reasons why such changes 

in the inner structures of particles cannot occur rapidly.Or 

perhaps the natural selection of weak interactions has so far 

restricted the range of the events observed. 

Weak interactions irreducible to a decay of particles 

can,indeed,only be observed in weak scattering effects.Phys

ics has merelY tapped this field. 

A natural question is whether there are interactions 

of the type (<A.~ ) ( c:( p ) which reduce to the "weak" scatter-

ing of two particles of the type d._ and J' into particles 

of the same type.In principle there may exist effects of weak 

neutron-proton ( np )( t'lf ),proton-proton ( pp ) ( p P ), 

neutrino-proton ( Y p )( V p ),neutrino-electron ( Ve... )(Ve 

electron-electron ( € e )( e. e. ),etc.scattering.For the time 

being these questions have to be addressed to nature, and not 

to the theory of weak interactions which does not yet exist, 

strictly s peaking. 

However, the theoretical stock contains many schemes 

of weak interactions of a varying heuristic value which should 

be scanned from time to time and compared with experiment, to 

test their worth under different conditions.In this respect 

a scheme proposed by S. A.Bludman81•82 ) a few years ago de- , 

1-n 

serves notice under the assumption Y,.. :::: Ye., • It appears 

tbat by expanding the J(.,S (b) and F.fi, (?) scheme it is pos

sible to introduce symmetrical neutral currents like \fj) , e e 
I 

n rJ,etc. and, which is the main thing,make them work against 

the effects of the type ( ev ) ( €-l-' ) leading in the graphs 

(figs.2,4) to the appearance of what has long been known as 

undesirable processes </ ~ e + K' ' )I 4 3 e. ) . 

Indeed,in the graphs l ike in figs.2,4 it is precisely 

the ( ev ) ( eJ-.-> ) interaction allowed by the conceptl:Qn 

of .}4f! (G) p b . (?) leads to a low lillliting value of the inter

mediate momentum. 

In ~ludman's scheme allowing,unlike the scheme(b)(?), 

neutral currents ( e e )( V¥ ) along with charged cuz•rents 

(e.g. ' ev ), the reciprocal effect appeers82 ) to cancel the 

effects of the ( ev )( e.V) type. 

In other words,in this theory there are no effects 

f' _, e•r ;r"Jeciescribed by the graphs of type 2 or 4 correspond

ing to the second approximation o:f' perturb at ion theory with 

respect to the weak constant. 

True enough,this does not forbid25) the ef fect.)l43.e. 

occurring, according to graph 3, via the known ( ~ v )( ev ) 
interactions.Dut this effect is of a higher order. 

Thus,the neutral currents were banished from the 

theory to avoid the undesiraole decays ( fi -4 e_ _. Y etc.). 

Then the neutral currents were re-introduced to avoid 

the same undesirable processes precisely in the theory with 
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one kind o~ neutrinos. 

Paradoxically,this interpretation o~ weak interac

tions82) had sprung up just be~ore the experimental results 

testi~ying in favour o~ two neutrinos appeared. 

J.:Sut then perhaps such vagaries are typical of the 

theory of weak interactions. 

beutral Currents 

It goes without sayiDg that it would be highly desi

rabl&to extend the experimental facilities be~ore any judge

ments on the role of neutral currents in the weak interaction 

effects are passed. 

Under the existing experimental conditions (accelera

tors) t:~e largest cross sections for possible weak inte1.•act 

must be expected in different nucleon-involving effects. 

Thus under the assumption o~ neutral baryon currents 

in the four-fermion interaction Lagrangian (with the same 

value of the universal constant) cross sections equal to 

,.., lo-38cm2 ought to be expected with the energy of the particl e 

incident on the nucleon ~ 1 GeV.Thus if the interaction 

leading to the p +P _., p + i. + and n + n _, n +A 0 effects 

is introduced the first order of perturbation theory yields 

~or these processes the cross section83) 

0 ,_ 4.lo-38 cm2• (I,.~) 
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If the Lagrangian does not contain direct interactions 

between the neutral baryon currents the I") + n -l t1 + 110 proc

esses c an occur through di~~erent intermediate states. In such 

c$J3eS l ower values of the cross sections are highly probable. 

! very r ough estimate8
3) o~ such an indirect transition gives 

a cross section value by two orders smaller.At any rate should 

tbe cross section or its upper limit ~or,say, .., + rt _., 1'1-+Ao 

prove confidently lower than ( II'? ), this result would be 

testimoD.Y in fa'Your o:f' the forbiddeilll.ess often imposed in the 

theory o~ weak interactions on the introduction in the Lag

raDgian. of the neutral currents of the given type.The present

d.Q' accelerators producing proton beams with Ep ~ 1 GeV 

~Dish sufficient intensities for obtaining a reasonable 
. <+ 0 

count of even-s;s in p of p ~ p + L or; h + n _., h +A effects. 

~ortunately,the background di~ficulties c~mplicate a great 

deal t h e practical possibilities of such an experiitent. 

Qt special interest is the search for a possible 
~ 

( V N' ) ( V K) interaction). 

If terms of the type 

I 

L = (].. - ,.., (Wf) 
Vi V IF (-t+r~) V ¥fr ( hi;-)t:; Vr h.c 

interaction Lagrangian,as is done,for 

and Zeldovich85) one can expect effects 

are int roduced in the 

tXulpJ.e ,by Blud.man81 ) 

Of the type 
I I V-+ .tV ~ ...v .-~- v 
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wit·. cr oss sect ions ,.._, l0-38cm2 for "'" 1 GeV of neutrino 

energy . 

If interactions of type ( ll'f ) actually occur in 

nature stars without charged leptons could be observed in 

the neutrino beam. 

The authors84 ) also proposed a low energy neutrino 

( antinelitrino) experiment. An antineutrino of rather low 

energies (from a reactor,for example ) could excite the 

nucleus 
,....., 

+ ~· ( ~~~-} 
Y+l- .-:, y 

and lead to the characteristic radiation 

~~....,~ ... }"' (lib) 

+ 
For a concrete case,viz. the neutrino excitation 

+ " - 1/-L " : ~ = }( -} 'J = 'J.. First excited level 

JG '180 tt-Y. 

J} 
L 

,the authors give the cross sections 

~ ~ 2.1o42cm2. 

( 

The effect can in principle be isolated from the 

background via,for example,the specific properties of the 
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given ~ -radiation (energy, polarization). 

~· the data reported by Indian physicists86 ) on the 

intensity of charged particles at large dep ths it is eas;y to 

make the upper estimate of the possible neutrino-nucleon 

scattering effect118).Assuming that all charged particles 

observed at a depth of 6388 m of water equivalent are recoil 

protons in the neutrino-proton scattering ef f ect ( F ~ > 1 GeV) 

and taking for the neu·trino the spectrum and angular distribu

tion by a paper of Zatsepin and Kuzmin71 ) we can obtain t he 

estimate 

I r- •I VJ <( -10 -.L -' 1 -1 
Oy.,v JV· ll~ _ l.b X 10 ~ /t.c ht (11~) 

where T :2.10-2cm-2sec-1sr-1 is the vertical intensity of 

neutrinos produced in the terrestrial atmosphere71 ), Jq_ nucl 
absorption mean-free-v.ath 

is the proton a~a•n•~ao1l.ity ( ,.._, 150 gr/cm) and .)/ is the 

number of nucleons in 1 g of substance.Hence we have 

bv.,v < 10-"54cm 
2

• 
(!IS ) 

Thus we obtain the estimate of the upper limit for the effect

ive constant of four-fermion interactions of the given type 

3. (0- 3 

-F'~ (II~) 
rn..v 

which is only by two orders of magnitude larger than the 

Weak interaction constant. 
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It i s notewortby that cosmic ray data COJlPete ~fect

ively here with the respective accelerator data87) where the 

upper limit for the same cross section is by two orders higher, 

If we bear in mind relative}J' primiti'Ye organization c4 

cosmic research as compared with its accelerator counterpart 

it will become evident that cosmic rays stll1 h.old conside~ 

able possibilities. 

As for stronger hypothetical interactions of muon 

neutrinos with nucleons88) which could in principle explain • 

the difference between the muon aDd electron aasses,this pos

sibility seems to be closed by undergrowxl e~eriments86) 

which alread,y give a difference Sll8l.ler than by two orders 

between the weak and hypothetical interaction constaat. 

Ha.t,of crurse,the existence of v,.,t scattering 

( v-..)/ ~ ~-+ ..)/ 1 ) with a weak interaction. constan1o 

remains an open question and an experiment registering neu

trino interactions by recoil nucleons in the cross section 

region..ao-38cm2 is certainly veJ:r desirable. 
I I 

It is also desirable to stud.J' the Y +K -'tY +N 

process for still smaller cross secti0Jl8. If there are no 

direct ( V ,J/ ) ( V .N ) interactions it must ex:1st as a sec cal 

order effect,according to these graphs,for example 

v 

jl ,-
, 

y 

Fig.20 
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,.._ 
II 

p /'~ 

v' 

t' 

Unlike all the second approximation effects we have 

discussed,this effect cannot be forbidden by anything except 
+ 

a low upper value of the intermediate momentum. 

A rough estimate of the ratio of the cross section 

!or the first and second-order effects is gbf:)n by the same 

relation 

c;-(YoN', "''JI') 

~(vn 
1 
p f-) """' 

9 Q. K"m.w 
,, 1T ~ 

When K JI8.X ~ Kcrit this relation tends to unity. 

In the next few years it will evidently become pos

sible to check the cross sections under discussion in the 

region ~ l0-4°cm2 and perhaps lower. It is not impossible 

that precisely this experiment will answer many questions 

n are discussing here. 

The possibility of weak interactions of the ( ., VI ) 

( Yl 11 ) and ( & e.. ) ( e e.. ) type is not ruled out in principle, 

but the need of detecting these effects against the background 

ot strong and electromagnetic interactions relegates tnese 

experimental problems to a not too near future. 

The existence or absence of lepton interactions of 

the ( e v )( a\,.) ) type is perhaps one af the most interesting 

Pl'oblems in the field of weak interactions and it deserves 

Special treatment. 

+ 
Rather the process is not forbidden in the case \.r ~ ).)~ 

either. 
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9. Is the .rteutrino Aspect of Weak Interactions 

Hopeless? 

At present t here are some grounds to suppose that 

the current formulation of the theory of weak interactiona 

may under-go essential evolution.lhe development of the theo~ 

of weak interactions mey take several cours e s (incorporatioll 

of neutral currents,up to ten intermediate mesons,etc.) but 

an answer must ultimately be obtain ed t o the fundamental 

question: why is non-p arity conservation ch aracteristic of 

weak in contrast to strong i nteractions? And why is the wea.t 
interaction so weak in comparison with the stroxg one? 

It would be very attractive to connect the peculiari1iJI 

of weak i nteract ions wit h the participation in them of such 

a peculiar particle like the neutrino and to try in 

rection to find a clue to understanding the place 

teractions among strong ones ("Why is God a weak 

The phenomenological descrip tion of weak 

as a contact interaction between :four-fermions proves in 

general form too broad: it allows several possibilities 

do not all occur in nature for some unknown reasons. 'I'heref 

the four-fermion formulation of the tbeor,y is restricted b7 

several p ostulatory requirements.Oce of these is the expres

sion of the interaction Lagrangian through charged currents 

'This ideala.s proved valuable h euristically.At aey rate the 

attempt to impart a physical mean~ to this restriction 
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led to the idea of a charged i nte n:nediate meson and the 

eorresponding interes t ing experiments. Analysis of the p ossi

bilit ies for other postulatory restrictions on four-fermion 

~teractions may prove heuristically valuable as well. 

Let us consider one of such possibilities89). Exp eri-

111ental data on the weak interactions between fermions can so 

!ar be fitted into the following r estrictive definitions. 

1. The Lagrangian of weak four-fermion inter actions 

iS made up of f rur different :functions 

L ···~··· ~ .. ·~ ···~ 
1 ~ ~ ~ 

-+ h. C.. (It 0) 

In t he language of particles this means that :four 

essentially different particles take part in the interaction. 

In the language of Feynman graphs the corresponding vertex 

is represented by four different lines, e.g. 

f 
r'"' 

"' / .,.. 
" "' " 

~ 

y Fig.21 
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Particles and .antiparticles are represented by 

tical lines. 

Corollaries 

( a ) Definition 1 forbids decays of the type 

l1°~t1+ e -r~ e -

/ + ~ e:~ ~ e- + e.+ 

+ /' ~ e+ +y 

(1"' 1) 

(b) Definition l requires t he non-identity of the 

muon and electr on neut r inos 

'! i v6?. 1 
~-_, v; +e- +Vr 

( c ) Int eract i ons of the type 

(.ev)(ev); r;w){rvJ j (pn)(pn) j (1/opJ(ADp) {It~ 

allowed in M.S.b) and F.G.7) by the formulations of weak 

interactions are forbidden. 

The second restri~tive definition can be written 

~efon: 

2. Either muon or electron numbers conserve. 

ey the two definitions the interaction Lagra~ian 

must incorporate only charged electron and muon currents 

I k' -
} e ~ t e. Y (I + "rs) t: j ·~ -}t ~ ~ Y(t•trJ+; (J t'i 
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second defi niti on :for b i ds dec~ of ~e type 

;1 " ~ h +.f - ~ e + (12 r) 

Strong Interactions 

The question is whether there is any hope or a gleam 

o! hope t o understand ~e v sst difference in the values of 

tbe strong and weak interaction constants. 

In nature there is one specific process capable of 

~creasing the eff ects by many orders,and this process occurs 

~en resonance situations are realized. 

There are some considerations which hold out a certain 

hope for the emergence of such resonance situations in four

fermion interactions so 'that the latter could show effectivel;r 

aa the usual str ong interactions. 

If, indeed, we take as an exalllple the four-fermion in

teraction as a contact interaction of two fields with the 

Lag~:angian 

:!tt) = G lf~J'fft/<f -t h . c . {tJ.6} 

and calculate the scattering cross section by solv~ the 

corresponding the Bathe- .fJ.pe.1vr,.. equation in ~e chain 

~Proximation19),in ~e cross section obtained there actuall7 

lriae resonance-type denominators in the expression for the 

et:recti-.e interaction constant . 
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The scattering cross section due to the f 

interaction has an intricate pattern i.o. this approximation. 

Apart f r om the momentum dependence of the incident particle 

( f ) the cross section contains factors depending on the 

maximum momenta of virtu al states ( Kmax).'llie structure ot 
t he characteristic term of the cross section is given in 

eq.( 12.'1- ) 

rlr '"'-

/{pi·) 
2.. 

-'I< rrt-f + small terms 

The denominator of eq. ( 11 ~ ) has a typical resonance 

ture. 

Two circumstances are notewort~. 

[11 'I} 

1) With close-to-critical values of the max1oolm 

entum of intermediate states in the case of a vector 

tion,cross section ( tt~) is by eight orders larger than 

the cross sections calculated by perturbation theor,y.Tbus 
+ 

a strong interaction originates from a "weak" one 

+ 
I.e., with a weak initial constant. 

2) In the V-A variant of the interaction tb• 

expres s i on th at appears in the denominator for the corre-
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eponding cross secti on (P o1ubarinov) i s such that the main 

depezxlence on I< max 

( e., #(. !;,. ) remains, aiXl the denominat or Vanishes (resonance) m '-
onl,y when K max >) ) f< cri t = 3 00 GeV. In other words, t he 

falls out,only the logarithmic term 

f our-fermion V-A -interaction of type ( I'- b ) leads, 

with the cut-off p aramet ers I( max ~ K crit , to scattering 

cross sections which do not dif fer f r om t he first approxima-

t ion of perturbat i on theory with respect t o the weak c onstant. 

Thus it is not impossible t ha:t even with the same 

i nitial cons tant G-- and with the s ame maximim momentum 

of the intermediate states ( I( max) the contact interaction 

of fcur fermions, taking into account the infini'te chains of 

high appro:ximations,becomes essentially stronger if there is 

no neutri no among these fermions;or rather if instead of the 

\1 - A variant of interact ions there remains only, sa,y, the 

A -variant, or anj other variant (J
1 
S,V ), or t heir combina

tion ensuring spatial parity conservation.Another circumstance 

may also prove essemtial: some baryons involved in a four

fermion i nteraction leading to an effective strong interaction 

ll.ay (say,in contrast to weak interactions) be i dentical, 

Fr om this p oint of view the scheme of four-fermion 

interacti ons is more natural if it is close to the .l:lludman 

scheme7
1

) ,C1ose in the sense that in it,just as in the nlud

Dlan scheme,(pp )( 11n);(ee. )(ee. ),( ee.. )(ttr),etc. inter-

act ions wit h the same initial constant G are assumed.In 

the neutrino aspect of weak interactions,fcur-fermion inter-
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actions of such a type need not show up as weak interactions, 

i.e. ,they may lead to strong and electromagnetic interactiona. 

Unfortunately, the existence of non-lepton decays is a weight;y 

argument against this viewpoint. 

bearing in mind, however, the attractiveness of the 

nw.trino hypothesis for weak interactions it is hardl,y ex

pedient to jump to negative cooalusions without discussing 

other possibilities slight as they may seem. 

Lbt us consider the non-lepton decay situation more 

closely. 

Weak Non-Lepton Dec~qs 

Weak non-lepton decays 

explained by the interaction of 

where 

could, it me;y seem, be naturalll 

the baryon currents \ l' \. ¥' 
0 ~ ~ ,,, 

... -
j =='f. ~{t+rt)'t, 

1
• ., r 

·y -
fA.= 'f'f y ( I+Y~) +". 

and the deca;y of,for exa~~ple, a 

by graph 22• 'Jr 

p 
Fig.22 
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(•u) 

~t strictly speakii:E we have no theory of non-lepton decays 

sine e graph 22 is purely illustrative as yet. The point is 

not even that strong interactions preclude concrete calcula-

tions. 

It is precisely graphs l:i:ke that in fi«.22 that are 

discussed in connection with the idea of reduc~ stroi:E in-
18-20,90 

teractions to an infinite chain of weak interactions ). 

~s idea has not yet been exhausted.It seems desirable to 

reserve graphs like that of fig.23 for the future theor;y of 

strong interactions. 

~ 

., 
n 

Fi8.23 

At present it cannot be said w:l:th certainty that 

graphs like 24 or 25, complicated by strong interactions, 

cannot interpret non-lepton weak decays: 

/10 

h 
,Ao 

l!'i8.24 
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;' 

Q-

(\0 Fig.2,5 p 

The summation of iDfinite chains of type 24 and 2.5 

also leads to expressions like ( 14 '?-),to the appearance of 

an effective constant in the function II< max• 

With a universal K max the effective constant 

essentially depends on the character of the graph chains SUJDoo 

mated.It is not impossible that the summation of infinite 

interaction chains of type 24 and 25,modified by the incor

porated strong interaction,will change the denominator of aD 

expression of type ( 11.1.) to such an extent that all the 

prebsion will prove essentially different from the first ap

proximation of perturbation the c:sry, though not so drasticalll 

different as to lead to strong interactions. 

The following analogy can be drawn between the 

interaction of baryons with pions and weak interaction of 

p ions with the same baryons. 

According to the Fermi-Yang theory, the strong pion

baryon interaction can be interpreted as a four-fermion in

teraction leading to the emission of,say,a nucleon-antlnuc~·,. 
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pair by a nucleon.These make up a pion according to bra}h 22. 

.tiowever,graph 22 can also be drawn in this form l.t 1 
1i-

p 

In other words, JJ 0 
emits a pair: ~ -meson and neutrino 

which make up a pion. Owing to a strong nucleon-antinucleon 
+ 

interaction which may lead to the prcduction of a pion 

t 

The bare p articles whose masses may differ from physical 

Particle s are here meant. 

--------------------------------· 
it is precisely a pion originates in graphs of type 22. 

It can also be said that for the same reason (/"-meson

neutrino interaction) graph 22' leads as a rule to a weak pion 
decey . 

In this presentation of the . possible situation 

there is even a certain gleam of explanation of the dif f erence 
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between strong and weak pion-baryon interactions. 

In the interpret at ion of graphs of type 24 and 25 

there arise problems which cannot as yet 'be solved in the 

framework of the present-day theory.Magnitudes of the allowee, 

momenta of the intermediate states in these processes (factors 

like c:TK!'ax) are still unknown;there are no methods of cal

culating the probabilities of the effects for high values of 

these factors when perturbation theory does not apply ~ 

longer;nor are clear the problems of the initial charge con

stants of weak interactions,i.e.,non-renormalizable theories. 

It is still possible that the question "wb;y is God a 

weak left-bander?" will be answered in the aspect of four

fermion interactions 

• • • 

Another consideration in favour of neutral currents 

in four-fermion interactions can be pointed out. 

Probably the only theoretical possibility so far 

to understand the difference in the muon and electron masses 

(sect.}) on the basis of experiment-allowed interactions is 

the introduction of neutral currents leading to (_r .J ) (_/ / ) 
or ( e e. ) ( e e. ) interactions. 

Indeed,the weak interaction written in the form 

V w =-<:r{~Fe ~~ tfe ife~~te- }¥~ <f' ijJ~ 'f} 
(/2.q) 
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iS non-invariant with respect to the transformation 

lYe -4 ~s '!r ) tQ. ~ - t '( $" 

Therefore,according to the considerations expounded 

w sect.},this interaction must lead to different contribu

tions to the equal masses of bare muons and electr ons. 

It can, indeed., readily be seen that such opposit e-sign 

~ditions to the electron and muon masses arise in the graphs 

of odd powers in the weak constant. What is meant are the graphs 

of the f orm.IU) 

0 _Q_~ etc. 

I II Ill 

photon line. 

True, the simplest graph of type I can be eliminated 

by the selection of certain form of the normal product of the 

interaction term. 

The graphs even in the powers of G (type IV) 

~ 
IV 
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gi ve t h e s ame contr i but ion to the masse s of b are p art iclea 
I 

as is shown by calcul ations, and decrease thair bare 

mass . 

Thus the bare mass af an electron or muon c an exc eed, 

considerably the r eal. muon mass + • 

+ Est imates 41 ) s how t hat the contribution to t h e 

magnetic moment can be compatible with experimental 

data. 

Of course, what is meant here is the possibility 

to understand in principle the difference in the muon 

and electron masses. The state of theory being what it 

i s ( divergence, absence af the method of summation 

of g raph chaiDS if G K~ "- .1. , etc. ) i t does not 

appear p ossible to obt a in any concrete v alues . 

• • • 

The existence of weak i nter actions prov okes wh at 

~ht seem at first glance a childish ques tion: why d oes 

natur e ne ed weak i nt eracti ons ? On first thought it appears 

that t he existence of weak int eracti ons is an absolutely 

unjustifi ed l uxury. I t appear s t h at nature would be non e 

t he worse if i t had confined hersel f to s trong and 

el ectron-magn etic interactions. 

Consummately perfect con structiom a r e realized 

in nature as a rule. It can be thought therefore that 

our comprehens i on of the hierarchies of interactions 

is very superficial as yet and the dispensation with 

weak i nteractions 1110uld make a consistent pictur e of 

world impossible. 

The above e onsiderations in fav cur of a single 

picture of weak and strong interactions are not at al.l 

deci sive or even eonvinci~. They merely indicate that 

in the framework of four-fermion intera ctions there 

is some scope for further theoretical research, and 

it is in this direction, perhaps, that ess ent i al. resul t s 

will be obtained for understanding t h e correlation 

of stroq1; and weak interactions. 

In a more spec if i c aspect the above con s iderati ons 



f ocus att ention on the p ossibi lity of checking experimentall, 

t he existence of t ruly weak interactions of the type 

( Yl p ) ( tj p )~( e. y ) ( e. v' ) • 

01' d eci sive importance in the neutri no concept 

of weak interactions would be the establishment of non- , , 

parity-conserving ( t1 p ) ( 1! 0 p ) or ( h p ) ( n p ) weak 

interaction. Now that the ( Y ..¥ ) V .11' 1 ) eff ec t detection 

experiment has been successful the point is the search 
I 

fo r t he effect of the same order of a possible ( v..,V )( V.N') 

interaction. 

Already now the experimenters must seriously 

discuss and seek the most effective methods of detect :iiig 

a possible non-parity conserving ( n p )( h p ) interact ion. 

The most natural trend of this search is an attempt 

at detecting longi tudinal polari zation in IJUcleon-nucloon 

scat teri ng 1 
'l'f ) • Longitudinal polarization is caused by 

term due to the interference of strong interactions with 

that ~art of weak interactions which v i olates parit y.With 

nucleon energies "'""' 200 to 300 MeV the ef fect proves equal 

to 1 0-6 to 10-7 of the main ef f ect ~ ~ ~ ).At pr esent 

the experimental possibil ities of detecting t he eff ect are 

b,y three or ders or so lower t han the expec ted effect in 

t his energy reg i on. 
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However, with the advent of strong current accelerators 

the situation may improve r adically and the effect may appear 

detectable . 

In t he hi gh-energy r egion the s ituation may _prove 

lllor e favourabl e. 

Obviously,purp oseful effo rts s hould be taken in 

thi s direction.The prize i s worth it . 

1 0. ( e y ) ( e }--' )-Interaction 

01' all the "still und~scovered" weak interact ions 

the ( e U )( e v> )-interact ion enjoys the great est popular! t y . 

Numerous ef f ects poss i ble with this interaction are discussed 

~ often and i n so many ways that one is almost conv i nced that 

the ( ev ) (e.)/ )-i nter action exist s in reality. The popularity 

~ t his i nteraction can be traced to the fac t that it is not 

forbi dden by the M.s .6 ) F .G. 7) theory.Besides,this i nteraction 

acquires addit ional prominence due t o the f act that the 

<vp ) ( lJ p )-interaction proves to be f orbidden in this the ory. 

But the main reason is that the ( e V ) (e. v )-interac

tion reminds one strongly of t he much-used-to electrodynamics: 

electrons interact wi th a certain vec t or (pseudovector ) field 

lade up of neut rino-antineutrino fields. 
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The set of processes that arises is analogous to 

the processes of electrodynamics. 

Scattering on an electron, a neutrino may yield a 

"Compton electron" of a kind . In an excit ed atom the electran 

may jump to another orbit,with the emission of a neutrino

antineutrino pair instead of a photon. The .1..1eutrino is cap able 

of exciting the circuit. 

Sl owing down in the Coulomb field,the electron is 

capable of emitting neutrino-antineutrino bremsstrahlung . 

This pec uliar i nterac tion might 

on many astrophysical ~rocesses. 

Though an e} abo:r !:l. te analysis of the possibilities 

opened by the existence of the ( e. v ) ( e \) )-interaction is 

a kind of coun t ing chi ~kens before they ~e hatch ed,the dis

cussion of v ,~r i uus ofl' ects induced by the in teraction is 

quite valuablt:- heuri stically. 'lliis discussion may bring into 

existeoce a.r; esse ut ial experimental idea which could eventu

ally help C;)n!'irm or reject the existence of the direct 

tron-neutrino interaction. 

In the general aspect 

tiona this possible interaction. has proved to be so peculi.r 

and important that an experimental analysis of the situatiOa 

is a direct must. 

Regardless of our attitudes,the trends in the 

ment of weak interaction physics bas made the detect ion 
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speculatbe ( e.)l )(e.v )-interaction an experim

of fumamental importan:e. 

Elementary (e.~ ) ( e V )-Inter action Effects 

Neutrino-Electron Scattering 

The neutrino-electron-scattering cross section bas 

ken given in the most general form by I.PolubarinOY51 ).It is 

nlid in any energy region, in any system of coordinates and 

aJ.ao for a non-zero mass neutrino. 

The latter circumstaiJCe can be essential for the 

experimental mass upper limit is stUl 

"" 1 MeV). 

II' or extremely h i.gh energies cross sections ( ~ ~ ) 

IDd ( ~.r ) assume the sue analytical form ( /~1.. ) and ( I6J ) 

lith the concrete "Yalue of the coefficient given by (130) 

.2. 
G .z Pv 

- -- rn - "" , ,- a;..J-'1 e 
..,..,+e nn mec 

1!-~ ~::, mee ~ 

11 .I -1(5" P. 
7 · ,o y 

l??eC 

<. 
em (130) 

For low neutrino energies, in case Fr1v :0, the ex-

Pl'essions for cross section ( 'fr ) also becane much sim
Pl~ 
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G;'~ e...,vf e ~ 

.2. .2. 
:t (;. me 

ff-A " 

2. 
Pv 

(mQc)t. 

.z., 
::::::: !'. I 0 YS" ( /)-,~ ) Q3t) 

m"c 

Unl ike t he photon-electron scattering eff ect , here 

there is no sp ecific Thompson limit: when ~-+ 0 cross sec
Y 

tion ( lSI ) tends t o zero,and not to a constant.The quadratic 

dependence on neutrino erergy ....., / Ev 
1

) L makes un;justi-{ m.c 
fied t he attempt to seek the effect in the region of neutrinos 

of very l ow energies even if (as will be clear from the follow

ing) neu trine fluxes of considerable densities are realized. 

The situation is somewhat different if the neutrino 

mass do es not vanish 

.2. t. 
J. (; me 

0. = 
V+e4v~e f#/i}lo 

Since f3 -::. ~::::. P.., 
/ o c. m.,~ 

bec ome s a const ant 

0 
Vf e~v+e 

-::: 

my P-y 
----

~fmy fme.,.m¥)c 
., Pv ~ mec 6u.) 

.2 t.. 
P.. C- "'e 

$-l;'f 

,cross section ( ff1. ) 

.t 
m., 

. .t 
fme+m") 

(rn) 

If th e neutrino muon possesses a mass t'Yl..,) 111e.. a%14 

can be scattered on an electron (?) the cross section proves 

equal to 
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l. ,.. 
;::; 1G me ::::. a.lo-45Clll2 

frl\'t 

regardless of the neutrino energ;r in the region 

Neutrino-Atom Interact ion 

(1~) 

P. < l'rle.C.. 
" 

!he excitation of a hydrogen-like atom by neutrino 

of an energr E.,; s 

Wle~> E'-' )) J {/-- (: [ 

. 
where I aDd " are the :final and initial states of 

the electron in the atoa :for the ~ and L transitions is 

described.,according to A.Koaar,by the cross section 

-J6 c 
!f. f 0 ( E¥ - ) 
~If me / 

0 = (1~) 

'!he neutrino-atom scatteriii8 with the transition 

of the electron into a continuous spectrum is given :for low

neutrino energies by the litxpreasion (A.Ko:u.r) 

c:- 5'.{o-.~6(£v-E)J(£v '.t.(l 3tj· 3{t~) .t 
o -= 'd -; - -- + em 

;t If me me If £y ~£y .t. . 
(1~6) 
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where F..,}. lj (ionisation enexgy). 

In this case the electron m.omen1oum 

Pe << ']J.me. 

faross section ( tss- ) is written for transitions f'r011 K .. 
shells. When F Y :: 1 Ej 7=1 we han 

r-.. ~.5 X 10-58cm.2 • (13l) 

.l!'or high neutrino energies the corresponding croaa 

section tends naturally to eq. ( 130 ). 

In other words, the neutrino-atom interaction eros• 

section decreases catastrophically in the low-energJ" regiC.. 

The structure of the for2111Uae cited is such that , ia 

addition to those troubles which the smallness of the west 

iD:teraction constam;s entails, there appear high powers 

( E ~me... ) 11hich decrease sharply the cross sectia. 

for small emrgies ( Ev {(me. ) and even 2 in hiP 

power departs into the denominator •..• 

It can be recalled tha1i the cross section 

tion of an atom by a photon (photoeffect) contains h.i8)l-p 

photon energy precise1J in the denominator 

r "" fo 'l'" .l' 'OT~ ( t;{?{· 
while in the numerator 2 is in the fifth power. 

1'70 

l'lature seems to guard jealou~ the llzy"stery of weak 

interactions. 

Furthermore, when the cross section has a favourable 

structure, a high power of 2 appears in the numerator aDd 

the creation of special condition. increasing the count of 

events by many orders proves possible--the events turn out 

to be such that they are not in fact detectible as yet.The -irradiation of the resonance e:x.ci ted atom by a VII pair 

is me ant. 

The cross section is here expressed (A.Komar) in the 

form 

-l~} ::::::: 2.10-5~ • 'l. 4 cm2. (ISS) 

The formula is derived under the assumption !l.L.. ~ 1 for 

1 r -J.. p trans! tiona. 

Here the cross section increases with ~ , the 

number of excited atoms under the conditions of lazars is 

immense.The number of events per time unit increases by 

dozens of orders as compared with other neutrino effects. 

l$ut how can the radiation by the atom of a neutrino-anti

neutrino pair be detected? 

If it were possible to reverse the effect: to observe 

the resonanc e absorption of neutrino-antineutrino pairs with 

the subsequent emission of a photon.~t such random correla

tions of Y¥' are improbable even in a very dense neutrino-
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antineutrino flux. 

Such an effect will prove possible if there exists 
._..., 

a strong correlat.ion of the v Y pair when they are emitted 

by an electron in slowing down at the Coulomb centre.There ~ 

no realistic indica tions in favour of such a possibility e~ 

cept general considerations concerning the obtaining of bOUDA 

states on the baais of four-fermion interactions in the spirtt 

of the Fermi- Yang ideas. If one can in the case of nucleons q,. 

pect the production of pions as the bound states of nucle~ 

one can expect , s ay,photons in the case of e-e.t -interact1011~ 

+ 
e-e.+and f -/'+ as bare particles. 

one can then expect also stroDg correlations or "scalar -in the case of v v pairs. 
II 

Speald.Dg of scalar light, it is perhaps in place to 
" 

co~~plain against nature or our knowledge of it: there i s a 

zero mass particle rlth spin 1, with spin 1/2 and there 81'8 

their analogues with non-zero masses.But among the latter 

there are also pseudoscalar particles, both charged aXId nev.-

tral ( 1r -meson). • 
The question is whet:te.:r thero does not exist a pseu4• 

scalar neutral particle of zero use or tbere is a serious 

gap in our knowledge? In t he spirit of Dirac's max1a it call 

be said that it •ill be strange if nature had not used thJJ 

possibility. 

Incidentally,there have been several considera t ionl 

in literature in recent ;rears in favour of the existe:Dce of. 
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paeudoscalar light91 ). 

It is not impossible that the consi stent elaboration 

O
f the idea of the production ~ particles out of ~ -field 

. J. "t: 
1fith e: f' invariant initial Lagra~ian i s feasible 

onlY when, along with the production of particles with 

violating t his invariance, there arises pseudoscal.ar light 

comp ensating this violation9l,S2) . 

The effective constant of the interaction between 

this ligh t and the substance need not lead to apprec iable 
+ 

effects on the cosmic scale 

+ 
If it is assumed that the calculation of the effective 

interaction constant for the complex Fermi-Yang field in the 

chain approximation of the Bethe-Salpeter has any suggestive 

implication, it must be said tha:t the effective constant thus 

calculated contains in its approximate expression the mass 

of the quanta of the fields forming this particle so that 

when this mass tends to zero (e. g ., 
('"-" 

v~ ) the effective 

interaction constant of t he complex field tends to zero as 
li) 

well . Thus 

G-JI == 
..--

~)'/~ 
( A ~ -:z. 
~~.t.. 

Where ,;1 is the limiting momentum value in the four-fermion 

interactions }t. ~triAl .These considerations are no proof 
l ~ 

but they make it possible to continue the discussion of the 
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possible existence af pseudoscalar (scalar) light with a 

small interaction constant. 

11. Can Weak Interactiou Show llaeroscopic:~ 

The ( eJ/ ) ( ej.) )-interaction hypothesized accordill 

to the universal interaction theory ~prove essential in 

astrophysics,aa was first noted b7 j.Pontecorvo9').~e neut~ 

no bremsstrahlung 

re 
~·~ _, e ... l +V +.,.. 

i.e., the emission o! a neutrino-antineutrino pair by an elec

tron in the Coulomb f ield of the DU.cleus, with charge ~ , 

is in its absolute value small as compared with the photon 

bremsstrahlung , 

e+z -+ ~+r 

which is at any rate the case if we have electrons with en

ergies considerably lower than the critical energr of weak 

interactions ( Ec. ~< ~00 GeV in the c.m.s. ). 

A rough estimate of the corresponding probabilities 

leads to the e:x:pression 
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Vtf ----Wvv 
-........ 

z. 2. e~ 
(e2,.. l;c) ~c 

(e~.. L).t G!L(.£_)¥ 
'lie mec 

(13') 1 
"" 

A 

,,.,le. 
.,bere (;.. = ~ is a dimensionless weak interaction 

constant, 9 :1.4 X 10-49erg em~ and me, iS the electron 

mass. 

For the astral temperatures dealt with in astrophysics 

the p arameter A under consideration is very small. .out a 

considerable difference in the penetrating capacity of the 

neutr ino as compared with that of a photon may under certain 

conditions lead to situations when neutrino radiation will 

acc ount for an ess ential part of the emanation of astroenergy. 

These considerations have been confirmed via quantitative cal

culat ions by G, M,Gandelman and v.S. Pinay ev94),They showed that 

i n the region of tenperatures t<T > 30 keV and with the dens-

ity of a star > leY g/c~ t h e energy car ried by neutrinos 

from t he star ( I "'- 10) may ex ceed the energy irradiated in 

t he form of Y -quanta. 

Tbe neutrino radiation of stars had been discussed 

bef ore.Many years ago Gamow and Schoenberg95) pointed to a 

possibility for neutriDoradiation which can materialize via 

nuclear reactions in the depths of stars given high densities 

and temperatures, 

It is under suitable conditions that electrons can be 

captured by nuclei with the subsequent decay of the latter. 
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A ~ 
~ + e - --t ~ _1 ~ Y 

It A 
) ....Vl -:t ....., .J1 'l + e - + v (p) 

or course t he cross section of this process i s very 

small.~evertheless,it can be essential i n the energy losses 

of stars.Furthermore,in certain conditions the energy l osses 

in the form of neutrino radiation accompanying t he nuclear 

reactions under considerat ion may exceed phot on r adiati on 

since photons have short paths in astrosubstance and are 

actually radiated by the outer envelope of a star . However, 

the neutrino radiation mechanism indicated by Pontecorvo 

differs ess entially from the process considered by Gamow and 

Schoenberg in that the electron neutrino bremsstrahlung is 
+ 

a non-threshold process 

+ 
The cp ) process depends on 

with a low energy threshold. 

the presence of nuclei 

True,the Gamow-Schoenberg effect is based on the 

established interaction while the existence of the (ev )(f....., )

interaction "is still to be discovered" . 

v.I.Ritus96 ) has recently indicated another ir:Iport

mechanism for neutrino astral radiation: photoproduct ion of 

a neutrino on an electron 

' ,.., Y+ e ~ ~ + v -tv 
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The latt er i s a f i rst order process with respect to the weak 

interaction and electromagnetic interaction constants. 

The cross section for the photoproduction of a neutrino

snt ineutrino pair on an electron aild the power of the photo

neutrino radiation of electron gas (degenerate as well as non

degenerate) are calcula-ted in ref. 96 ) against temperature and 

density. It is shown that the power of the photoneutrino radia:-

t i on of electron gas at t emperatures I<.T ~ 40 keV is by 

t wo orders larger than that of neutrino bremsstrahlung under 

th <~ s ame conditions. This sharp di.fierence is due in particular 

t o the fact that the cross section of the photoproduction of 

neutrino p airs increases more strongly with photon energy as 

comp ared with the growth of the neutrino bremsstrahlung cross 
slo= down 

section vs. s~ ~ electron energr.It is essential that the 

photon energy spectrum is shifted towards higher energies as 

compared with the electron spectrum at the same temperature. 

The author expresses the power of the photoneutrino 

r adiation of electron gas when there is no degeneracy in the 

form 

Q =~•32 X 10-8 'J1 {l .£. 
v _ICe. 

erg sec-1cm-3 (1110) 

lib ere 1r is the temperature of t he substance \keV) and 

f is t he density of the substa~e.The latter is assumed 

to be completely ionised so that the electron density is con

nected with the 4ensity of the substance by the relation 
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Here we have 

ne. = 6.lo
2

' P/. /, ...... 
-1. /. /e. := ! ec: '1.~/ AL· 

e. is the weight concentration of an element with atomic 
' number A~ aDd charge 1;, • 

For strongly degenerate electron gas eq. ( lifO ) takes 

on the form 

q(p \1/3 
Q" = 1.5 x 10-7 T J-. erg sec-1cm-3. {1~1) 

Table VI lists the powers 8 V of the photoneutrino radiation 

of degenerate· and non-degenerate electron gas vs. tenperature 

for a given density .Y :lo5 g cm-3 in erg sec-1cm-3 .lbe 

last column of the table lists the corresponding powers '1-v 
of neutrino bremsstrahlung calculated by the formulae given 

by Gandelman and Pinayev911-). 

Estimates of photoneutrino and photon radiation under 

the concutions close to the real conditions of the state of • 

substance in new stars and stars transforming into white 

dwarfs confirms the essential. importance of the photoneutrino 

mechanism of energy losses in the energy balance of stars. 

Eqs. ( /¥/ ) and ( l'fO ) allow the neutrino-carried 

energy be estimated if, of course, the density and te~~perature 
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distributions vs. the r adius of the s t ar are known. 

Table VI 

--
Tc keV) Qy 4y 

- --~ -
~g~uGe r 2. 08 . 10-4 1 .41.10-l 

4 . 06.lo2 1.17.1<>' 

gas 10 2. 0B . lo5 4 .6b.l04 

20 l.Oc.108 1.20.10° 

,a 9 1.09.10 'J 3 . 05.10 

aon-degen- 40 1.08.1 olO 1.10.108 

erate gas 50 b.50.lol0 8 
-'· ~ . 10 

70 9.55.l.ol1 1.}8.10 9 

180 1.oo.1ol-' 6.87.10 9 

In the case of the non-degenerate st at e of electron 

gas in a star the photon lwainosity ( ly ) can be connected 

With its t emp erature '1;. and density je at t he centr e of 

the star by the reiation98 ) 

l J -= e /' -o.r Je-tJg 7; 8 
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I is the constant in the Kramer's formula for the photo~ 

path 

l := ' 1 -2.. r 3·s-
-1 I/ / = f.(!~ {~i .. 1)j A:;. 

The value of the constant c~ and the temperature 

and density distributions in a star can be obtained,for exam

ple,by the numerical integration of the equi librium equation 

under the asaumption of some model of distribution of the en-

ergy-releasing sources. 

For the point energy source model when it is assumed 

that the entire enezgy of a star is released at its centre 

Cowling99) has found the distributions of the temperature 

T('t} and density f('t.) . 

Since the temperatures and densities change rapidly 

vs. the dist ance from the centre of the star it is worthwhile 

to introduee their averages for further estimates since these 

averages characterize the temperature and density of the 

main mass of the star better than their values at the centre. 

- I f - I [ T == t1 fTdN' ~ j =v )M 

Using the expressions for _f ( 'l. ) and 'i' ( ~ ) c:alcul.a

ted by Cowling .one can obtain96 ) the relations between the 

values of the density at the centre af the star and its 
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average density as well as express the value of this quantity 

th rough the radius y.f_ and mass J.l of the star 

D - -3 
J-C ::: .J 1-. 0.? ""' ~ f({ r).kfl 

Similar relations exist for T as well 

- -2J -( 
Tc ::!. 1'5 T = 6. ~I' · to /" dtll 

where the densities are expressed in g em-~ units 

temperatures in keV. 

(llf'-) 

(I¥~) 

and the 

Using the values found by Cowling for the constants 

t he author expresses J., r as 

.J5 _ (),$" -.l.S R .Jlf -().S -.z.S - I' 
£1 :: 1.!/.L·IOr fi ~Tc_={.(g.fO_J~ ~ 8T 

(llf'l) 

Integrati:cg tJ, over the volume of the star and 

using yC~t.) and r {r.) for the same model aDd eqs. ( '"') 

t h.e author obtains 

2.S -f _ t.S -().S ~.5 

t v :I. 't5x 10 j<e '" .fc Tc = 

2¥ -f _ 1.s _-tJ.s- T 9.5' :: tP.I.t 1,. x IO /"e )A' ~ (l'fr) 

The ratio of photoneutrino and photon luminosities 

i s given by the expression 

r;- r i . ~{ X 10 "J; J? 'I) ~ 0. GjYIO T}?: ~ '"' ll -(-I (.S" ~ - ;.- 1.5~ {!If&) 

' c ~r ~,f'-
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For stars with parameters ~ 11:- 40 keV and 

fc. :5.lrf g cm-.3 we have l..,ft.~=IO.These parameters are 

evidently charact eristic of stars transforming into whit e 

dwarf ts100 ) . 

f = The r atio 

.3.1o2 g cm-3 and 

l,;{ Y approaches unity when 

'f"' :10 keV : these parameters correspond 

to subdwarfs which flare up sometimes as new stars101 ). 

In the case of the degenerate state of the electron 

gas of a star,its photoneutrino luminosity is est imated by 

the author as 

t, = I. t9 ·{o-
1 .u~.t> ·7 YJ 

(l'f'l) 

The photon luminosity in this case is written,~cord.ing to 

Schatzman102 ) 

"t =- l.PJ' · 10 -.J .ltT%, 

Hence 

A'= J = '1. '11 · 1~ T .tJ /., -S" ~.S" 
/- ~r )<, 

-~ ·? :3 

(tn) 

(1'11) 

For y =lo5 g cm-3 and 

becomes of the order of unity. 

1' = 20 keV this relation 

' r~. 2b illustarates the depeiXience of ~ on tempera-

ture and density 
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7j, 

Fig.26 

In fig.26 line 1;. divides the regions of degenerate 

gas (below the line T,.- ) and the regions of non-degener-

ate gas (above 1: ~ ).Lines Tot in the degenerate as 

we l l as non-degenerate regions correspond to those average 

t emp eratures and densities for Which the photoneutrino lumi

nosity equals the photon luminosity.Lines TT in this graph 

correspond to the teDperatures and densities for which the 

bremsstrahlung neutrino and photon luminosities are equal . 

and TT 
of the growth -of the ratios hr~§ 

Arrows on lines 14> indicate the directions 

and Lv~~ . i.e.,the 
uy 

• I d j..~< • reg~ ons o.a. temperatures and en~t~es in Which these ratios 

are larger than unity. 

It can be seen from fig.26 that the region of astral 

temperatures and densities for which photoneutrino luminosity 

exce eds photon luminosity or is equal to it is substan-vially 
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larg er than the region in Which bremsstrahlung neutrino lumt, 

nosity is l arger than photon luminosity. 

Probably,the mechanism of neutrino r adiation is of 

the greatest interest in the study of the energy balance of 

new stars. 'l'he values of densities close to f "'5.10
2 

g ciii:~ 
and temperatures T-" 10 keV probably corresp ond to them. 

Estimates show that in the flares of supernew stars 

neutron radiation attains in absolute value the largest neu

trino luminosities,but in the total balance of a star's en

ergy losses,the losses in the neutrino radiation channel pro

bably account for a fraction of one percent of the total en-

ergy losses. 
+ 

Another source~ of neutrino-antineutrino pairs maf 

+ 
Strongly overrated estimates of the effect are given in 

ref. 103) (see rer. 103')).According to :ref.103') this proces s 

cannot be essential in neutrino astral radiation. 

be the process103) 

The process 

--~·¥ ~ r ... v .... ~ 
,-

X -+-r ~ ~ ..-v-

DOW 
proves forbidden in the;received cV-.A ) variant of weak 

( e. V )( e V )-interactioni04 ) .For very high temperatures 
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the process _.. 
e--+ e:t...,... v 1"'..., 

is essenti al .It should be recalled once again that the neutrino 

radiation losses considered above imply the existence of the 

( ~Y' ) ( e.-..J )-interaction. There is not a single experimental 

fact as yet which would testify in f avour of the existence 

of such an int erection. 

It appears extremely important therefore to discuss 

various possibilities for detecting experimentally such an in

teractioD and later undertaking concrete experimental investi

gations. 

12. llatural .iieutrino Fluxes 

Celestial Bodies as ~eutrino Radiation Sources 

The Sun 

There is a widespread opinion that the energy balance 

of the Sun-type stars is sustained by nuclear reactions at 

work in the depths of these celestial bodies. Though the 

hypothesis seems plausible enough,the existence of such proc

esses in the SuD has not been confirmed experimentally and 

surprises with far-reaching consequences are possible.~e ex

perimental attempt to check this hypothesis and even the type 
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or possible nuclear reactions here on Earth becomes feasible 

at present. 

Various thermonuclear reactions suggested by ~ 

authors as possible sourses of the intra-stellar energy of 

the Sun-type stars have unique peculiarity: they all are 

accompanied by neutrino,and not antineutrino radiation.Tbis 

circumstance follows fran the fact that the product ion of 

heavy elements of nuclei which contain neutrons arising fr011 

hydrogen is possible only with the emission of neutrinos. 

Such a property is inherent to the C:- .)/ cycle pro

posed by Bethe105) 

IZ 13 I.J + 
C +p~IV -+C re+;J 

13 l'f 
C -rp ~ ¥ 

ty t5 t> r 
!V +f -7 0 ~ ¥ +e + v' 

IS" / 2, 'f 
;V +f ~ C +He 

t he H-0 synthesis discus sed by Salpeter106) 

p + p -7 !) + e ++ y 

3 
/) +? ~ He 

J 3 y 
He +He -?He +p +-f 
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(c-k') 

(H-D) 

very interesting possibilities indicated by Fowler10? ) 

p+p _,. lJ+e+J.v 

3 
J) +f ~ He 

J y 7- .;. -
He + He -t Be -t t i - e + J/ 

.;. J' y 
li +-p -> ~e + ~He 

and finally the reactions 

P~P -) /J+e++Y 
3 

D +p ~ He 
,,J y ::r 
ne +He~ & 

8 l- I J' 
e +p ~ 8 -7 8e +e ++)I 

a~ J' -7 Jl f.le y 

(H-Be 

(H-B) 

H. Tyren and P. 'rove108) reported experimental data on the p 

sible existence of an Un.stable isotope Li.4 with lifetime 

0.4 sec. Reeves1 09) drew attention to the importance od th. 

reaction for the energy balance of stars, for energy ~ 20 M 

would be released in the dec~ u: [~+~}H:_ 
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+ 
Evidently the latter reaction,if it exists, y ields 

+ 

It would be desirable t o extend the rel iability of th1a 

reaction.Theoretically, the existence (0.4 sec!) of L14 seema 

even l eas probable than the existence of, say, If (Coul omb re

pulsion). 

of the highest energies out of all nuclear reactions known. 

Given b elow is a t able of the Sun 's neutrino activit;r 

(table VII) drawn up by V. A.Ku.zmin.The third column of the 

table lists the maximum neutrino e nergies for the reactiou 

under consideration.The maximum energies for the contemp late( 

solar neutrino s lie within 

rro~ 

0.42 MeV ( J:: y ( 1. 7$' MeV. 

Only in the case of the H-8 cycle does there arise neutrinol 
r::::..,"-" 

of energy £;;".,. ::a 14-.1 MeV. 

Detectors \rith a very low energy threshold are neces~ 

ry for the registration of solar neutrinos .In this eonnectioD 

the reaction suggested by B.Pontecorvo112 ) is usually dis-

cussed 
3~ l'? 

1/ + e£ ~ At -r-~ -

The reaction threshold E;, =0.8 MeV .Unfortunately, even this 

reaction with its relatively low energy threshold ~roves 

18 8 

usele s for the registration of neutrinos from the H- D 
and H- f3a.. cycles. 

Kuzmin has indicated a detecti.ng reaction with a 

still lower threshold ( E-0 : 0. 24 :MeV) 

Ga71 ~ a.71. 

It is unknown,however,how "technological" this reac

ti on is,how realistic its use is for an experiment with 

enormous detecting masses ( 1000 tons). 

Table VII lists estima:tes of the average cross sec

t i ons for the regions in which the detecting reactions apply. 

The average cross sections b' of neutrinos from the cor

r esponding cycles 

~~~e H- 8 cycle ( 

are almost all close to "" 10-46cm2. 

1. ·1 :x 104~cm2 ) is a rare exception. Blt 
+ 

then in the latter case the ~ected neutrino flux is 

+ 
It is not clear how reliable are the extrapolations 

f or very low energies of cross sections like B! +p ~ B v 

estimated by a quantity by three orders smaller. 

The estimates a! the possible neutrino fluxes from 

st ars are somewhat arbitrary.But apparently they are suffi

ciently reliable by the order of magnitude. 

The neutrino activity of the Sun may,by various esti-
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mates, attain on the surf' ace of the Earth the values110) 

1ol0 to 1ol1 neutr inos per cm2 s ec-1 • 

Zeldovich , Iulcyanov and Smorodinsli;J114 ) estims:te s ol&l' 

n eutrino f l uxes on the Earth 'a surface with an averag e energy 

2.1cr6 erg to contain 5 .1ol0 particles per cm2 in one second. 

The number of neutrinos emitted by the Sun per sec 

is set down i n ref. 113) at 1o'8 particles. 

The esti mates of s olar neutrino radiation are obtained 

on the basis of the follow.illg considerations. 

It is assumed that thermonulear reactions essentiall7 

regulate the Sun's energy balance.lll suggested ..reactions of 

this kind (table VII) reduce in the last analysis to energr 

release in the production of f01r protons in If p ...l) He.
11 

... le-+.tl! 

The energy released in this reaction (27.? MeV) is 

distributed between the particles involved in the reaction 

and two neutrinos. The total energy lost by the Sun on radia

tion is divided by the energy released in the 'I p -+ H~ reac

tion. Thus, a rough est imate is made of the number of He nuclei 

originating per second and the double number of these gives 

the wanted number of neutrinos ( ..)/ ). 

A more detailed characteristic of the number of neu

trinos must include the estimates of the portion of the number 
+ 

of neutr inos due to this or that cycle ( f. in table VII). 

' The Sun 's neutrino activity on the Earth's surface 

is given by the expression 
+ 

lhe energy carried by neutrinos makes no contribution to 

the Sun's luminary activity. 
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11 : !{_ cm-2sec-1 
¥1f P.., 

where A. is the Rarth-Sun distance . 

The, Rarth 

Accordillg to the estilllates of G.Marx 8Dd No.ra Lle%JY

hard111), the Earth's antineutrino activ:i:~ is de'termined OJ 

the radioactiYe elements u238 ,Tn232 and u235 ,their deca;r procJ.

ucts in equilibrium with them and such long-liviDg radioactbe 

isotopes like Ka40,Rb87,La138 aDd r..ul76. 

It is notewortbJ that in all the above cases anti

neutrinos and not neutrinos, as is the case in the productiOD 

of heavier elements in the posaible processes inside the Sun

like stare, are emtted. 

This difference is due to the fact that neutrinos 

are produced in all synthesis reactions,while in the above 

radioactive decays it is neutrons decay and radiate e
r-" 

along with antineutrinos ( Yl ~ pi- e..- + }-"' ). 

The authors111 ) estimate the antineutrino actiYi~ 

of the Earth's surf' ace layer to be l. 7 x 106 particles 

p er ton of substance in one sec.Tbis number is made up of 

the activities listed in table VIII. 
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Table VIII 

Azrtineutr ino .lctivi t;y ot. the Barth's Surtace Lqer 

I sotope 

u23t:s 
~234 
Pa234 
Pb214 
Bi214 
~210 

Jb210 
Bi210 
~206 

~232 

Ra226 

Ac226 
Pb212 
B.1212 
!P.1.2Q5 

u235 
'!h231 
Ac2Z/ 
:rr223 
Pb211 
'fl.20'l 

J."'-0 
Jlb81 
x..l~6 

Iul76 

Bal.flife 
(sec) 

1.4lxlol6 
2.00xlo6 
6.96xlol 
1.6lxlc9 
1.18xlo3 

7.92xlol 
6.93xlrP 
4.32xlo5 
2.54xlo2 

4.38XJ,ol7 
2.1lxl.rP 
2.2lxlo" 

3.82xlfi4' 
3.63xlo3 
1.86xlo2 

2. 21a-xlol6 
9. 18:.::lo" 
6.84-xloB 

1.26xlo3 
2.17x1<9 
2.86xlo2 

4.1xlol6 
l . 57x1ol8 
3.15xlol8 

?.6xlol7 

Concentration Activity 
lla;x1 mm enercu g/ton -

(lle1J) V/sec ton 

J.. -radiation 
0.19 
2.32 
0.65 
2.03 
1.95 
0.02 
1.17 
1.65 

·- -- -·-· · 

.J....-radiation 
0.05 
1.55 
0.59 
2.5 
1.79 

J. -ra41at1on 
0.20 
o.o. 
l o2 
1.21 
1.47 

1.33 
o.~ 

0, 21 

0.43 

19J 

3.97 

equilibr. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

11.28 
equilibriWI 

" 
" 
" 
" 

0.03 
equilibriua 

" 
" 
" 
" 

3. 08 
97 .48 

0.02 

0.02 

5.0x1o4 
4.9%].cfr 

4.5xlcf 
4.5xlrfr 

lo-16 

4.5xl0-4 
4.5xl0-4 

0.05 

7.4xl04 

7.4xlrf 
7.oucf 
6 .. 9xlo4 

2.3x.'trf 

3.7xlrf 
3.7xlrf 
4.4xl0-1 
3.4x1ol 
3.3xlol 

?.aua5 
3.0xl.a5 
2. 0xlol 

6.0xl.ol 



The radioactivi tQ- of the Earth's internal strata is 

unlc:lown.J'rom the assumption that table VIII reflects adequate

ly the distribution of radioactive elements in the Earth's 

surface la;re:r 15 lcD deep,.Aea 2.1ol9 tons approx •• the auth~a 

obtain the :following estimate o:f tbe Earth's antineutrino ac

ti'Yit;r 

I r.JJ.I 6 -::. -r = 6.? x 10 v 
0 't "" 

cm-2sec-1 particles. 

Reactions with a very low energy threshold are needed 

:for detecting the antineutrinos listed in table VIII.For the 

reaction ,.... 
\--' -rp ~ ., ... e.. 

the enezgy threshol~ ! 0 :1.8 lleV. In this case the number of 

active neutrinos decreases to lo5 particles per em 2 in one 

sec. 

I:f it is assumed that table VIII characterizes the di~ 

tribution of radioactive substances at 8DJ depths,the correspond• 

ing antineutrino activi t;r on the Earth's surface is estimated 

in the :form 

r = 2 X 109 cm-2sec-l. 
0 

The experiment specifying the upper limit of the Earth'S 

antineutrino activity may be expedient in terms of long-range 
+ 

planning • This is evidently the only possibility of obtaining 

+ 
According to the data of neutrino experiments near a 
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reactor116) the upper estimate of the Earth's antineutrino 

radiation i s < 1ol3 particJ.es cm-2 sec-1 . By the temperature 

condi .;!ons of the Earth the upper estimate of the Earth 'a 

activi t;r decreases consid erably. 

the correpponding information on the compos ition of the 

511bstance in the depth of the Earth. It should be emphasized 

tbat the Sun's strong neutrino background does not interfere 

in principle with these measurements since neutrinos lead t o 

other reactions than antineutrinos. 

Evidently,the detection of the intensities of 1o10 to 

1011 neutrinos per em 2aec in the 1 MeV energy region hovers 

now on the :fringe of possible experiment. 

The solar neutrino detect ion exp erim.ent is actuall;r 

bei ng discussed by many authors. 

We witness the origins of experimental neutrino astro

physics.Evidentl;r,the study of possible thermonuclear reactions 
On Sw~f4ce 

in the Sun with detecting the Earth's a s olar neutrino :flux 

is the first priority experimental work of the astrophysical 

neutrino cycle. 

The attempt to establish the existence of neutrino 

fluxes coming :from the Sun and capable of causiDg certain 

nuclear reactions with a low energy threshold will probably 
+ 

be undertaken within the next few years. Then the existence 

+ 
This sequence of the experiments is purely speculative: 
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registration of a smaller neutrino stream (table VII>, but with 

energy 14.1 MeV may prove more feasible ezperimentall,y. 

in the Sun of the H-13 reaction (I!'owler) can be confirmed or 

refuted b.1 choosing detecting reactions with a higher energy 
separating 

threshold,~e&ei~,for example,neutrino radi ation in the 

region of 10 to 14 UeV.Detection of neutrinos in solar radia

tion in ~he region of energi es c lose to 1. 7 MeV would test~ 

to the occurrence of the known e_ -J/ cycle UDder the solar CCIDo 

ditions. 

It should be recalled that in the region of low neutl'lllo 

eneigiea the croas sections v..- n _. p +e.- increase quadr .. 

tica1]3 with neutr1no energy.I!'rom this point of view detectiJic 

the neutrinos of Ule Li reaction ( ~ ..... .- 15 lleV) would be 

100 times more effective tban detect~ the neutrinos of the 

C.-N cycle ( E~ :1.7 lleV}. 

It is not illlposaible that adequate and therefore aore 

effectivo methods of detection specific for these relatiYel: 

high eneigies can be found in the neutrino energy region of 
t 

10 to 20 MeV 

+ 
lf,for ex811lple,V.:B.:Bel1ayev's idea of the possibUit;y 

of the "resonance" absorption of neutrinos in nnclei1~1 ) cou14 

be used. 

In this sense a recent item b1 V-de Sabbata and C.Gu
aldi (Nuovo Cimento 28 (196)) 1484) is noteworthy.The reac-
tion ;::-+IS! ~ p+C + Bl is cgr..s~dered. The auth-
ors give the cross sections f:~.lo-4rcm for ~= 
1.7 MeV and 4""'".--2.6 x 1Q-}7ca for fV= 14.1 lleY.I.e., 
the cross section increases by 10 order& (I). True, the in
crease of the phas!;l volume ( } particles in the final state ) 
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and consideratlonsl}l) might lead to an essential growth of 
the cross section with energy.Nevertheless,the results are 
so unexpected that indepez:dent repeated calculations of the 
effect are desirable, to say the least of it. 

It can be supposed that space vehicle• will allow 

neutrino uperilleuts for aore intenee natural neutrino fluxes. 

True,on Mercury,for exa.ple,solar neutrino radiation 

is only by an order more intense than on the Earth. 

lllov~ in the Sun's orbit at a distaDCe of lz 888. AAO 

106 1al off the Sun, a space ship can be irradiated by a neutrino 

flux approximately 1cf times as intense as the co.r.t'esponding 

objects on the Earth's surface. 

At higla te:aperatures which evidently obtain in origi

nating supernew stars ( T-' 5.109 X:) the neutrino fluxes are 

estimated at 1cP~ particles115) per sec,neutrinoa with an 

average energy .-v" 1 lleY. 

At 100 l.ight years off the source the flux is estblated 

to be 

""' 1 ol3t ca2sec • 

'rhe authors115) draw attention to the fact that such 

neutrino fluxes are detectable and sutsgest that in the future 

the corxesponding laboratories could dotect tbe appearance 

of mpernew stars by detecting t he origin of such neutrino 

radiation since the rapid development of high temperatu~ 

inside euch stars leads to penetrating neutrino r adiation 

preceding a powerfu l flare emitted by the star 's surface . 

We dness the origins of neutrino astronom.y. 
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Cosmic Bays 

The estimates of possible maximum densitiea ot neu

trino f luxes in cosmic ra.ya can be obtained from the experUt-

ents performed b~ Reines and Cowan116) on a re

actor. The Reines aDd Cowan i nstallation detects antineutrinoa 

in the spectrum section 3 to 10 MeV. 

As8Uli11Dg that the ob~erved background (with the re

actor ahut down) i s entirely due to cosmic antineutrinos,one 

can obtain the upper estimate117) for the highest ppasible 

value of the antineutrino flux of coiUiic rqs in the gi'Yen 

Her e f {E) is the cosmic neutri no density 

(14ev-1cm-3 ) and fS""(f: ) is the cross section of the reaction 

under consideration. 

I t should be noted that the Davis installation 

j.S not eff ective for deteeti~ neutrinos of ,.._ 1 GeV, i .e., 

such neutrinos which can split the Cl nucleus.The upper limit 

t or t he density of 100 MeV neutrinos can be estimated from 

tbe D.t v l S experiments under the assumption that the Davis 

detector bas been irradiated by monoenergetic neutrinos of 
+ 

the gi 'Yen enezgy 

region of the ener~ spectrua,this estimate bein« approxiaat e- 1 + 

l.y 

~ lo13ca-2sec-1• 

Assumins the radiation isotropic, one can obtain 'lohe . 

maxim1m densit~ of neutrino energy in the ~verae 

~ 1o' MeV/ c..?. 
This is approximately lrY tiMa larger than the a'Yerage 

ener~ densit~ given by astronomical estimates aDd correspoDda 

(b~ energy) to rough~ 1 proton per c.?. 

The reaction 

).1 + Cl.37 _, Ju?7 + e..-
1~) 

was studied in the Davis experiments.Fro. hia measu.rementa 

it follows that 

l~f(E)""(E)fi-E ~ lo-33aec"'"1 • 
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For example, E .,.;-70 MeV: the nucleon recoil does not 

preve.nt the production of A:z?7. 

-------------------
The estimat.es117) lead to the following numerical 

values : 
~ 1 MeV per c~. 

The upper estimates of neutrino fluxes with neutrino 

ene rgies ....., 1 GeV can be obtained by analyzing as yet rough 

experiments in the underground detection of muons. 

Even now it can be claimed that the neutrino energy 

densiv in U:le universe is in the neutrino spectruJil region 

of 1 GeV at least by three orders less than the energy density 

due to the averaged nucleon densiv118). It is the data on the 

undergro'Wld measurements of the vertical intensity of charged 
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p arti cles86) make possible this estima:te. These measurements 

have shown that charged particles capable of pasei.cg through 

5 ca of lead at depths 816,1812,~10,4280 and 6}80 m of water 

equivalent possess respecti~ely the intensities 2.48 x 10-6, 

1.78 x 10-6,1.}1 x 10-8,2.85 x 10-9 and 1.62 x lo10cm-2sec-lar~~ 
The above intensities practically coincide with the 

estilllat.es of muon fluxes due to the decay of atmospheric piQ~~a. 

The upper estimate of the deDSity of neutrinos with energies 

E ~ 1 GeY can be obtained UDier the assumption that all 

" muons underground registered in I'fi!J!. 86) have originated as a 

result of the v'+ n _,__.,..-+ p and V+p ~-~- + h ettects with 

erose se~tions ~ -lo--'8cm2 • 

Prom the estimates it follows tbat the neutrino densi~ 

with Cv "?- 1 GeV is less than 10-8ca-} • which correspoDds to 

the neutrino energy density in this sp ectrua sect ion less thaD 

1o-5 MeV em-}, which is already by three orders less than the 

nucleon density (l0-2MeVcm--'). 

1}. Cosmological Probleu 

Some major problems of cosmology have proved to be 

connected with neutrino physictl. 

However, these problema are extremely speculat i ve aDd 

often as yet reminiscent of the backgrow:xi of f 1antasy fiction. 

In connection with the charge asymmetry of: our world 
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there arise ideas ab out the antiworlds which would ensure 

the charge s;rmmetr,r of the universe as a whole.The l ocal 

charge as;y:maet.x:r of our part of the universe might have 

arisen as a result of fluctuati on in tbe charge-symmetric 

world117). 

It is natural to think th at the fluctuation hypothesis 
+ 

i mplies the ex:istence, at any rate in the past , of a strong 

+ 

"In the past" means the acceptance of a model of the 

universe in which space curvature diminishes with time. In 

the "past" when the fluctuation occurred it is a ssumed that 

with tbe enormous energy densities of that state of the 

universe (the larger the energy densi~ the greater the cur

vature) t:ne neutrino-a.ntineutrino background energy density 

by far exceeds the density of substaa:e. 

At present the density of thermal and photon ( "symmet

rical") energy can be as.umed lii.Uch smaller than that of the 

energr connected with the rest mass of the substance partiqles. 
,.J 

lt 1t appears that at present the density of energy V y 

is much less than the density of substance, this will mean 

that the hypothesis under discussion requires further special 

hypotheses on the development of the universe,the conversion 

of the primary SYJII!letrical energy canpollent into some new 

forms (for example, the kinetic energies of remote celestial 

bodies. etc.) which can be the subject of special discussions. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ch arge-sy.aetrical "beckgrowxl".~he latter might have been 

p r oduced b,y neutrinos and antiDeutrinos of the same densi~ll?l 

Aceording to the fluctuation hypothesis, the energy 

deDSit;y of thi s background mast be higher than the den.aiv at 

the energy of the cherge-as;yllllletrical component of the world 

1. e., the energy density contained in substance whi ch is esti

mat ed b;y astr®OIIdoal cl.ata. to be approximately 

,._. 1<J2 Jk.V/c~ or 10-? proton in a?. 
It Cllal be supp osed that the energy ~ectrum of the e;ymmetrical. 

Deutrino background ie determined b;y nucleon-antinucl eon 

annihilation 11bich leads to the producti011 of pions. 'l'he dec v 

of the l atter produces a syJU~~etrical. neutrino-antineutrino 

bac:kgrOUDii wi't.b neutrino(antineutrino) energy distriblte4 

around the intensity msxim:um near 100 l&eV. 

These add.itio:o,al considerations on a possible spectrua 

regio:D with the pred()!linant l ocalization of neutrino energr 

are not demomrtrable, of course, at; present.~e;r aerel;r focus 

attention on that part of the spectrum the experimental data 

for which (taken per se ) do not as ;ret contradict a relativel;r 

large denait;r of neutrino-antineutrino enel"g1'. 

Somewhat more definite estimates of the neutrino 

field energy dens11\f maxiaa can be obtained in terms of cer

tain theoretical co:ocepts about the universe. Thus, consideritlg 

the gravitation effect of the neutrino !ield on the expanding 

universe one can establish1~2 ) the upper limit for the neu-
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+ 
t rino euergy d~nsit;r as 2.lo-28gtcm?:2.107 erg/em~. 

... 
The conaideration refers in fact to the energy density 

~ue to 8JlY k:i.Dds of weakly interactitlg particles. 

~ 

!Prom this point ar view the average energy density yy 

i s onl;r b;r an order larger than the substance energy density. 

For c osm.ology it is quite essential to know such a 

p arameter as eDe rgy densi. ty in the universe.Should it pro"Ye 

thaii neutrinos make an overwhelming contribution to this 

paramet er, the neutrino nature of the universe would be mani

fest in different aspects of cosmology. 

Obviously, the detection of cosmic neutrinos in differ
regions 

ent £nergy spectrum ••$ieae is of considerable interest. 

Considerations have been given above (sect . 6) to show 

the fundamental importance of the exper im.ents in the interac

tion of neutrinos of very high energies ( 1011 eV) with nuc

leons and electrons.Acco.rdillg to ret.117),it is important to 

study the energy spectrum of cosmic neutrinos in the 50 to 

100 lleV region.Other ene.:rgy parts of the cosmic neutrino spec

trum interesting from different points of view can be pointed 

out. 
At present our knowledge of the origin aDd development 

of the uni"Yerse i s very poor and widely different speculations 
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are p ossible as yet, and neutrino physics may play an essential, 

role in these discuaaions. 

The weak neutrino-substance interaction,now annoyiQg 

when dliferent at tempts to det ect neutrinos are C<Jntemplated, 

will become,with the development of experimental possibilities, 

the illlmense advantage of the neutrino as a tool for probing 

into the innermost workings of the universe and its evolut ion. 

The neutrino can pass through vast layers of substance without 

absorption. To all intents and purposes the universe is t rans

parent for the neutrino.Indeed ,the cross sect i on for the in

teraction of the neutrino (antineutrino) with the mcleon in 

the energy spectrum region ....., 1 MeV is lo-43 cm2.Assuming 

the Substance densi t;y in the universe to be l0-5 proton per 

cm',we obtain one antineutrino-proton interaction 
- e.+ .~ ( y -+ p -) h + ) in the path of lC'"" light years. 

It is not impossible that the investigation of coSilic 

neutrino f luxes will furnish priceless information about the 

remotest areas of t he universe and the earliest times of its 

existence. 

It is supposed that the universe originated frCIIl a 

primary neutron cloud,the decay of neutrons (of lo-5 per c.' 

densi 'tiY) might have lead to a lo5 cm2 sec -l antineutrino flux 

lll,ll9) in the neutrino Epectrum energy region of 0.5 to 

1 MeV. 

This estimate gives the lower limit. It takes into 

account only the conversion of primary neutrons into protons 
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and neglects the possibility during the existence of the 

universe of repeated neutron decay events or rather the Jl 
decays of complex nuclei which have originated in the evolu

tion of stellar substance. 

The d iscua.ion of a cosmogenic hypotheais directly 

opposite to the previous one i s also of interest. 

In other words, it can be assumed that primary m~er 

consisted of protons and electrons and with the origin of 

neutrons in subsequent times there must have arisen a neutrino 

flux of the same densit;r111 ) 1.e.,at least 105 em2 sec-1 • 

According to Ya.B.Zeldovich1•3),the universe at the 

earliest stage of its development consisted of protons,elec

trons and neutrinos.Zeldovich holds that neutrinoa,occup~ 

densely the corresponding energy levels make the react ion 

p +e.- --" t1-+V 

complex 
forbidden to all intents.Tbus the production of sa~ 

nuclei is obstructed at this stage.Asymmtery with respect to 

lepton charge is intensified even more in the latest model 

of the universe. Without going into the coll{>arison of differ

ent concepts of the development of tlle universe it can be 

contended that at any rate the ratio of the neutrino and 

antineutrino flux intensities in free cosmic sp ace could be 

a parameter characterizing important information on the uni-

verse. 

• • • 
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Several years ego JI.Goldhaber121 ) proposed another 

fantastic :necha.ni811. for the division of the universe into 

worlds and aotiworlds. 

AceordiDg to Goldhaber, aio the beginnins there was 

one p~ticJ.e, universon, equal in mass to the universe.Thia 

universon was charge-symmetric. At a certain mome:at i: ="too 
this aniverson split into a particle and antiparti~e,or aa 

Goldhaber calls them a C(lSJIIOn and anticosmon, with "the corresp

onding nucleon and antinucleon chsxge e .~s apontaneous f iasiom 

uiss1ea of the universon. can be illustrated to a certsill 

extent by an analogue in the decq of some hypothetical charge. 

symmeiorical particle X into two particles: neut.ron 8DII1 

aotineutron 
,__ X_,., _.. ..., 

with large r elative kineti c energies.The high relative speedll 

of the c osmon and anticosmon l ed to the spatial separation 

of particles into large relative distanees.Each cosmon is 

converted in the process of evolution into the nucleon aDd 

respect ively antinucleon substance of the worlds and anti

worlds. 

.1 number of fermions with masses exceediDg the 118.8Ses 

of wcleons and bosons with 1118Sses larger than those of piona 

has been discovered in recent years . 

It is unknown whether there is any upper limit for 
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the mass a! the "elementary" parti.cle122 ).Short-living states 

of still larger masses ("re sonance states") hav e bean discov

ered ~te recently.Since we have entered the realm of un

restricted phantasy,we can mention the hypothesis that t he 

production of fireballs in collisions of cosmic nucleo:ca 

of tremendous energies with nucleons of substance is noth ing 

else than t he accomplished production of one or two "element

ary" particles (particle and antiparticle) with relat ivelJ' 

l arge aassea the substance of which later degrades into pion 

showers122).Perhaps the Goldhaber coSJilon is the ultiaate case 

of such a particle. 

Our concepts of the development of the universe are 

so speculative as yet that most unexpected possibilities are 

not rllled Ollt. It is not iDpossible that the mechanism divid

ing worlds and antiworlds i s not indispensable at all: for 

exa~~ple, the product ion of primary "particles" like cosmons 

in the charge-as,._atrie state is possible even !rom the 

cbarge-sylllllletrie state.Elementary particle physics lmows 

s;rmmetrieal states leading to charge-asymmetrical stat es. 

E.g., 

7r++JT-...-. Ko 
+ ,.., 

or 1r + Ti- _., K 0 

uD r-Io 
'frue, the transition of particles into antiparticles " _,I< 

proves possible with the passage of time in this case . 

But,perhaps,the universe turns to the antiuniverse and 
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vice versa. 8r in other words, the electron and proton masse
8 • 

:for example, are !'unctions varying with time? 

Perhaps the worlds and antiworlds are divided to B'IJCh 

an extent and in &ch a way that nucleon-antinucleon a.nnihil.a-. 

tion makes practically no cantrirution to the symDetricaJ. 

energy background. Unlike our S\lD., :far-aw83' anti-suns wouJ.cl 

radiate antineutrinos in the characte ristic energy interval. 

And sometiae- -

At this point we shall probably do well to stop the 

discussion ar such possibilities 1:f they _... llll\T be called 

so. 

n Neutrino Sea" 

Neutrino- and antineutrino-radiating reactions are 

constantl7 at work in nature.Synthesis aDd dec.r of element. 

are accompanied by neutrino and antineutrino radiation. !bese 

main procesaes in the evolution of celestial aatter supplJ 

neutrinos and antineutrinos of energies ,._ 1 lleV. 

I:f the II.S and P.G weak interaction scheme is correct 

aDd the direct (e.~ ) ( ~~) actually exists, it is prec :i.e~ 

by electrcma that the neutrino (antineutzino) radiation ot 

the long-wave part o:f the spectrum (analogue ot optical,radio

radiation,etc.) is generated. 

~e bremsstrahl\Ulg by an electron ar a neutrino

antineutrino pair in the CouJ.olllb field ~ a nucleus 

I I -( ~-+'l.., e..+~ ~J/ -t r"' ),production ot a neutrino-

2 08 

_,--=-

8lltineutrino pair from a ~ -quantwa on an electron -{ y+e. ~e.!+ \J+Y ) and other such effects of the 

( e y ) ( ev )-interaction can canse long-wave neotrino radi-

aticm.Sil:lce there llllst be no direct DUcleon-neutrino interac

tion according to the ll..S. 8IId li'.G. theor;r,celestial bodies 

consisting of nucleons and electrons are not neutral with . 
r espect to neutrino-antineutrino field. 

Just as an electron,movi.cg in a closed orbit in a 

synchrocyclotron,must radiate y -qu anta and neutrino

antineutrino paira,so too celestial bodies in their orbital 

moYemeut with respect to the neutrino-antineutrino field 

constitute sources of enormous .,} -"charge", o:f the .radia

tion of neotrino-o.Diiineutrino pairs. 

All i.DDUilerable reactions in which neutrinos and 

antineutrinos are produced fill the universe with neutrino

antineutrino radiation.Since the neutrino (antineutrino ) 

absorption cross sections are very sma:ll and these particles 

are not practically absorbed as they wander over the universe 

ever astronomical periods (109 years) it can be sgpposed that 

neutrino radiation has been accumulating in the present phase 

of the development of the universe. 

The Pauli principle restricts the meximwll density 

of the DUmber of neutrinos per em} by energies lying between 

E and f-tdt- .The maximum value of thi.s density 

is given by the ez:pres sion 
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f n ( E)t:/E.: 
3 

E.to!E 
(,t_~) -2- (/;c) 

(J S"fJ) 

1'he ms::r;:h1nm JlU&Il)er of neutrinos of energies £ < f 
0 

is thus restricted ~ 

~Q,.V 
E~ Eo 

Eo I 

= J, (E)a'E, O l!rft;c 
0 

EJ 
~ 

( t f"l ) 

..J 

:B'or J'e.rai energy ,...., 1 eV, for example, the JlUJIIber at 
neutrinos per c..? is 

;V, _ __ mec 
I ( JJ 

£{. 5 () - r:t.R)z T 
-II' 

f() 

.3 

ff -(() 

(: rt.) 

If "the Earth emits, while revolving around the Sun, 

neutrino radiation with a wave length ). """ R.. where 

1\. ,.._ 1ol3 em is the radius of the Earth 1 s orbit, the c 01:'

respollding energy of these neutrinos will be 

E v ,..._ f11ee~o-22 "-lo-22 lleV. (I~?J) 

The maxiJmull nwaber of neutriuos with energies E ~ E,_ per ~ 

is exp1:1esse<1, accor~ to eq. ( ISl ), aa 
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JVElEv~ lo-36 neutrinos/cm3. (Js¥) 

While the Olbers parado~23) is meaniDgf'ul for 

photons related to Newtonian cosmology in any photon energy 

spect~ region,neutrinos conform to the Pauli principle and, 

having populated all the cor.respondiDg levels with E- ~ Eo 
preclude any further processes emitting neutrinos with E ~Eo 
If ffi ......., 1 eV the number of neutrinos per crt? is in fact still 

very small-in the sense that such a neutrino background in 

SUCh an energy spectrua region does not seem to be capable ot 

showing 1n elementary processes like 

v ~,., ~ r -+ e..-

'lhe energy contained in the neutrino ttseatt with the 

J'enlli energr E.F is gi"Yen b;:r the e~ression 
€(1 9' 

J I El= 
W = En(E)dE: £.(} 3 Y' 

~ f.t?i) lie) 
(ts-r) 

:ror E F .._ 1 eV or more accurately EF= llnec1 tob 

W= f (-h7ec)3 -.2.'1 £- 5 .> 
f~JT) 2 '-I 'h-J · IO ~c -to m~cY ,.._ I~HdY . (In) 

k 11l cmJ 

That would mean that the entire matter oi' the universe is 

concentrated in neutrino radiation.The average density oi' 
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mat ter i n the universe is estimated to be 10-5 pro-:.~ns per 

cmP,i . e., lOi2 UeV/cm?. 

Thus even when E,. ,.,. 1 eV the mass contained in neutri-

no radiation would be 107 times larger than the masses of the 

Galaxies whose masses could be simply neglected in the corresp

onding cosmological estimates. 

The problem of the density of matter in the universe 

is important for the selection of the model of the world.~e 

average density124 ) corresponding to a flat universe (transi

tion from the closed to open model) amounts to 5.10-29 g/cm.3, 

which is not far from what is given by the estimate of the 

substance of the Galaxies. Of c 9urse, a large neutrino radiation 

density could be a decisive factor when the model of the uni

verse is discussed. 

Develop ing the considerations of his paper concerned 

with the neutrino problems of cosJBOlogy12') Weinberg discusses 

the relations between the upper limit of the Fermi energy of 

the filled neutrino sea ( E r: 
the universe125). 

) and different models of 

According to Weinberg,in the develop ing universe 

model and t he steadY state cosmology the population of the 

neutrino levels is very low. ~e corresponding Fermi ener gy 

Elf is est imated as 

E,. ,.._ exp-1 o36 
MeV ( evolutionary model) 

F """ l o- .36 or lo-24 Ye"f (stationary model). 
F 

2 12 

This means that in such models celestial bodies could 

also radiate neutrinos in the characteristic frequency range 

(15~). 

Since the weak interaction constant is by far larger 

than the gravitation constant,and the radiation of gravitation 

waves in cosmic tilles can, by estimates120), amount to .0.1% of 

the mass of celestial bodies,it seems at first glance that 

the energy losses of celestial bodies via neutrino-antineutrino 

radiation may be catastrophic.!l'his can even be interpreted as 

a cerl.ain argument in fa-your a! the oscillating model of the 

universe in which the population of neutrino levels is,accord

ing to Weinbers,so large ( "" 2.lo-.3e"f) that the frequency 

range under discussion proves to be simply forbidden.However, 

simple analogies of the Bose fields (gravitation waves) aDd 

Fermi fields (neutrinos) are extremely risky in the region of 

small frequencies and large intensities since there is no 

classic analogue for the Fermi field. 

The concrete estimates of population of neutrino lev

els in different models of the universe may undergo serious 

changes in further analyses and specifications, but the fact 

remains: there have resulted the idea of the neutrino sea of 

the universe with a certain possible Fermi energy E,. which 

is not so low for the oscillating model.This idea will natural

ly b• followed by the experimental attempts to lower the upper 

limit for the possible value of Ep 
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In his prepriDt Weinberg discusses experillental pos

sibilitiea which are quite interestillg in principle. 

If the neutrino (antineutrino) levela are actual~ 

filled to fy -= E-(t , characteristic deviationa 1111st in 

principle be observed near the upper limit of the Curie graph 

from its behaviour calculated without taking into account the 

filled neutrino levels. 

If,for exampla,for antineutrinos there is a "background' 

with E~ = f"p , in ~ -decays all dec~s with electron en

ergies higher than fe. = Wo- f fi ( W o is the "aaxi

mum" el ectron anergy value) will be forbidden.The Curie graph 

wil l change sharply its direction near the electron energy 

value E e. = w 6 - f rr • 
The Curie graph curve near the upper limit of the 

electron spectrum will be such as if the &.D.tineutrino emitted 

in this dec~ had the rest mass mv: Err (fig.2'1) 
t: L. 

'{lf;f 

W.-Ep 

F~.2'7 
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IVo 
Ee. 

The electron dec~ energy is marked off on the X-axis of 

graph 2? and the quantit7 in the Curi e graph connected with 

t he number of decay elect r ons ( .1'1 ) on the Y- axis ( f is 

t he Coulomb factor ). 

If the neutrino background is filled the electron decay 

spectrum edge will hsve a characteristic continuation beyond 

the ener gy ~o (fig. 28 ) 

Y(eef 

w" 
B'ig.28 

w., ... E~< 

This means that a certain number of decay electrons 

originates with energies e e.) w.., 
violation of conservation. 

,i.e. , with aD. apparent 

'lhe most accurate experimental data on the el ectron 

dec ay energy spectrum have been obtained for tritium. The upper 
+ -

l imit they give for the antineutrino E; is 

+ 

---E~-" <. 200eV. ,.. 

It will be recalled that according to ref .1~2) the average 

neutrino energy density in the universe cannot become so high. 
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For neutrinos ( J3 + -Elecays) this limit is five timee 
v. 

as high. As for muon neutrinos the upper limit E [ for thea, 

estimated by data on)"' ..,.. -decays, lies still very high 

maximum 

E
v,. < 4 MeV. 

F 
According to Weinberg, E is connected with the 

p 
( Ill!. ) radius of the universe expressed in universe 

. radius units for ~he present state of the ~verse by the 

relation 

FF -:::::. S" ll 
e 

Naturally,the upper limit of fp will decrease con

siderab~ as a result of experimental attempts in the next 

few years. Weinberg reports about one such experiment with 

~ritium that has been started in Glasgow. 

We have one of the first examples in the history of 

physics when it is hoped to receive answers to questions of 

fundamental importance for the future theory of the universe 

by investigating events of the microworld.It does not take 

much of a profit to predict that examples of such a connection 

between the microworld and ultra macroworld will be more aDd 

more frequent in the future. 

It should b~ted that the above considerations are 

based on the strict observance of energy conservation law. 

This applies even to the steady state cosmology in 

which this law is violated according to the authors of the 
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aoclel. themselves: in 1, 000, 000, 000 years there ariAes approx

iaatel7 one electron-positron pair per 1 ca3 of space.Tb.is 
+ 

DWiber merel~ characterizes the scale of a poasible violation 

+ 
LeBYiDg aside au:o- serious critici8Jl of the steady state 

cosmology f roa the viewpoint of available experimental data 

it should be noted that the question in this model is not 

(4 an actual violation of conservation laws, but of a differ

ent f01"11 of these l awe. 

Ref.134) attempts at such an interpretation of conserva

tion laws in the steady state cosmology.The production of 

energy connected with substance is co~enaated by a decrease 

in gravitational potential energy. 

of the energy conaervetion law, but 88iJS nothing about the 

specific foru of the origin of such violations in interac

tions.Such a weak violation of the conservation law could be 

connected with the same weak interactions.Weak interactions 

mq prcwe peculiar in this respect as well. In weak interactions 

the energy conservation law is checked with the same accuracy 

as the upper limit of the Fermi energy E r; very roughly 

indeed. In electromagnetic interactions the MtSssbaue.l.' effect 

seea to affor4 to make considerable headwaJ" in the verifica

tion of this law. 

~e presence of two kinds of neutrinos change essen-
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tially m.a.o;r situations in cosmologi1:al problems. 

Peculiar macroscopic processes may also arise if tbe 

rest mass of ( sa;r, JIIUon) neu trinoe di:tt ers from zero. In this 

case non-relativistic neutrinos, sub;ject to the purely gravita.. 

tional attraction of celestial bodies will make up boUDd aye

teas of macroscopic dimensions. 

Indeecl,for a neutrino of 118.8S m..., in the gravita

tional field of a celestial b~ of aaaa .).( the r adius of 

the correspondillg".Boh:r orbit"is 

t"L 
't. "'- '-.}.A. 

~ m., 

where ~ is the gravitatioll constant. 
-'t 

For the neutrino aass mv: 10 twt~ the"Bohr orbit" 

radius is of the order of miles if the size of the celestial 

body is epproximate:Q' the S811e or larger. 

The .. Bohr orbit" of a neutrino of mass equal,:tor 

exauple,to 
- r 2. m.,. =- 10 me... 

must fit in within our planet.The stationary neutrino orbits 

inside celestial bodies is here meant. 

Naturally,neutrinos with high velocities aay fora 

around celestial bodies the neutrino atmosphere of, in parti

cular, strongly degenerate neutrino gas. In this case the inter

pretation of experimental results like those in figs.27 and 28 
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may prove ambiguous (s~,for the physicists of the genera

tions to come). 

Accumulations of purely neutrino matter may also 

have originated in different areas of tbe universe because 

of tbe reciprocal gravitational attracti on of neutrinos with 

h1v j o .Apart from the well-known alterDB.tives of the 

equilibrium (electron-proton and neutron ) state of large 

masses, it is possible in principle to discuss a purely neu

trino equilibrium state,hypothesize about neutrino stars or 

rather neutrino celestial bodies,etc. 

Though the upper li.mit for the muon neutrino mass 

is very high as yet it should be remembered that the well

known relation between the mass of degenerate non-relativistic, 

SIQ', neutron gas and the size of the system contains the elem

entary pat'ticle mass in eighth power135) 

*b v4 f.L 3 == CfJ /f --;-g 
~ 111" 

But in general the world would be simpler and,perhaps, 

easier 'lio stu~ if the neutrino had no rest mass.Evident:q, 

this not always very weighty grOUDd tips the scale of scien

tific opinion in favour of the two-component neutrino idea. 
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14. Prospects of Neutrino Pb,ysics 

Collidillg Be8lll8 

1 

If the Pontecorvo-Smorodinslq Qn>othesis is valid 

and in space there exist intense neutrino (anti ne utrino) 

fluxes of 100 MeV enersY,elect r on-neutri no colliding beams 

are naturall,y produced as a r esult of the or igin of an elec

tron beam in any accelerator. lf ~he intermediate meson actu

ally exists and its mass is not l arger than the nucl eon mua, 

pecul iar effects can in principle be expected in the electrCil 

beBJIIS of accelerators. 

The future linear accelerator proposed by Panofslcy 

is to yield a 4.10
10 

l4eV electron beam.lUectrons of such en

erg i es· colliding wi th antineutrinos of energies ~ 100 MeV 

ma,y produce an intermediate meson. 'lith t he mass of the inter

mediate meson equal to t hat of the nucleon the resonance en

ergy is «~--9.1ol1 eV in the el ectron rest system.Though the 

cross section for the intermediat e Jlleson p r oduction is large 

- it is -.lo- ' 2cm2 (the case of resonanca) for the observed 

effect ( 1 r -meson per day) a very large neutrino density 

~lo10cm_, is required.The energy density from such neutri

noe would exceed 1ol4 ti.mes the average substance demity in 

th e universe (lo-2 MeV).Regrettabl;r,this possibility i s ruled 

out in reality. 
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Nevertheless,colliding beams may have esseDtial 

effect on the further developmellt of the theory of weak inter

actions with which neutrino pb,ysice is li.nlted so closel.y.The 

crosa sect :ion for t he production of a pair of vector mesons 

in the reaction with colliding electron-positron beaaa 

e -+ e+ _, w-t +w-

possesses several specific features suggestillg that thia 

ef':tect is elldnentl.y suitable for the solution of the i nte.l'

mediate meson problem. 

fhe cross section of this reaction is givenl27, 128) 

b;r the apreaaion 

L L ~ 
dfi"" ol. ( ..U.w).YL[ /. .JN,) . :.:} 
-,- == -t. 1-- 'l-r2- - Sr,n'B 
()f~ .J~..uw ct. £L 

(1~7-) 

which approaches rapi~ a limit indepel'ldellt of energy ( E:.. ) 

( d~) = 
dJl)t..,~ 

~ 

o(_ 

IG M: ( 1-~o C()1to/ {t 58) 

Here H \A/ is the intermed.ia:te boeon mass.Thus, spin 1 leads, 

unlike spin 0 and spin 1/2, to an e~~erg;r-independes cross sec

tion. The corresp ondi.ng cross sect ions for 0 and l/2 spin 

particles decrease quadraticall;y with energy .A constant limit 

is attained in eq. ( IS& ) rather rapid.l;r (when E- -::: 4 Mw ) 
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and ma.y correspond to rather appreciable cross sections.jhua, 

when M =560 .14eV we have o ,._.7.lo-32cm2,wbich is by an w 
order larger than the cross sect ions for 0 aDd l/2 spin par

ticles witb the saae energies. 

In the production· of an intermediate meson which die

integrates practically instantaneously,the· effect must be reg-

+ -1stered as the production in the process of the e , e . col-

lision of a ( J 1 e ) pair w1 th the total energy lower than 
2_[.. 

However,colliding lepton be8JIS ( e.-+ e..- . e-~ eT) are 
) 

especially interest!~ because they hold out the possibility 

of checking electrodynamics at distances I'V"lo-16cm.A devia
+ 

tion from electrodynamics over these distances would testit.f 

+ 

A deviati on from electrodynamics is possible as a 

result of radiation corrections and various effects of strong . 

iiiteractions which camot ea~ily be taken into account theor

etically. We mean esseptia! deviations from electrodynamics 

precisely in the region of lengths characteristic of weak 

interact ions. It would be an improbable coincidence defying 

explanation if there existed deviations from electrodynamics 

as a result of,say,strcmg inueractions for parametersrv1&6ca. 

in favour of the fact that the four-fermion interaction in 
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its curreiit fom applies up to critical energies or up to 

lengths characteristic of weak interaction. Thus, the length 

Vfc. ...-7.10-17cm could claim to be of fundamental im

portance in modern tbeor,y as its only intrinsic length, a pos

sible determinant of the structure of our space133) . 

Thua a purely electrodynamic experiment could have 

a decisive effect on the development of the theory of weak in

terac~ions.As for the fundamental problem of checking experim

entally the possibility of the direct ( e.V )( e..v )-interaction, 

the same, alre~ once tested but lo3 times more difficult, 

superhuman experiment near reactors remains the most realistic 

undertaking.True,the enormous neutrino~~~ intensity as 

a result of a thermonuclear explosion may prove more conven

ient experimentally.According to an estimate (evidently over

rated) made by Reines129),a 20 kiloton explosion may yield 

10 counts of the events under discussion per 1 ton of the 

detector. 

As for detecting nEUtrino (antineutrino) fluxes in 

free apace with intensities of lo5 particles/cm2sec there is 

no methods as yet for detecting such weak intensities.Allow

ance s should be made of the fact tha:t neutrino physics is 

still in its initial st~e and perhaps experimental possibil

ities adequate to the problems of weak interactions have not 

been found so :far. 

On the other hand,the detection of weak low-energy 
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neut rino (antineutrino) f l uxes opens such breath-taking 

vist as (neutrino astrono~,antiworlds,etc.) that creative 

t~ought will inevi tably keep i ts search for original solu

t~ns. 

In a recent Dubna preprint121) V.R.Beliayev consid

ered the possibility of accumulating optical neutrinos in 

closed spaces on the basia of the total inner reflect i on, 

taking into account the ( ey ) ( e..v )interaction for lo:ug 

wave (optical) neutrinos in a f i.ne surface filL True, the 

author's estimates sound too good to be true. 

Actually • the surface layer is probabl.J' too thin for 

any appreciable accumulation of neutrinoa,but a freab angle 

of approach and original direction of search suggest that 

probably there are untrodden paths along which possibilities 

for detecting neutrinos of weak inteDSities will be found, 

perhaps by creating a kind of accumulator for them • 

• • • 

This is a hard piece of guesswork for our contempo

rary : t he true place of the neutr ino in the phYsics of the 

future . But t he properti es of this particle are so primary 

and unique as to suggest that nature ha& created it with 

some profound though not yet always clear purposes. 

In this sense we can understand that well-nigh re

ligious hymn to the neutrino expressed in J.iheeler•s "Gra-
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vit at ion of the Neutrino and the Universe" in tenus of 

mathematics, this divine Latin of modern theoretical physics. 
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